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The Ill-Starred Queen: The Damned Existence of Anne Boleyn
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ABSTRACT
The age of Queen Elizabeth I is considered as the Golden age of England. She was
the greatest ruler England ever had, and she became Gloriana, the pride of England. Then
how could her mother Queen Anne be a witch? This paper titled “The Ill-starred Queen:
The Damned Existence of Anne Boleyn” shows how Lady Anne was wronged at every
point of her life and how her suffering finally ended with her beheading in Tower Green.
With the application of a psychoanalytic device called defence mechanism and the theory of
sexual politics this project tries to prove how Anne Boleyn who was said to be a witch was
actually a chaste and affectionate woman.”Defence mechanism, in psychoanalytic theory,
is any group of mental processes that enables the mind to reach compromise solutions to
conflicts that it is unable to resolve” (Def. 1a).
A woman never had a standing among men, this has been so since time immemorial.
Women have always been instruments at the hands of men, either as playthings or as tools
to soar high. Anne Boleyn was also a woman who was exploited and marred by men. Even
women did not spare her, they accused her of witchcraft. But one can never deny whatsoever,
had Anne not been there, England would have never had a golden age.
As per psychoanalytic theory, any set of mental processes that enables the mind to
make compromise solutions is called Defence Mechanism. The two types of defence
mechanisms that continually surfaced in Anne were denial and repression. The conscious
rejection to perceive that painful facts exist is called denial. The withdrawal from
consciousness of an unwanted affect, idea or desire by repressing it, or by pushing it down
into the unconscious part of the mind is called repression.
The book by Caroline Meyer titled Doomed Queen Anne is in the first person
narrative and it traces the journey of Queen Anne from childhood to adulthood and finally to
her beheading in the Tower Green. Though the book shows her to be proud, impure and
greedy, through the Psychoanalytic device called defence mechanism and theory of sexual
politics, it can be proved that she was an intelligent, chaste and loving woman.
The cover page of the book Doomed Queen Anne states that “she risked everything
to become Queen” (Meyer I). But when one tries to find a deeper meaning it is understood
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that Anne Boleyn risked her all to be loved, to give love and to save King Henry VIII’s
wealth and his kingdom. In the novel there are several instances wherein Anne is taunted
and accused for no fault of hers. Thus she developed defence mechanisms like repression
and denial, her constant efforts to change herself shows this, but when she found herself
helpless in such situations she either felt agonized, spoke her heart out to the readers or she
retorted angrily.
The following lines show the very first instances of repression and denial, “. . . I
wished to show her how I had changed. She would see that I as no longer the ill-favoured
child she’d once taunted. I was now a fine young lady of the court!” (Meyer 3).
Anne’s agony of being considered imperfect surfaces in these lines: “Does he have
plans for me? But I knew the answer: I am the ill-favoured daughter. He intends no such
future for me”(9). Once Anne heard her parents talk of her, her mother was worried about
what would become of her because according to her mother she was, “. . . ill-favoured, dark
as a gypsy. . . [had a] blemish upon her neck, the little bud of an extra finger. . .” (17). Even
her father agreed that Anne was ill-favoured. Her mother wanted to send her to the nunnery
as she believed was done by other parents to daughters with unfortunate defects. Anne was
painfully reminded of the fact that she was far from perfect. She seemed to repress these
facts and deny that she had defects; she thus tried harder to change herself.
Anne and her elder sister Mary became a part of their father’s scheme who wanted
to make himself important in the court of the brilliant young King Henry VIII. This fact is
understood gradually when Thomas Boleyn (Anne and Mary’s father) is raised to higher
positions. When Lady Anne learnt fluent French her sister Mary got jealous of her and she
spitefully remarked that Anne had become too proud just because she knew French. In
reality Anne was only happy as she was changing to a perfect woman without defects.
Even her knowledge was taken as a symbol of pride.
As a punishment for courting with Hal Percy (son of the wealthy and powerful earl
of Northumberland) Anne was banished from court and had to return to Hever. There her
mother stayed with her but instead of being a support to her daughter, her mother Elizabeth
was very complacent and uncaring, she went on with her life as though nothing was amiss,
and this put Anne into a darker mood. It seemed to her that she was no good to her parents.
Thus she kept finding ways to please her parents.
One of the maids of honour taunted her by stating that her laughter was vulgar and
another of them said that she not only looked like a crow but also sounded like one. Hearing
all these criticisms she felt that unless she proved herself to be worthy they will not stop.
When Anne’s father learnt that she had refused to become the king’s mistress, he advised
her not to spoil her chances by some act of prideful folly. Here her chastity was mistaken
for pride, thus she consciously tried to repress and deny the fact that she was proud and
tried to find ways to prove her humble self. Anne told her father that she would rather
become the king’s wife than his mistress. She wanted to do what was pleasing in the eyes
of God and man, but this too was seen as pride by her father. She even told her brother,
George that, “If it be God’s will and the king’s pleasure, I shall marry King Henry” (Meyer
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109). Here too her humility and chastity is seen. On one occasion François, the king of
France told her that he came to know that Anne had become Henry’s mistress. To this Anne
told him that she was only a loyal subject of the king and the queen, this proves that she was
a just and humble woman.
Lady Anne earned the hatred of many. Princess Mary the king’s daughter (by
Catherine) for instance gave her hateful looks and everyone in the court knew that the king
intended to leave his wife and marry her; therefore they despised her for that. Even Jane
Boleyn, her sister-in-law (George’s wife) spoke to her only when compelled by the customs
of the court. She was again and again reminded that she was an imperfect, impure and
greedy woman. Her family was loyal to her but no one loved her like her brother did, her
sister was jealous of her, her mother advised her seek too much of the king’s attention and
her father only wanted to use her for his own gains and seemed to dislike her. In reality she
was very lonely.
On the other hand, Cardinal Wolsey advised the king to marry Princess Reñeeso
that the union would strengthen England’s ties with France. He did not want the king to
marry Anne as it would not benefit him in any way, but the king did not yield to his word.
Anne was deeply hurt by all this as she would be acknowledged as the king’s mistress had
he married Princess Reñee. Anne told the king to put an end to these pleadings and told him
how poorly Wolsey managed his affairs. Anne made sure that the greedy Cardinal did not
succeed and she used her intelligence to save the king and his kingdom from the hands of
the Cardinal. Thus the king angrily dismissed his chancellor and ordered charges to be
brought against him. Anne was soon surrounded by people who wished her ill; chief among
them was Cardinal Wolsey.
Mary (daughter of Catherine) told her husband, Charles Brandon to oppose Anne’s
marriage to King Henry and thus he told the king that Anne was not a woman of high
reputation because she had given herself to both Hal Percy and Thomas Wyatt. This also
wounded Anne as she was once again wronged and shown to be impure.
Anne’s relations with the king grew more and more difficult as Anne was frequently
losing her temper and she made mistakes. This was because she feared that she would only
remain to be the king’s mistress.
During another incident, Anne felt terrible when she saw that Mary wore a threadbare
gown and her children were clothed in garments long outgrown and outworn and so she
loaned her a robe to cover her shabby gown and petticoat. Also the sadness in the eyes of
Mary’s children made Anne gift her a large sum of money, thus this shows that she was
kind-hearted.
For Anne only two things seemed to increase: her sorrow and enemies. George’s
mother-in-law said that “[s]he cling[ed] to him like a nettle” (Meyer 164). Others said that
she was shameless because she wore her hair loose upon her shoulders, as though she was
still a young virgin. This in reality was a truth but one which only Anne knew. Still others said
that she was a witch and that the little extra finger was surely a sign of the devil. Also the
blemish on her neck, always hidden beneath a jewel, was believed to be a pap which was
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sucked by a demon. Jane Boleyn believed that Anne had put a spell on the king. Even the
common folk did not support her; they blamed her for the increase in taxes, crop failures
which brought about a threat of famine, and for a number of other reasons that had nothing
to do with her. They never wanted the king to marry Anne.
Once an angry mob gathered before Lady Sheldon’s (Anne’s relative) house where
Anne was invited for supper. Anne was really troubled by what had happened thus she
prayed to God saying that she could not bear to be so hated by those from whom she
expected love. In her anguish she said, “But if God heard my prayers, he seemed not to
soften the hearts of my enemies, and my despair deepened” (170).
Also no one in the Christendom believed that Anne was chaste although Anne
continually said and proved the contrary. She persistently tried to repress such unwanted
ideas but could not for long. Nobody thought her to be chaste thus in her insecurity she gave
in to the king and welcomed him to bed. She also did this out of the fear that if the king
discarded her the world would discard her too, an actuality which does come true.
Anne was soon found to be pregnant and the king secretly married her. From then
onwards, she was worried whether she would really have a son because only the birth of a
son would please the king or else he would be annoyed and would end up losing interest in
her. Both these mechanisms surfaced in her once again when she feared giving birth to a
daughter which could cause her downfall. Even her family seemed to resent her new position
as the Queen of England. Her father was almost jealous of her position whereas her mother
frowned and looked uncomfortable in her presence.
She became agonized when she learnt that she was called the ‘Great Whore’ by
some of her enemies, and a witch by others. As the coronation day drew closer their slanders
became more vicious and louder. All these situations made Anne worse, and she said, “The
people hated me, and their ill will ate steadily at my soul” (Meyer 190).
The king showed great concern towards Anne till the unfortunate moment of the
birth of her baby girl. On the infant girl’s birth Anne was shattered, and she feared, “. . . that
the king would not, could not, forgive her this fault” (200). This disturbed Anne, furthermore
very few people offered her comfort. Even in the midst of such agony she helped her sister
with money. Nothing cheered her except for the belief that in a few weeks she would
present the king with a son. But while the king was away on summer hunting, the unthinkable
happened; Anne woke to find herself bathed in blood and knew at once that she had lost the
child. She blamed Henry for this and accused him of selfishness. She felt that he had
already began the proceedings to rid him of her, thus her sorrow knew no bounds. The king
was already in an affair with Jane Seymour, a lady-in-waiting to both Catherine and Anne.
Cromwell decided to take this opportunity to remove the influence of Anne. Cromwell’s
biographer, Howard Leithead, has pointed out that, “Anne Boleyn was well known for
conducting herself with her courtiers in an informal and flirtatious manner, and Cromwell
calculated that he could twist the language of courtly love to support an accusation of
adultery” (108).
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Philippa Jones has pointed out that,
Cromwell was careful that the charge should stipulate that Anne Boleyn had
only been unfaithful to the King after Princess Elizabeth’s birth in 1533.
Henry wanted Elizabeth to be acknowledged as his daughter, but at the
same time he wanted her removed from any future claim to the succession
(25).
Once in a rage she cried out to the king “Do you care nothing for me?” (Meyer214).
Often his harsh words plunged her into deep misery. She knew that if she bore the king a
son, he would not put her aside. During the third time she conceived she prayed hard for a
healthy boy. As usual the king went for hunting but was unhorsed and his enormous warhorse
fell upon him, knocking him senselessly. But the shock was too great for Anne and she lost
the child six days later. She was inconsolable when she was informed that the tiny life that
she hadcarried had been a male. She blamed Henry and Jane for this. The king was furious
and he turned away from Anne and she understood that the king had closed his heart against
her, and she sank into fathomless despair.
She knew that the king would soon marry Jane. Anne sought to speak to the king
but he gazed at her in a cruel manner and then walked away. One of her ladies-in-waiting
told the king that there was never such a whore in the entire realm. She was also accused
of having committed adultery with Mark Smeaton, Henry Norris, William Brereton, Francis
Weston and even her own brother George. Once the king rode away with his friends on a
May Day joust without even a word to Anne and soon after claimed that he saw her drop
her handkerchief, which he chose to believe was a signal she had given to a lover. She did
claim that these were all lies, but to no avail. She was arrested and tried for treason. She
was allowed to offer no defence. Her own brother was condemned by the testimony of his
jealous wife, who claimed that Anne had slept with several men to ensure that she would
conceive a male child. No one wanted to hear the truth as Anne was envied by all. The five
men were found guilty and were condemned to die as traitors. Two days before Anne’s
execution the men were beheaded.
Anne’s marriage to the king was declared invalid and her daughter Elizabeth had
been declared a bastard. Even on the day of her marriage she swore by all that is holy that
she was never unfaithful to the king. Anne was such a kind woman that she thought of what
would happen to her maidservant, Nell at the hour of her death. She was indeed a loving
soul. She thought of her daughter about what would become of her and wondered if her
daughter would ever know that her mother was the Queen of England or would the king
erase all the memories of her. If she was granted one wish other than the wish for life itself
it she would have used it to inform the truth to her daughter.
It is to be noted that patriarchy caused her doom. She was used by her own father
and by the king and in the end discarded by these very men after her need was over.
Patriarchy considered her intelligence, boldness and strength as symbols of pride and love
as a motive for becoming the Queen.
Kate Millet’s Sexual Politics shows several instances of how patriarchy and its
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rules made life bitter for women. “Traditionally patriarchy granted the father nearly totally
ownership over wife or wives and children, including the powers of physical abuse and
often even those of murder and sale” (33). Anne’s father, Thomas Boleyn owned his children.
He was never considerate to any of them. Young Anne and her elder sister Mary were a
part of their father’s crooked schemes. But when his elder daughter, Mary needed him the
most when she became a widow he was cold to her.
For her father’s soaring future Anne was sent to the Spanish Netherlands to join the
court of Archduchess Margaret where she could learn courtly skills and can finally be
married to some Italian or Spanish nobleman who would earn her father a good dowry and
also may be a higher position in the court of King Henry.
It was pitiable because Anne was sent to the Spanish Netherlands not with new
clothes but with Mary’s outgrown wardrobe that was altered to fit her. Here one can make
out the low status of a female, had Anne been a man she would have definitely been given
new clothes even if she had defects.
Soon her father found the next way to use her daughter and Anne was summoned
back to England as her father had arranged a betrothal for her. But this marriage would
stand as a gain only to her father and to Henry as it would solve an inheritance problem and
also keep England from being attacked. Anne disliked Jamie as he was, “. . . irresolute,
fainthearted, and pusillanimous. . .”(Meyer 45). But since women did not have the right to
choose their husbands her opinion would not even be considered.
She was happy in her relationship with Hal Percy. Hal Percy was true to her but
this relationship did not last long as Wolsey and even Anne’s father were against this relation.
Men decided everything in the lives of women, it did not matter how these decisions affected
the person concerned. Anne was banished from the court and she was even beaten up by
her father who called her, “Brazen. . .impudent. . .hussy!”(Meyer59).Her father even told
her that, “Your reputation is ruined, and there you stand, wilful and proud as a queen!”(60).
Anne on the other hand wanted to please her father by the fine match she had made for
herself. According to Millet in Sexual Politics men did not expect women to be proud or
intelligent instead they were expected to be passive and ignorant.
King Henry should have been punished for he committed innumerable crimes against
women but men were the rule givers, so if they violated laws nothing would happen. At the
court a poet named Tom Wyatt was attracted towards Anne. Although she liked him she
made sure not to get too close to him. Once when she was about to steal out of the banqueting
hall she became aware of the King’s eyes lingering upon her and it occurred to her that if
she won the king’s heart it would surely prove to her father that she was no longer the illfavoured daughter. When a man wanted to use a woman he would do things that made her
happy and would then buy her if necessary. Thus a woman was considered to be an asset
that was to be used and even sold and bought.
Once Anne was summoned to the king’s private chamber and was asked by the
king whether she wanted to become his mistress but Anne being a chaste woman refused
this offer and told him that she valued honour and virtue greatly and that she could not risk
6
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the loss of them. She also said that she needed time to think not completely refusing the king
which could anger him, the king allowed her time but again kept persuading her to become
his mistress. He told Anne that he was struck by the dart of love and that he was weak with
desire to possess her. Thus, women were seen as a possession and not as a human being by
men. Anne finally told the king that she could not come to him any longer as she would be
found out and her good name would suffer. Anne was virtuous but the king was a man who
always wanted a woman to satisfy his lust.
The king told her that like other men he too had appetites. His lustful nature is
revealed here. Anne still kept her stand and told the king that no woman could give what he
desired without the loss of her virtue and her self-respect and she also told him that he too
would loss his respect as well. He told Anne that he believed that his marriage to Catherine
was never valid and that because he committed incest by marrying his brother’s wife he
was punished by God for it and therefore had no sons. He somehow wanted to annul his
marriage with Catherine. Here it is understood that he wanted Anne simply because he
wanted an heir. A woman who did not produce a male heir was discarded as quickly as junk,
but no one bothered to find out whether the man was incapable of producing or not.
The king tried hard to get his marriage annulled but once he understood that the
Pope would never get his marriage annulled to Catherine he decided to break his ties with
Rome and become the head of the Church of England. The king also tried to impress Anne
by giving her brother George the position of the king’s cupbearers. George made sure to tell
Anne that it was Anne’s whole person that entranced the king and not her heart. In the end
this fact came to be true.
The king’s frequent visitto Anne earned herCatherine’s hatred. Finally the king
proposed her to marry him, this delighted Anne as she would no longer be called the king’s
mistress. But when Anne shared this news with her father, he told her that she was making
a joke of herself. The king did everything in his power to obtain Anne but once he got tired
of her he tried all ways of getting rid of her. Thus woman had no value in the eyes of men.
When England was struck by the plague called the sweating sickness the king left
for his manor house, and only sent a letter to Anne as to how to keep herself from contracting
the disease. In reality this too revealed the king selfish nature as he merely wanted Anne to
survive, as she should bear him a son.Henry was a cheating husband too because when the
queen was away at her manor house in Hertfordshire the king publicly showed his affection
for Anne. Men could thus commit adultery and be lustful, but women were required to
remain chaste. Had it been Catherine who violated the marriage she would have been
executed. So cruel were the rules set for women.
Anne’s family was still raised higher, her father was made the Earl of Ormonde and
Wiltshire and her brother, Viscount Rochford. During the celebration for the honours received
Anne was told by the king to sit by his side for the banquet. The king wanted her so he did
everything that pleased Anne but this same man did not come to her rescue when she was
accused of crimes she had never committed.
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As Anne was insecure she welcomed the king to bed with her and soon became
pregnant. Thus on 25th of January, 1533 the king secretly married Anne. Henry was with
Anne all the time and he even cancelled his summer progress, but all that he actually wanted
was a son. Also soon his marriage to Catherine was also annulled and Anne was crowned
as the Queen, even her father was jealous of the position Anne rose to. All went well till
September when Anne conceived a daughter and not a son. The king was furious and the
next time he shared her bed she understood that it was solely out of duty that he did so.
When Anne got pregnant again the king did not pay any attention to her but went on with his
summer progress and not long after that he also had a new mistress, Jane Seymour, a ladyin-waiting to queen Anne and he made no attempts to hide his affair. He was an adulterous
husband.
Anne lost her child as she was saddened by the king’s behaviour and when she
asked the king whether she mattered to the king any longer. She was in turn accused of
unjustifiable arrogance and he said, “Shut your eyes and endure what you must!” (Meyer
209) “Remember that it is I who have raised you from nothing, and it is I who at any time
can lower you to where you were” (209). Thus the king could do anything he wanted but not
Anne. A woman had to shut her eyes to her husband’s wrongs. Further when she argued
with the king she was told to be content with what the king had done for her and that he
would do nothing to please her and would not give her a higher status. Thus a woman had to
content with whatever she got.
She also lost her third child which was said to be a male; this too was due to the
carelessness of the king. Anne tried to win the king’s favour but to no avail. The king soon
wanted to discard Anne and accused her saying that she had seduced him through witchcraft.
Henry was once so enamoured by Anne that he dragged her to bed and wanted to sleep
with her, but Anne stopped him. Actually it was the king who should have been accused of
adultery, not with one woman but with several.
Anne was then in no time arrested and tried, along with her, her brother George and
four others were arrested on charges of having committed adultery with Anne which was
all false. At this time even her family did nothing to support her. Anne with five other men
were sentenced to execution and the men were beheaded two days before her execution.
She was thus ruthlessly beheaded on the 19th of May, 1536 and the selfish king married Jane
Seymour the next day. Anne’s father and her uncle, the Duke of Norfolk could have rescued
her but they cared more for their status and less for the life of a woman who was discarded
by all. The king did not feel ashamed to accuse Anne of deeds that she never imagined.
CONCLUSION
According to the rules of patriarchy a man could have an affair with any woman
except for one who was of higher status than him. But a woman would be punished if she
committed adultery with any man. If it was a case of cross-class adultery, wherein a lower
class male committed adultery with a woman of higher status who was married, then both
would be beheaded together.A woman’s lifestyle was decided by her husband or father,
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they shaped her life. Anne was forced to do everything that her father and the king wanted
of her, when she denied she was punished and discarded. According to Millet in Sexual
Politics, Eve form the Bible was considered “. . . a mere sexual type and, according to
tradition, either expendable or replaceable” (53). This was what happened of Anne too. She
was used and then replaced once her use was over.”Women entertain, please, gratify, satisfy
and flatter men with their sexuality” (57). This was what was expected of a woman. Thus
Anne had to play this role as long as the king wanted it. Thus Anne became a victim of the
patriarchal society and was beheaded on charges that she had never done. Through the
application of sexual politics one can understand that Anne, the woman was always wronged
and was never even given a chance to justify herself.
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The Homosacerial Predicament: Exceptional Paradox in Giorgio
Agamben’s The State of Exception
Jerin B. Sebastian
ABSTRACT
In his book State of Exception, Giorgio Agamben traces the concept of ‘state of
exception’ used by Carl Schmitt. This leads him to a response to Carl Schmitt’s definition
of sovereignty as the power to declare the exception. Agamben’s text investigates the increase
of power structures governments employ in supposed period of crisis. Within these epochs
of crisis, Agamben refers to increased extension of power as states of exception, where
questions of citizenship and individual rights can be diminished, superseded and rejected in
the process of claiming this extension of supremacy by a government.
INTRODUCTION
Agamben’s State of Exception investigates how the suspension of laws within a
state of emergency or crisis can become a prolonged state of being. More specifically,
Agamben addresses how this prolonged state of exception operates to deprive individuals of
their citizenship. It radically erases any legal status of the individual, thus producing a legally
unnameable and unclassifiable being. The state of exception invests one person or government
with the power and authority over others. Agamben refers to a continued state of exception
in the Nazi state of Germany under Hitler’s regime. The political power over others acquired
through the state of exception places one government — or one form or branch of
government — as all powerful, operating outside of the laws. During such times of extension
of power, certain forms of knowledge shall be privileged and accepted as true and certain
voices shall be heard as valued, while of course, many others are not. The process of both
acquiring knowledge, and suppressing certain knowledge, is a violent act within a time of
crisis.
The functioning of the government is that of a sovereign and is paradoxical. The
paradox of sovereignty refers to the fact that the sovereign is at once outside and inside the
juridical order. The sovereign has the legal power to suspend the validity of the law and in
exercising the power it legally places itself outside the law. Suspension of law creates a
state of exception. It is not the chaos that precedes order rather it is the situation that results
when rule is withdrawn, a situation of abandonment. The sovereign does not need law to
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create law. It is authorized to decide if the situation is valid for the law to function. When the
rule is suspended exception rules. Therefore exception occupies a place in between rule
and its absence. The sovereign in this sense (where the rule does not apply) is like language.
Language in an everlasting state of exception affirms that there is nothing outside the language
and that language is always beyond itself. Agamben calls the exception an “inclusive
exception”. Language too maintains meaning through exception as demonstrated by the
deconstructive enterprise.
Agamben’s text Homosacer examines the relation between human life and political
power in the modern state. The history of ‘homosacer’ is traceable to the classical political
thought. Under the Roman Empire, an individual guilty of a certain crime was banned from
society and consequently, all of his rights as a citizen were withdrawn. Such a figure came
to be known as a “homosacer” (sacred man) who could be murdered by anyone with impunity
but could neither be legally executed nor sacrificed in a ritual. In the ancient Roman religion,
sacer carried a different sense. It meant anything ‘set apart’ from general social life. In the
religious sense ‘homosacer’ signified a person isolated from society and deprived of all
functions. Legally he was the one who could be killed without the killer being considered a
murderer, even as a ‘homosacer’ was deemed a person who cannot be sacrificed. Agamben
employs the notion of ‘homosacer’ to assert that the western political history has been a
history of the production of a series of ‘homosacer’, which has presented human life as
sacred life that may be destroyed with impunity. Agamben argues that the western philosophical
tradition hardly had any notion of the ‘sacredness of life.’ Indeed life has never been
considered sacred. If life was thought to be sacred, it was only when it got killed. Indeed the
notion of holiness of life is alien to the western world.
In global pan-capitalism, we live in a society of control rather than a society of discipline.
In the society of control, bio-political power comprises the whole of society; it produces the
social body, and our individual bodies. It is the ground of all productivity and therefore the
ground of life. Within the society of control “power is exercised through machines that
directly organize the brains (in communication systems, information networks, etc.) and
bodies (through welfare systems, monitored activities, etc) toward a state of autonomous
alienation from the sense of life and desire for creativity.” Under global capital, Bio-power
mostly creates wealth and power for others and is not under individual control. Our labour
and what we do for a “living”—whether manual or bodily (agricultural, factory), mental/
intellectual (knowledge work, immaterial labour), and affective (emotional, service,
maintenance of self, family, community)—can be said to be a product or expression of biopower.
In Homo Sacer, Giorgio Agamben criticizes Michel Foucault’s distinction between
“productive” bio power and “deductive” sovereign power, emphasizing that it is not possible
to distinguish between these two. In his view, the production of what he calls “bare life” is
the original, although concealed, activity of sovereign power. The vivid discussion around
Giorgio Agamben’s Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life can be seen as a sign
that the book is little by little gaining the status of a “post modern political classic”. As is well
11
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known, its point of departure is Michel Foucault’s concept of bio political power or bio
power that he elaborates in the end of The History of Sexuality. For Foucault, bio power is
an essentially modern form of power and its purpose is to exert a positive influence on life,
to optimise and multiply life, by subjecting it to precise controls and comprehensive regulations.
In contrast to this power Foucault opposes the classical sovereign power that was exercised
mainly as a means of deduction – the seizing of things, time, bodies, and ultimately the
seizing of life itself. Although Agamben admits that our societies are bio political ones, he
nevertheless sees the Foucauldian opposition between bio power and sovereign power as
superfluous. According to him, in fact, these models of power essentially intersect, although
in a previously concealed manner. Agamben calls “bare life” – the life of homo sacer that is
exposed to an unconditional threat of death – the hidden point of intersection between the
sovereign and bio political models of power.
According to Foucault, the sovereign power – or the juridico institutional power as he
also calls it – can be summarized in the formula: power of life and death. However, to the
extent that the sovereign exercises his right to life only by exercising his right to kill, or by
refraining from killing, the sovereign right as the power of life and death is in reality the right
to take life or to let live. Hence, the sovereign power is exercised mainly as a means of what
Foucault calls deduction. It is “a subtraction mechanism, a right to appropriate a portion of
wealth, a tax of products, goods and services, labour and blood, levied on the subjects.” And
although the law is the sovereign’s principal means of ruling, the ultimate reference point is
the sword: “Law cannot help but be armed and its arm, par excellence, is death.”To those
who transgress the law, it replies, at least as a last resort, with the absolute menace. Foucault
points out that since the seventeenth century the West has undergone a very profound
transformation in terms of mechanisms of power. Little by little, the violent sovereign power
has been replaced by the power that Foucault calls bio power. In the case of bio power it is
no longer a matter of bringing death into play in the field of sovereignty, but of distributing
the living in the domain of value and utility. Its task is to take charge of life that needs a
continuous regulatory and corrective mechanism. The logic of bio power is not deduction
but production: “It exerts a positive influence on life, endeavours to administer, optimize, and
multiply it.” Bio power replaces the right to “take life and let live” with that of a power to
foster life – or disallow it to the point of death.
Foucault is one of the few writers on power who recognise that power is not just a
negative, coercive or repressive thing that forces us to do things against our wishes, but can
also be a necessary, productive and positive force in society. Power is also a major source
of social discipline and conformity. In shifting attention away from the ‘sovereign’ and ‘episodic’
exercise of power, traditionally centred in feudal states to coerce their subjects, Foucault
pointed to a new kind of ‘disciplinary power’ that could be observed in the administrative
systems and social services that were created in 18th century Europe, such as prisons,
schools and mental hospitals. Their systems of surveillance and assessment no longer required
force or violence, as people learned to discipline themselves and behave in expected ways.
Foucault was fascinated by the mechanisms of prison surveillance, school discipline,
12
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systems for the administration and control of populations, and the promotion of norms about
bodily conduct, including sex. He studied psychology, medicine and criminology and their
roles as bodies of knowledge that define norms of behaviour and deviance. Physical bodies
are subjugated and made to behave in certain ways, as a microcosm of social control of the
wider population, through what he called ‘bio-power’. Disciplinary and bio-power create a
‘discursive practice’ or a body of knowledge and behaviour that defines what is normal,
acceptable, deviant, etc. – but it is a discursive practice that is nonetheless in constant flux.
A key point about Foucault’s approach to power is that it transcends politics and sees power
as an everyday, socialised and embodied phenomenon. This is why state-centric power
struggles, including revolutions, do not always lead to change in the social order. For Schmitt,
the sovereign is the one who decides in the state of exception. And if the sovereign decides
whether or not the state of exception prevails, then it is obvious that he also decides on the
normal situation, “whether a normal situation actually exists.” In order to decide on the state
of exception and thereby whether a normal situation exists, it is necessary, according to
Schmitt, that the sovereign is “outside the normally valid legal system.” The sovereign is
outside because the validity of the normally valid legal system must be decided by someone,
but the one who decides on it cannot be a part of it. According to Schmitt, the sovereign
“nevertheless belongs” to the normally valid legal system, not as a part of it but in relation to
its totality: “It is he who must decide whether the constitution needs to be suspended in
toto.”
According to Agamben, bare life is excluded from the political realm, from the realm
of the normal situation, in the very same sense as the Schmittian sovereign is excluded from
the normally valid legal order. Here lies the hidden bond between bare life and sovereignty,
between bio power and sovereign power. Of course, bare life does not decide on the state
of exception. The one whose existence is reduced to a bare life lives in the state of exception
determined by the sovereign. And to the extent that in our age the state of exception comes
more and more to the foreground as the fundamental political rule, as Agamben claims, then
we are all living, at least virtually, in the state of exception.
On the other hand, when the state of exception becomes the rule, the legal order
becomes in force only by suspending itself. That is, the rule applies to something in no longer
applying it. This means that the rule has lost its content, that it is nothing but the empty
principle, an empty form of relation. In the state of exception that has become the rule, the
law is “in force without significance.” Therefore, it is impossible that we would be protected
by the law. On the contrary, we are banned and thereby abandoned by it. In a situation
where the state of exception has become a rule, the law that is in force without signifying
includes life in itself only by banning it.
CONCLUSION
The political consequence of Agamben’s analysis is the need to refuse and resist the
creation of states of exception, and by extension (since states of exception are inherent to
sovereignty), to destroy sovereignty. As long as states claim an entitlement to ‘decide the
exception’, to declare a state of emergency or to classify people as homo sacer, the risk of
13
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Auschwitz is immanently with us.. Agamben calls this condition “sovereign ban,” which in
the final analysis means that we, whose existence is reduced to the level of bare life and
who are abandoned by the law that is in force without signifying, are at every instant exposed
to an unconditional threat of death.
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Mainstreaming the Subaltern as Seen in Select Missionary Writings
Jolly Alex
The word Dalit is derived from the Sanskrit word dal which means to divide, split,
break, scatter or crush. This term was probably used by the famous social reformer Mahatma
Jyotirao Phule during the 19th century to express the utter helplessness, humiliation and
crushing oppression faced by the Dalits down the ages. The Dalit experience of marginalization
is not merely an exclusion from certain areas of life and society but it provokes retaliation
because it denies them their basic rights to exist as human beings and leaves them to be
utterly despised and disenfranchised. Previously labeled as the untouchables, the Dalits
have been pushed to the margins by the Hindu caste system, the world’s longest surviving
hierarchy. This state of affairs would have continued forever, unless certain agencies
interfered and disturbed the status quo and helped these subalterns in asserting themselves
by various means like adopting a new nomenclature, converting to more egalitarian religions,
celebrating their own culture and art and indulging in literary ventures to voice their despicable
conditions.
One of the agencies responsible for ushering these changes was that of missions
and missionaries. The Christian missions working alongside the subalterns , contributed a
great deal in their struggle for identity and emancipation. For a long period of time, it was
thought and erroneously propagated that the Dalits were the passive recipients to the
missionary overtures and didn’t play any significant role in the genesis of the emancipation
movement which they were a part of. However a postcolonial review and rearticulating of
missionary narratives , challenged this fallacy and brought to the fore the understanding that
evangelization didn’t merely entitle the conversion of the natives but the missionaries as
well. The spreading of the gospel, was not a mere missionary venture, but in actuality
villages turned to Christianity en masse due to a collaborative effort which included the
native evangelists, Bible women and village elders working along with the pioneer missionary
. IP Asheervadam emphasizing their role says, “ Indigenous Christian workers-evangelists,
village preachers, helpers ,Bible women, have had an important part in the early activities in
the mission and of the Church. Dalit ministers were faithful in carrying on their mission,
even though they received very low financial assistance.” Though the missionaries served
as a catalyst and were instrumental in bringing about major changes but they were aided in
this endeavour by the locals who were also protagonist in this drama of conversion, but
remained unacknowledged and were the unsung heroes. Postcolonial studies have been
15
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examining and reexamining the hybridities produced during the interaction of the colonizer
and the colonized, the redefining of hierarchical structures and the emergence of new concepts
and practices in the contact zone, where people from various religious, social and cultural
background interact. The interaction between missionaries and the indigenous people was
one such point of contact which resulted in a creative relation of cultures and lived experiences
due to intercultural cohabitation for a prolonged period of time. The emergence of newer
concepts and practices resulted in the demolition of the hitherto existing boundaries of mutual
exclusivity leading to a transgressive merging of identities and cultural practices. This paper,
hence attempts to envisage a historical and theological study of the perspectives and
protagonists of the Dalits from a subaltern’s purview and seeks to recover, the subaltern
agency and their muffled voices which seem to have blurred with time and draw the
implications of these renegotiating of spaces and bringing to the limelight the Dalit endeavors
in facilitating this empowerment movement.
An attempt to understand the emancipation movements from the grass root levels,
or from the margins, will bring about a paradigmatic shift in our perspectives of missions and
the subaltern agency involved in birthing this fundamental empowerment movement. The
communities on the margins were actually not waiting passively for the event of their
emancipation, but were actively seeking the missionaries help, which they used as a springboard
to further their cause, knowing that the association with the missionary gave them access to
those establishments like schools, hospitals, hostels etc to which they have been hitherto
denied entry .It was a strategic decision taken by the community to shift their allegiance to
the missionaries, to further their efforts for emancipation. Aligning with mission work implied
multiple advantages like relocating of their lived space, creating access to educational facilities,
medical aid etc - all of which led to the breaking of the hegemonic yoke. The Dalits who
were relegated to the margins, living at the outskirts of the villages were relocated and the
establishment of a Church in their colonies, was for them a collective affirmation of a shift
in the monolithic rigid caste hierarchical notions of space and purity. According to Felix
Wilfred, “Power is something that belongs to the politics of everyday life and is implicated as
a domination –subjugation in all forms and expressions of human inter-relationship. When
domination is challenged there comes into being a new form of power as “resistance”,
which is the source of optimism for the subjugated.”
Robert F Cook and Samuel Mateer were pioneer missionaries who employed the
cultural knowledge of the Dalits in order to undo the distortions of their multifarious knowledge,
practices and experiences and thereby challenge the domination by the upper classes. Felix
Wilfred notes, “The dominating exercise of power takes an insidious form when the present
order is internalized by the Dalits. Power emanates when this cocoon of a tacitly consented
order of things is broken, and when imagination of alternatives takes wings. Resistance is
the beginning of empowerment for the Dalits.”
In his maiden book, Half a Century of Divine Leading and 37 Years of Apostolic
Achievements in South India Robert F Cook highlights how he, fought assiduously for
spatial appropriation of the Dalits, which was hitherto the bastion of the upper castes. The
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upper castes ,down the centuries employed various measures to maintain their status quo
with regard to the hierarchial power pyramid. Hence Dalit empowerment was in a way , a
battle for space, which was meant to destabilize the power equations and a decentring of
the power equilibrium. Samuel Mateer in his pioneering work ,The Land of Charity: A
Descriptive Account of Travancore and its People, with Especial Reference to
Missionary Labour, lent his voice against the discriminatory customs of curtailing the mobility
of the lower caste people residing in the Travancore region, by preventing them from using
public roads, wells, temples, schools etc. and encouraged them to break forth from these
spatial restrictions aimed at not only limiting them physically but also psychologically, thus
subjugating them in entirety.
CONCLUSION
The missionaries raised their voice against the subjugation of the identity of the
Dalits, by introducing dress codes, distance codes and in many cases social exclusion . This
exclusion and derogatory humiliation, subject them to a life ,fit for and worthy of only menial
tasks and farm labour. Samuel Mateer, was provoked to see that the Dalits were denied
access to material resources like land, money ( as they were paid wages in kind like rice or
clothes) as well as to cultural resources like education, means of entertainment etc. Mateer
tried to open new avenues for the marginalized people, which would empower them socially,
culturally and materially, so that they would be able to shake of the shackles restricting them
since centuries and take up their rightful place in society as a part of the mainstream rather
than at the margins. Thus based on these experiences, as Joseph Prabhakar Dayam puts,
“Missions were involving in a midwifery role- a role which involves both creating those
conditions which give birth to new realities which people yearn for, as well as eliminating the
various impediments which impose constraints on the flourishing of the communities on the
margins.”
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Analysis of Reaction Time of Male Sprinters at Different age Levels
Maya K.
ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to analyze the reaction time of male sprinters at
different age levels of 15 to 18 years, 19 to 22 years and 23 to 26 years. It has been proved
that strong muscles are capable of performing physical activity successfully. The nervous
system and muscular systems are involved much on reaction time efficiently. Reaction Time
is of great significance to sprinters. Experimental methodology was used to analyse the
study and Electronic Reaction time Tester was used to collect the required data. There is
significantly no difference in the age levels of the subjects relating to the Reaction Time. It
was concluded that there is a positive relationship between exercise, participation in sports
and games. The findings of this study are expected to enlighten coaches, physical trainers
and sprinters to improve their performance by understanding and reducing the reaction
time.

•
INTRODUCTION
Reaction time is an important factor not only in sports performance but also in daily
living. Reaction time is one of the determinants of the caliber of performance in physical
activity. In most cases, it may spell the difference between success and failure or even life
and death in emergencies. Performance in sports event depends on skill, endurance and
speed.
“According to Frost, Reaction Time is the time between the presentation of stimulus and the
initiation of the response”. There are two types of reaction time such as (1) Simple Reaction
Time and (2) Complex Reaction Time
Simple Reaction Time is the time taken by the subject to respond to a pre-set uniform (or
simple) stimulus such as a sound or a touch or a light.
Complex Reaction Time has been further divided in to two on the basis of:
1. Choice: Here the subject has a choice on which part of the body is needed to
respond to stimuli. Eg: Hand for Badminton player, upper extremis for a boxer, etc.
2. Discriminative: The subject is required to discriminate the stimuli and respond to
one of them. Eg: Responding to the green signal in traffic.
William R. Pierson, Ph.D, FACSM (Fellow of the American College of Sports
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Medicine), California College of Medicine, Los Angeles, conducted a study on 400 male
subjects between age 8 and 32 years. He measured the reaction time and movement time
and found that both are significantly related to all age levels.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the reaction time of male sprinters at different
age levels. Reaction Time is of great significance to sprinters. The findings of this study are
expected to enlighten coaches, physical trainers and sprinters to improve their performance
by understanding and reducing the reaction time.

Figure 1 Reaction Timer
Methodology
Subjects
Subjects for this study were, physically healthy and normal, 10 inter-school boys
(age 15 to 18 years) and 20 inter-collegiate male athletes (age 19 to 22 & 23 to 26 years)
Apparatus
Electronic Reaction Time Tester which is able to measure the time to 1/1000th of a
second (milliseconds) directly.
The Reaction Time Tester is primarily intended to measure Simple Reaction Time.
3 colored (Red, White & Green) lamps are used for visual stimuli and a Tone Generator is
used for Audio stimuli. Here, the investigator has decided to use only the visual stimuli.
There are 3 switches marked S1, S2 & S3 on the examiner’s side of the machine and these
switches have 4 positions marked R, W, G & Au (Red, White, Green & Audio signal). By
operating these switches, any of the visual signals may be connected to the switches that
are going to be operated by the subjects.
After selecting the color of switch, the start button is pressed by the investigator
and the subject reacts to this by de-pressing the switch that is lighted at his side (front
panel). The impulse counter starts recording the elapsed time as soon as investigator presses
the start button and automatically stops as soon as the subject presses the correct switch or
switches.
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Experiment
The subject was asked to keep his palm near the 3 buttons on the apparatus and
was asked to press the button that the investigator selects to switch on. The measuring
counter will run from the time the investigator presses the start switch till the subject presses
the correct button on the other side. The counter measured the reaction time of the subject
to 1/1000th of the second directly. Each subject was tested one after another. 10 trials were
given to each subject and the average was taken as the actual reaction time.
Survey Method
The 10 sprinters selected from YMCA Sports School and 20 sprinters selected from
YMCA College of Physical Education were tested in the reaction time by giving auditory
stimuli and the visual stimuli using the electronic reaction time tester.
RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
Data Analysis
The F-ratio method was used to analyze the data collected. The following formula was
used:
F-ratio
= Mean Square Treatment
Mean Square Error
The F-ratio for the reaction time for male sprinters at different age levels:
Source of Variance

Sums of Square

Total
Treatment (between)
Error within

F-ratio

=

0.090
0.002
0.088

Difference of
Frequency
29
2
27

Mean Square

F-ratio

0.003
0.001
0.003

0.33

Mean Square Treatment
Mean Square Error
0.001

=
0.003
=

0.33

Table value for Error 27 and Treatment 2 is [0.01 = 5.49, 0.05 = 3.35]
Discussion
The analyzed Mean Square Treatment of reaction time of male sprinters at different
age levels was 0.001 and Mean Square of analyzed reaction time was 0.003. The F-ratio
significant difference was 0.33. As per the result obtained, there is no significant difference
in reaction time among 3 different age levels because:
1. The athletes undergo their training regularly in all seasons and it includes exercises
for reaction time twice in a week. Continuous training improves subject’s eye-hand
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coordination and ear-hand coordination which reduces reaction time.
2. Fast twitch muscle fibers for all three age groups are probably the same that proves
no significant difference in reaction time.
CONCLUSION
Based on the results and discussions of the study, it is concluded that:
1. There is no significant difference for the reaction time for the male sprinters at
different age levels as the obtained F-ratio value is 0.33.
2. The reaction time plays a vital role on the performance of sprinters.
3. The reaction time efficiency is improved significantly by regular exercise & training
and participating in sports & games.
4. Neuro-muscular coordination is highly essential for reaction time, especially the
nervous system is developed significantly due to the continuous physical training.
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A Study on the Effectiveness of Teaching Grammar Through
FACEBOOK
Manjusha Susan George

ABSTRACT
The investigation titled A Study on the Effectiveness of Teaching Grammar through
Facebook, is an attempt to introduce an innovative way to teach grammar. Though efforts
are made to teach grammar from lower classes onwards, learners find it difficult to master
its rules and thus grammar learning becomes the least appealing part in language acquisition.
The study attempted to identify how teachers can explore the simple and the most commonly
available tools of ICT to teach grammar effectively. It proved the effectiveness of teaching
grammar with the aid of online games and exercises in a stress free environment using
facebook . It also enabled the investigator to identify that learning becomes more active and
meaningful when appropriate technology is incorporated in the teaching learning process
and also to give recommendations and suggestions to make English grammar learning
interesting.
Introduction
If a surgeon from the 1800s walked into an operating room today where arthroscopic
is being performed, could that surgeon step in and perform the surgery? No way. The
surgeon would not even understand what the procedure was, would not understand what
the instruments were, and would be totally lost about what was going on. But if a teacher
from the 1800s walked into a classroom today, could he or she substitute as a teacher?
(Carroll, 2000)
Technology has changed the way we go about in our day-to-day activities and has
greatly influenced all spheres of our life. It has also proved to be a great leveller in many
fields. Even though technology has made great strides in the field of education, its complete
integration into the language teaching-learning process is yet to be attained. The effectiveness
of technology in language teaching becomes greater, when we are able to harness and
leverage the power of technology in tandem with the traditional classroom teaching as an
aid to teaching.
The nature of English language teaching and learning is changing radically at a
rapid space and this trend will continue with future technological innovations. The changes
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in the pedagogy on account of the findings of researches carried out in language acquisition
and rapid technological advancement have resulted in revolutionizing language teaching and
learning. The learning process will be active and appropriate, if the teaching process is
individualized and personalized and the tools of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) enable a language teacher to combine different approaches, learning styles and needs
effectively in a unique way to each learner. In India, with the introduction of smart classrooms
in many of the urban schools, a visible change has occurred, in teaching and learning. But
how far it is effective in teaching and learning English as Second language (ESL) is still to
be proved. ESL or EFL acquisition takes a considerable time to complete as it requires the
development of a language skill through a training. This study is an attempt to find out the
effectiveness of integrating the most ubiquitous ICT tool like Facebook to teach grammar
outside the classroom as a remedial intervention.
Research Design
The study adopted a survey research design integrating quantitative and qualitative
methods to assess the problems in English language acquisition, especially in learning and
applying grammar through the use of ICT in English language teaching and learning process.
A self designed close ended questionnaire was administered for collecting the data. Based
on the survey analysis a subsample was chosen and a pre-test was administered followed
by a remedial intervention for two and half months. At the end of the remedial teaching, a
post- test was conducted to check whether the study succeeded in bringing out the desired
results.
Population
The population of the study comprised of the students of class IX from three different
CBSE schools in Jaisalmer, Rajasthan. One reason for choosing class IX CBSE students
was that the investigator had an experience in teaching English in high school classes in
CBSE schools and hence she felt a need to teach grammar in a fun filled way, as grammatical
errors are common in students while writing in spite of the fact that they manage to speak
well. Another reason is the serious participation expected of the subsample since the remedial
intervention was planned to give through facebook and mobile text messaging. Class X
students were avoided as they are preparing for board exams and are very busy with their
school schedule.
Setting and Participants
Students of class IX from KendriaVidyalaya Jaisalmer, Air Force School, Jaisalmer
and St. Paul’s English Medium School, Jaisalmer were given the survey questionnaire as the
first step of the study. About 190 students including the subsample participated in the survey.
On the basis of the data collected, the investigator met those who expressed willingness to
participate in the remedial teaching programme for improving their grammar and explained
to them the procedures of the programme. Twenty students, 10 Boys and 10 girls were
selected from St. Paul’s English Medium School, Jaisalmer for remedial teaching. The
reason for selecting one particular school was for the easy coordination of time schedule.
The remedial intervention was given through Facebook at a time frame of 5 days per week.
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Tools Used for the Study
As stated in the beginning the tools employed for conducting the study are:
(1)
Survey Questionnaire
(2)
Pretest
(3)
Remedial Intervention
(4)
Post test
Survey Questionnaire
As the study started with the assumption that participants experience difficulty in
acquiring grammatical skills, it was essential to confirm that the problem really exists. The
tool used for collecting the data was survey method with the aid of a questionnaire. The
questionnaire for survey, which comprised of 20 close ended questions, was aimed at to
interpret and analyse various aspects of English language learning in schools and to identify
students’ attitudes towards using ICT tools for language learning. The objectives of the
survey were to find out:
(1)
Students attitude towards English language learning.
(2)
Language learning difficulties that they face in the classroom and their worries.
(3)
Their opinions on traditional teaching methods.
(4)
Their attitude towards ICT and its tools.
(5)
Willingness to participation in online learning.
Hence the questionnaire was designed with five dimensions.
• English language proficiency of students.
• Worries difficulties and suggestions on language learning.
• Opinion on course book and teaching methods.
• Attitude towards grammar.
• Knowledge about ICT and willingness to participate.
The investigator visited the three schools chosen for the survey and administered
questionnaire to the students of class IX of each school chosen for study and collected back
the filled questionnaire on the spot. Later statistical technique was used to organize, analyse
and interpret the data collected.
The survey proved that most of the participants wanted to change the way they
learned grammar. The sample for giving remedial intervention was selected based on the
survey analysis. Out of those who showed interest in online grammar learning through funfilled activities, twenty participants (10 boys and 10 girls) were selected from among those
who marked almost all the following factors as their problem in the survey.
They all had:
• Worries about grammar mistakes when they speak and write.
• Difficulty in remembering grammatical items.
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•
•

Wanted a better understanding of grammar to improve their language.
Bored with uninspiring activities in the book and lack of interesting way to learn and
remember rules.
• Wanted to learn language through fun-filled activities.
• Wanted to have stress-free learning environment to make the language learning
interesting.
Pretest
As the study was carried out to find out whether grammar can be taught effectively
using the tools of ICT, it was essential to identify the grammatical knowledge of the sample.
A pretest was conducted at the beginning of the remedial intervention to identify the grammar
proficiency of the participants. The pretest comprised of two sections. The first part was
a set of 10 close ended questions to check the attitude of the sample participants towards
grammar learning. The second part contained 6 different sections to check the participants’
proficiency in reported speech, tenses, conditionals, active and passive voices and common
error corrections.
Remedial Intervention
Online remedial teaching was given to the sample for a period of two and half
months. The tool used for remedial intervention was facebook. The tool was selected
based on the participant’s preference in the survey.
Facebook
Facebook, the world’s number one social networking sites with millions and millions
of followers all over the world, was selected as the medium to teach grammar with the
intention to find out whether it can be used effectively for teaching learning activities outside
the classroom. All the participants had their own facebook account and were active users.
The investigator met the sample participants in person and the procedures of the programme
were explained. All of them agreed to follow the instructions and were excited about the
programme.
A new Facebook account was opened exclusively for teaching grammar and all the
participants were invited to join. A portion of grammar was uploaded every day from
Monday to Friday and the participants were encouraged to respond and show their presence
through a like or a comment.
The online class started with parts of speech with the intention that knowledge of
parts of speech is very important to have language proficiency. The parts of speech in
general was given as the first class followed by explanation of each in the next days. Online
videos, games and exercises were given as links at the end of each section to make the
learning programme interesting and varied.
The parts of speech was followed by tenses as many opined in the questionnaire
given in the first section of the survey that they had a problem with tenses. All the tenses
were explained separately in a simple way taking examples from activities related to their
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life. Also, games and exercises were given by providing links at the end of each section. The
same procedures were used to teach conditionals, reported speech and active and passive
voices. Occasionally, students were met in person at school to encourage and motivate
them to continue their responses.
Post Test
The post test was identical to the pre test in terms of structure. It had two sections.
The first section consisted of 10 close ended questions to find out whether there is any
variation in their attitude towards their grammar learning after the remedial intervention. 8
out of the 10 questions in the first part of the post test were the same. Two questions in the
pretest were changed in the post test to collect their feedback on remedial intervention.
Analysis of Pre-test and Post Test
The study was aimed at to develop the grammar skills through fun learning and the
interactions during the teaching-learning process were not face-to-face. Since the sample
participants were students of class IX, it was hoped that the remedial intervention would
help them to score good marks in their board exams. A comparative analysis of the pretest
and the post test helped the investigator to analyse the effectiveness of the programme. Out
of the ten questions three were intended to check the importance of grammar in English
language acquisition, three checked the difficult part in grammar learning and four were
intended to draw the participants opinion and suggestion to improve the grammar learning
process.
The analysis of the first section of the pretest proved that participants face difficulty
in mastering grammatical rules. All of them believed that grammar plays a crucial role in
language acquisition. To the question which aimed at to find out the difficulty that the
participants have in writing, most of them (55% ) opined in the pretest that their problem
is with the grammar . While 30% had problem with spelling mistakes, 5% had lack of
vocabulary and 10% had a problem with the writing styles. However, the post test analysis
proved that there was a change in their attitude towards grammar as only 10% marked
grammar as the difficult part. In the post test the most difficult part was changed to lack of
vocabulary (45%) and spelling mistakes (40%), which is a clear indication of the effectiveness
of the remedial intervention.
The analysis of the pretest questionnaire also proved that most of the participants
(70%) wanted to learn grammar but they hadn’t found any interesting way to learn it. While
5% believed that reading would help to develop grammar, 15% marked doing many kinds of
exercises is a way to improve it. Only a few (10%) opined that by hearting grammar rules
as a way to improve their grammar. A new option was added in the post test to know
whether the participants liked the remedial intervention. Most of them (75%) opined that
learning grammar through games and exercises is the best way to improve their grammar.
Theanalysis also showed that the participants believe that the grammar learning would not
be boring if it is taught in an interesting way by giving inspiring activities and timely and
proper feedback after doing exercises.It became clear from the analysis that at the time of
the pretest the participants were not sure about the strategy that they are supposed to adopt
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to make their grammar learning effective. However, in the post test, majority opined that
learning grammar with increasing intervals and doing lots of exercises by setting aside a
regular time for learning grammar portions that they find difficult is the most effective
strategy to reduce the problem of forgetting rules.
Analysis of Part II
The second part of the pretest and post test question papers was designed to analyze
the grammar knowledge of the participants before and after the remedial intervention. The
same kinds of questions were included in both the question papers. There were five sections
and each section had a set of questions to check a particular grammar point. More questions
on tenses were included to check whether the participants were confused of its usage. The
first section of the part II was intended to check the sample participants’ awareness on the
usage of reported speech. It was followed by sections containing questions on conditionals,
active and passive voices and tenses. The last section, error correction, was included to
check the participants’ general grammar awareness.
The analysis of pretest enabled the investigator to have an idea of the participants’
grammar level which was helpful to determine the areas that needed more attention during
remedial intervention. Analysis made it clear that the participants needed serious attention in
the areas tested. Most of the participants performed poor in the area involving tense and
hence more remedial classes were planned in those areas. The post test conducted at the
end of the remedial intervention showed a visible change in the grammar knowledge of the
participants. The performance of the students and its analysis proved that grammar can be
taught effectively if it is done in a stress free and fun-filled environment through facebook.

Comparative Representation of Mean Scores of Part II of Pre test and Post test.
Limitations
The study was aimed at teaching grammar through facebook. However, there were
a few limitations:
1. Since the remedial intervention was given through face book outside the classroom
scenario, only those who had access to internet could participate. Lack of accessibility
of technology dissuaded many interested participants.
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2. As the investigator conducted the study outside the classroom environment, the
only way to motivate students was by maintaining their interest through games and
exercises after each section which was difficult and time consuming. A few were
inconsistent in their response. If the remedial intervention was conducted by an
English teacher to her students as part of curriculum, it would be more effective.
3. Technical problems like server and personal computer glitches, slow internet can
hinder the participation of students.
4. Some websites on internet are not reliable as they may wound up any time. Proper
care has to be taken while choosing websites and only credible websites should be
considered as part of the learning programme.
5. The target groups’ access to internet was limited as many of them had to depend on
the electronic gadgets of their parents/guardians.
6. Projects, exams and the other activities given in the school hindered the smooth
conduct of the programme as the participants were busy with their school works
and tuitions.
Suggestions for Further Research
On the basis of the study the following suggestions for further research are given:
1. More studies need to be conducted on acquiring other language skills using facebook.
2. More studies can be conducted on the use of ICT tools at different levels of education.
3. Longitudinal studies on large samples may be conducted to confirm the results in
different geographical areas.
4. More studies on grammar teaching can be initiated using other tools of ICT such as
Bulletin boards, blogs, discussion forum etc.
CONCLUSION
Incorporating ICT into teaching language in schools is a challenging task for the
educators. New instructional strategies that promote interactive learning environment need
to be developed to produce meaningful results. However, technology oriented teaching is
not an alternative method to conventional pedagogy. The need of the hour is to integrate
pedagogy and technology effectively to enable the learners to face the ever evolving techno
savvy world in their pursuit for excellence.
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Anna Karenina: One Story, Two Storylines and the Importance of
Oblonsky
Athira S Kumar

ABSTRACT
Scholars have debated whether Tolstoy’s masterpiece, Anna Karenina is a work
consisting of two separate stories or is one coherent story. Not disputed is that the work
entails two distinct storylines: that of the Vronskys and that of the Levins. It is argued that
Tolstoy’s two distinct storylines are part of a single story, not two. As such, this article
supports Tolstoy’s original presentation of the novel and argues against those who assert
that Tolstoy should have presented Anna Karenina in two separate novels. By demonstrating
why Tolstoy presents the novel in this manner and how he weaves the two distinct storylines
together, the necessity of having presented the novel in its original, unified form is underscored.
Key words: Anna Karenina; Tolstoy; Oblonsky
INTRODUCTION
The debate over whether Tolstoy’s masterpiece, Anna Karenina is a work consisting
of two separate stories or is one coherent story is perhaps as dated as the work itself. There
are certainly two distinct storylines: that of the Vronskys (Anna and Vronsky) and that of
the Levins (Kitty and Levin). This is not commonly disputed. What is disputed is whether it
was appropriate for Tolstoy to place these two storylines within one novel. Tolstoy could
have easily separated this one work into two novels. However, in order to present characters
of vivid realism and to effectively convey certain messages, it was essential that Tolstoy
include the two storylines within the same novel. Indeed, these two storylines are part of
one story and one novel, as they should be.
The following demonstrates both why and how these two storylines are parts of
one story. First, it will be shown how the merging of the two storylines was used by Tolstoy
place emphasis on specific elements of the novel. These elements include the characters,
the settings, and the magnificent yet tragic climax. Emphasis is focused on these elements
through means of contrast. This is the ‘why’ of Tolstoy’s meshing of the two storylines.
Second, it will be shown that Oblonsky is the thread with which Tolstoy connects his two
storylines. This is the ‘how’ of Tolstoy’s meshing of the two storylines.
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Tolstoy ’ S Reasons For Including Two Storylines
Anna Karenina has been praised for its brilliant characterization. The characters of
Anna Karenina are read as “men and women of actual experience (Mirsky, 1958, p.764).”
The chief characters of the novel have their traits accentuated when contrasted with other
characters, namely characters from the opposing storyline with whom they seem to have
little connection. Take for example, Levin. One cannot imagine Levin’s morals, values, and
struggle to uncover the meaning of life being as effectively presented without him being
contrasted with characters from the opposing storyline. Levin’s need for love and family is
put into clear perspective when contrasted with Karenin’s cold and rigid family life. Contrasted
with Vronsky, Levin’s connection to rural simplicity and pleasure in nature is impeccably
conveyed to the reader. This is achieved by providing examples of contrasting lifestyles.
Vronsky’s (as well as Oblonsky’s and Karenin’s) aristocratic lifestyle provides a crisp contrast.
Anna is another character heavily relied upon to convey certain messages to the
reader. This, as with Levin, is achieved by contrasting her lifestyle with those of other
characters. In comparison to her sister-in-law Dolly, Anna is young, passionate and volatile.
The reader is given this impression through Tolstoy’s painting of Dolly as a tired and subservient
wife, subject to the consequences of her husband’s misguided actions. Yet, when juxtaposed
with Kitty, Anna is a soul worthy of pity. She is a lost soul who never experiences the pure
joy of a warm, caring family life. Not only are the characters of Anna Karenina put into
contrast, but their living environments are subjects of direct comparison as well. Tolstoy’s
detailed narration, the type of which typifies the realist novel, helps the reader associate
certain ways of life and morals with rural or urban settings. Levin’s morals and his rural
living environment are conspicuously associated with each other to suggest that the ruralliving individual is on a path towards living a meaningful life. Meanwhile, the lives of Oblonsky,
Karenin, Anna, and Vronsky all playout in urban settings. As such, urban-dwelling becomes
associated with unclear morals and a life that is quite unnatural, holding misguided purpose.
The two storylines are juxtaposed for more than the sake of contrast between
characters and indirect critique of urban lifestyle. The juxtaposition of the two major storylines
of Anna Karenina leads to what becomes a powerful and emotional climax. The climax
here is two-fold. It consists of the culmination of two separate spiritual crises which, when
contrasted, deliver the novel’s moral message with great clout. First, the reader experiences
the resolution of a crisis driven by passion and worldly pleasures. This crisis is that of Anna
and its resolution is suicide. Following this, the reader is struck with the resolution of a crisis
driven by philosophical introspection and depression. This crisis is that of Levin and its
resolution is his acceptance of God.
The characters of Anna Karenina, their lives and their psyches, are so effectively
delivered to, and received by, the reader because of the contrast each has with one or more
characters from the novel’s opposing storyline. Without these two seemingly disparate
storylines so beautifully packaged into one novel, the effectiveness of the story’s characters,
action, and moral messages would be infinitesimally diluted.
Providing evidence for the intricacy and effectiveness with which the storylines are
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linked is the debate that continues over Tolstoy famous opening quote, “All happy families
are alike, each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way (Tolstoy, 1995, p.1).” Most have
attributed this quote to the plight of each of the novel’s profiled families, however some
(Meek, 2012, p.1) have attributed the quote too specifically to the Oblonskys. Not only does
this line of thought mirror the debate over whether the novel should have been written as a
single or two separate novels, it also supports the argument presented herein which emphasizes
the importance of Oblonsky himself. Regardless, once the purpose and result of subsuming
two storylines under one title are understood, how the story of the Vronksys and that of the
Levins intersect can be explored.
Tolstoy’s Mechanism for Linking Storylines
Oblonsky is a constant throughout the novel. He undergoes little change and maintains
the relationships he has with other characters, regardless of the family or storyline to which
they belong. He is the character who sets the story’s action in motion. Not only is what he
introduce the theme of adultery via his own infidelity, but his own infidelity sets off a chain
reaction of critical events. The arrival of Oblonsky’s awe-inspiring sister, Anna, is directly
connected with his actions. Anna comes to Moscow to console her sister-in-law, Dolly
(Oblonsky’s wife), who is emotionally wounded by her husband’s affair.
While Levin’s trip to Moscow was unrelated to Oblonsky’s marital distress, it is
through Oblonsky that he had met Kitty, the woman who he had come to Moscow to be
seen. Thus, early on in the novel Oblonsky has drawn both Anna and Levin to Moscow.
Upon arriving in Moscow, Levin learns of another suitor for Kitty: Vronsky. Of equal
importance, Anna too learns of and meets Vronsky. During these early stages of the novel,
Levin proposes to Kitty, only to be rejected, as Kitty has fallen for Vronsky.
Vronsky, meanwhile, falls in love with Anna. Literary critic, George Steiner speaks
to the importance that Oblonsky’s adulterous act has on the plot of the novel:
The Oblonsky episode is more than a prelude in which the principal motifs are
stated with consummate artistry; it is the wheel which sets the multitudinous wheels of the
narrative in effortless motion. For the havoc wrought in Stiva’s [Oblonsky’s] domestic affairs
leads to the encounter of Anna and Vronsky. (1955, p.59)
Upon reflection, the indirect implications of Oblonsky’s affair become quite clear.
It is through Oblonsky that the two disparate storylines become connected from the very
beginning of the novel. After Levin leaves Moscow, these two storylines rarely intersect.
When they do, Oblonsky plays a large part in catalyzing their brief convergences.
For some time after Levin’s departure to his country home, the reader is unaware
of the fact that Levin and Kitty will eventually reunite. It is Oblonsky, of course, who brings
Levin the news of Kitty’s ill-health and the disconnect between her and Vronsky. When he
visits Levin at home, Oblonsky repairs the link between the Scherbatskys and Levin, a
crucial turning point of the story. This is an important event in the polarization of the two
stories. The reader begins to see the development of the separate storylines of the Levins
and the Vronskys. It is Oblonsky through whom this information is delivered to the reader
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and to Levin. Of note, Levin actually speaks of Vronsky during Oblonsky’s visit. Levin
distinguishes himself from Vronsky. Interestingly, Levin himself provides a direct and clear
contrast between the two characters. He explains that the likes of Vronsky should not be
considered to be aristocrats, as they have not worked as hard as he has for what their
respective positions in society. Outside of Part I of the novel, rarely are the names of Levin
and Vronsky mentioned in the same chapter.
Due to the seemingly tangential connections between the Levins and the Vronskys,
it would be easier to gloss over the importance of Oblonsky’s role. One could be forgiven
for viewing him as a rather unimportant character. Unimportant that is, to both plots. It has
even been said that the two storylines of Anna Karenina are not bound together in a single
plot any more than they would be in real life. Even to suggest that Oblonsky’s transience
between the two storylines must be considered coincidental or happenstance understates
the importance of his role. Such a perspective fails to appreciate not only the critical role
that Oblonsky plays in both storylines, but the fact that he is the very thread that joins the
two together.
In Part II, Chapter XXVII, Oblonsky is seen as a part of the Vronsky storyline.
Oblonsky’s name is not again mentioned until Part III, Chapter VII. This time, however, he
is involved in the Levin storyline. Although not directly involved at this point, it is he who
sends Dolly to the Oblonskys’ country home, near Levin. This example gives evidence of
Oblonsky’s vascillation between the two storylines, and in doing so connecting the two. In
the country, Dolly provides Levin with more information about Kitty. Hope for a life with
Kitty is once again aroused in Levin. This is significant as it forwards the Levin storyline,
bringing him emotionally close to Kitty once again. It is Oblonsky, by sending his wife to the
country, who facilitates this communication between two different aspects of the story.
Unsurprisingly, it is Oblonsky who holds a dinner party (Part IV) in which characters
from both storylines cross paths. Oblosnky and Dolly, Karenin, Kitty, and finally Levin arrive
at the party. Oblonsky reunites Levin and Kitty, who had not spoken since the evening in
Moscow on which Levin met Vronsky. Soon after, and very subtly, Kitty shows her feelings
for Levin: “There was a prayer for forgiveness, and trust in him, and a caress – a timid
tender caress, and a promise, and hope, and love for him in which he could not but believe
and which suffocated him with joy (Tolstoy, 1995, p.350).”
Would Kitty and Levin have come together without Oblonsky’s involvement? A
quote from the novel provides insight into how Levin may answer the question. After he and
Kitty confessed their love for each other, Levin told Oblonsky that he, “was happy and fond
of him and would never, never forget what he had done for him (Tolstoy, 1995, p.363).” It is
with such quotes, though few and far between throughout the novel, that Tolstoy masterfully
hints at his own brilliance. This example conjures up images of Tolstoy cheekily inserting
clues for critics to devour. Such clues, taken together, lead to the inevitable conclusion that
Tolstoy’s linking of the two storylines was wholly purposeful. In fact, it would be unfair,
given Tolstoy’s skill, to imagine that the linking of the storylines was haphazard. Surely such
an author would not haphazardly link two seemingly disparate storylines. Further, an author
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of Tolstoy’s stature would only subsume two such storyline within one novel if he believed
that doing so would lend not only to the reader’s enjoyment but also to the impact with which
the novel’s morals and principles are hammered home.
Tolstoy’s planful and intricate linking is further evidenced by Oblonsky’s connection
to the Karenins. Along with playing a major role in Levin and Kitty’s storyline, Oblonsky
involves himself with both Anna and Karenin at many points. Oblonsky listens to Karenin’s
concerns and his lamentations regarding Anna and their potential divorce. Of course, Oblonsky
consoles Anna as well, speaking with her about her relationships with both Karenin as well
as with Vronsky. At this point in the novel, with mounting evidence for the role that Oblonsky
plays in threading together the two storylines, it is difficult to wonder how any experienced
and balanced critic could not plainly see the importance of Oblonsky and the justification for
subsuming the two storylines within one novel. Further, it is surprising that there has not
been universal appreciation and understanding of the reason for which Tolstoy linked the
two storylines.
The commentary above not withstanding, critics of Tolstoy’s linking of the two
storylines have one possible alibi. That alibi is the fact that Anna Karenina is written in such
a manner that Oblonsky moves from storyline to storyline almost imperceptibly. As such, it
is possible that some readers, on the first pass, either do not perceive or do not fully appreciate
the importance of linking the two storylines. That said, as evidence mounts for Oblonsky’s
role and its importance throughout the novel, Tolstoy’s method of linking the two stories
become increasingly transparent.
Ultimately, Oblonsky is used as a tool to justify the structure of Anna Karenina.
Without him, Tolstoy would have been found it difficult to justify including both storylines
within one novel. This is not to say that without Oblonsky there would not be the contrast
between the characters that makes their personas and motives so vivid. What it does mean
is that there would be little relevant connection between the two storylines. Thus, there
would have been no grounds to subsume both of them under the title Anna Karenina.
CONCLUSION
Anna Karenina is a single story. It is a single story with two distinct storylines, each
relating to separate romantic relationships. One of these is the love triangle that exists
between Karenin, Vronsky, and the ill-fated Anna. The other is the loving relationship between
Kitty and Levin. As has been demonstrated, these stories have one subtle common thread
woven between them. This thread is the unchanging but adaptable Oblonsky. He is a friend
to all. At some point in the novel each character confides in him, regardless of the storyline
to which he or she belongs. He is seamlessly integrated into each of the main characters’
lives, making the two storylines inseparable, as distant as they may appear.
Through Oblonsky, Tolstoy is allowed, in a sense, to present both storylines within
one novel. It is through Oblonsky that these storylines are connected. Intentional or not, the
effect of connecting these two storylines is clear. By letting the reader into the lives and
minds of contrasting characters, each one’s every action and every rait is contrasted, leading
the reader to, naturally, more deeply analyze these traits and actions. Created by contrasting
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two storylines connected in chief by one character, Anna Karenina presents its reader with
vivid characters. The reader develops relationships with these characters as this detailed
story progresses. Knowing the story’s characters so well allows the reader to comprehend
the actions of each one, insofar as one can understand another’s actions. This understanding
between the reader and the characters allows the reader to see the cause and effect of
characters’ actions. Thus, the reader learns from the triumphs and mistakes of characters
throughout the length of the story. No such effect could have been produced without linking
the two storylines. Furthermore, the two storylines could not have been linked without one
character common to each one. Tolstoy succeeds in linking the two stories, and does so in
just this manner through. The result is a timeless masterpiece chronicling the lives of characters
so lifelike that the reader cannot help but to identify the novel and reflect upon its greater
meaning.
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{]Nmcw Gsd-bm-Wv. CXn¬ GsX-¶nepw ct≠m AXn-e-[n-Itam tkmjy¬ s\‰v h¿°nMv
ssk‰p-Iƒ D]-tbm-Kn-°p-∂-h-cmWv bph-X-e-ap-d-tbbpw. Ch¿ CXn-\mbn hn\n-tbm-Kn-°p∂
ka-bhpw Gsd-bm-Wv. Cu ]{X-ß-fp-sS hmb-\, tªmKv cN-\bpw hmb-\-bpw, hnhn-[-Xcw sh_v
ssk‰p-I-fpsS D]-tbmKw t^bvkv_p-°v, hm¿´vkv B∏v XpS-ßn-b-h-bn-se√mw ae-bm-fnIƒ Hmtcm coXn-bn¬ kPo-h-am-Wv. Ch-sb√mw ae-bm-f-Ønepw D]-tbm-Kn-°m-sa-∂p≈Xv
`mj-bpsS hn]p-e-\Xz-Øn\v Imc-W-am-Wv. {]mtZ-in-I-ambn Hcp {]tZ-iØv am{Xw kPo-ham-bn-cp∂ ae-bm-f`m-jsb BtKm-fm-Sn-ÿm-\-Øn¬ ae-bm-fn-Iƒ°n-S-bn¬ kPo-h-am-°phm≥ \h-am-[y-a-ßƒ°v Ign-™p. ae-bm-f-Ønse sSen-hn-j≥ Nm\-ep-Iƒ sh_v ssk‰nepsS e`y-am-°p-∂-Xpw- kn-\na Dƒs∏-sS-bp≈ Iem-cq-]-ßfpw Km\-ßƒ, Nn{X-ßƒ XpSßn-b-hbpw ae-bmf ]pkvX-I-ßfpw sh_vssk-‰p-I-fn-eqsS e`y-am-Ip-∂Xpw h¿Ø-am-\Im-e-Øns‚ kPo-h-X -X-s∂-bmWv. Hm¨sse≥ _m¶n-Mv, Hm¨sse≥ ]¿t®-knMv XpSßn-b-h-bpw kPo-h-am-Wv. ae-bm-fn-I-fpsS s]mXp-a-WvUew ssk_¿ kvt]kn te°v amdnbXpw Ime-Øns‚ khn-ti-j-X-I-fm-Wv.
Iq´m-bvabpsS ae-bm-f-apJw
C‚¿s\‰n¬ ae-bm-fn-Iƒ°p am{X-am-bp≈ ]e kulrZ Iq´m-bva-I-fp-ap-≠v. BtKmf
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hn\nab km[y-X-I-fpsS Nph-Sp-]n-Sn®v ae-bm-fn-Ifpw ssk_¿ taJ-e-bn¬ kwLw tNcp∂-Xns‚ {]Xy£ DZm-l-c-W-ß-fmbn CØcw -Iq-´m-bva-Isf ImWmw.
kplr-Øv.tImw ˛ www. suhruth. com
kkvt\lw
˛ www. sasneham.net
CS-b≥
˛ www. edayan.net
Iq´w
˛ www. koottam. com
F∂n- h - b mWv AØ- c - Ø n¬s∏´ {][m\ ssk‰p- I ƒ. CS- b ≥ {Inkv X y≥
tkmjy¬ s\‰vh¿°nwKv ssk‰m-Wv. h¿Ø-am-\-Ime tIc-fob s]mXpaWvU-Øn¬ kw`hn-°p∂ hkvXp-X-I-fpsS hna¿i-\m-ﬂ-I-amb N¿®-Iƒ -C-hnsS kPo-h-am-Wv. CXn¬ Iq´
Øn-emWv G‰hpw IqSp-X¬ AwK-ßƒ D≈-Xv. bphm-°-fpsS {]mXn-\n[yw BWv Cu ssk‰pI-sf kPo-h-am-°p-∂-Xv. ae-bm-fn-Iƒ Cu Iq´m-bva-I-fn¬ aebm-f-Øn¬ Xs∂ Bib hn\n-a-bßƒ \S-Øp∂p F∂Xv {it≤-b-am-Wv. Chsc CXn\v {]m]vX-am-°n-bXv hc-samgn, samgn
Ioam≥, KqKnƒ sF.Fw.C t]mep≈ ae- b mfw ssS∏nwKv tkm^v ‰ v shb- d p- I - f m- W v .
aw•ojv ssS∏v sNøp-∂Xv ae-bm-f-Øn-te°v ]cn-h-¿Ø-\-s∏-Sp-Øp-I-bmWv sNøp-∂-Xv. DZml-c-W-Øn\v “AMMA’’ F∂v ssS∏v sNbvXm¬ AΩ F∂v ae-bm-f-Øn¬ BIp-∂p.
ssk_¿ ]{X-ßƒ
Zn\-]-{X-ß-fpsS hm-b\ ae-bm-fn-I-fpsS ioe-am-Wv. C‚¿s\‰nepw CXv kPo-h-am-Wv. aebm-f-Ønse ap≥\n-c-]-{X-ßƒs°√mw C‚¿s\‰v ]Xn-∏p-Iƒ (e-edition) D≠v.
at\m-ca
˛ epaper.manoramaonline.com
amXr-`qan
˛ epaper.mathrubhumi.com
am[yaw
˛ www.madhyamam.com/epaper
Zo]n-I
˛ epaper.deepika.com
tZim-`n-am\n
˛ www.deshabhimani.com/epaper
P∑--`qan
˛ www.janmabhumidaily.com
awKfw
˛ www.mangalam.com
Hm¨sse\mbn am{Xw {]kn- ≤ n- I - c n- ° p∂ ]{Xßfpw Gsd- b mWv . Hmtcm
Hm¨sse≥ ]{XØn\pw khn- t i- j - a mb Hmtcm ho£W- Z ni ImWmw. Imk¿tImSv
hm¿Ø(www.kasargodvartha.com)bn¬ Imk¿tKmUnse {]tZ-in-I-amb hm¿Ø-IfmWv
{]m[m-\y-tØmsS {]kn-≤o-I-cn-°p-∂Xv. knwK-∏qcn¬\n∂v Hcp kwLw ae-bm-fn-Iƒ tN¿∂v
ae- b m- f - Ø n¬ {]kn- ≤ o- I - c n- ° p- ∂ - C˛]{X- a mWv {]hmkn FIvkv{] v
(www.pravasiexpress.com) Ata-cn-°-bn¬\n∂v {][m-\-ambpw aq∂v ]{X-ß-fmWv ae-bmf
hm¿Ø-I-fp-ambn kPo-h-am-Ip-∂-Xv. Aizta[w (www.aswamedham.com) Cta¿-PnwKv tIcf
(www.emergingkerala. com), tIcf FIvkv{] v (www.keralaexpress.com) F∂n-h-bmWv
Ah. ]mem-bn¬ \n∂pw Cd-ßp∂ Cu ]{X-amWv kXyw (www.sathyamonline.com) C‚¿s\‰neqsS hmbn-°s
- ∏-Sp∂ a‰v {][m\ ]{X-ßf
- m-Wv.
P\-d¬
˛ www.generaldaily.com
DØ-c-tZiw
˛ -www.utharadesam.com
h¿Ø-am\w
˛ www.varthamanam.com
kpZn\w
˛ www.sudhinam.com
Fs‚ hm¿Ø
˛ www.entevartha.com
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e hm¿Ø
˛ www.evartha.in
adp-\m-S≥ ae-bmfn
˛ www.marunadan malayali.com
Cu Hm¨sse≥ ]{X-ß-fpsS cmjv{Sobw ]e-Xm-Wv. {]n‚ v ]{X-ßfneqsS IpØI-I-fmbn \n∂n-cp∂ hn-`m-K-Øn-s\ {]Xn-tcm-[n-°pI F∂ \ne-bv°mWv ]e C˛]{XßfpsSbpw {][m\ e£yw. AXp-sIm-≠p-Xs∂ P\-{]nb hm¿Ø-Iƒ°pw kXy-k-‘amb hm¿Ø-Iƒ°pw Ch¿ {]m[m\yw \¬Ip-∂p. A\p-\n-anjw ]pXp-°n-s°m-≠n-cn-°p∂
hm¿Ø-Iƒ CØcw ]{X-ß-fpsS kPo-hX h¿≤n-∏n-°p-∂p. am[y-a km£-cX t\Snb
]pØ≥ Xe-ap-d-I-fpsS A`n-cp-Nn-°-\p-k-cn-®mWv
C˛-]-{X-ß-fpsS BsI-bp≈
{Iao-I-c-Ww. ap≥\nc ]{X-ßƒ Ah-cpsS A`n-{]m-b-ßƒ hmb-\-°m-cs\ sIm≠v kΩ-Xn∏n°p∂ (manufacturing consent) Imew C∂v Ah-km-\n-®p-sIm-≠ncn-°p-∂p. hmb-\-°mc\v Bh-iym-\p-k-cWw ]e ]{X-ßƒ Hcp aukv ¢n°n-eqsS Xnc-s™-Sp-°p-hm-\p≈ ]cn]q¿Æ kzmX{¥yw C∂p-≠v.
C˛-am-kn-I-Iƒ
ae-bmfØnse ap≥\nc A\p-Im-en-I-ß-sf√mw C∂v C‚¿s\‰v ]Xn-∏p-Iƒ Cd°p-∂p-. ae-bm-fn-bpsS hmb\ coXnbpw t_m[hpw UnPn-‰¬ thZn-bn-te°v amdp∂p F∂Xns‚ sXfn-hmbn CXns\ ImWmw. am[yaw, Iem-Iu-apZn,-\m-\, ka-ImenI ae-bmfw F∂nh-sb√mw C∂v C‚¿s\‰v FUnj≥ Cd-°p-∂p-≠v. CXn¬ am[yaw At{UmbvUv samss_ep-I-fnepw e`y-amWv A[nIw Xma-kn-°msX CXc A\pIm-enIßfpw samss_-en¬ hmbn°mhp∂ Ah-ÿ-bn-se-Øpw. B\p-Im-en-I-ß-fpsS C‚¿s\‰v ]Xn-∏p-Iƒ°v DZm-l-c-Wß-fmWv.
ae-bmfw hmcnI
˛ -www.malayalamvarika.com
Iem-Iu-apZn
˛ -www.kalakaumudi.com
ae-bmf at\m-ca
˛ -www.manormaonline.com
C≥t^m- ssI-cfn
˛ -www.inforkairali.com
\m\
˛ -www.nanafilmweekly.com
sh≈n-\-£{Xw
˛ -www.vellinakshathram.com
C˛am-kn-I-I-fmbn am{Xw Cd-°p∂ A\p-Im-en-I-ßƒ Gsd-bmWv. Ch-bn¬ ]eXn\pw \√ hmb-\-°mcpw D≠v. {]n‚ v amkn-I-I-fpsS IpØI kz`m-h-Øn\v FXn-sc-bp≈
{]Xn-tcm-[-sa∂ \ne-bn¬ C˛amkn-I-Iƒ hmbn-°p-∂-h¿ Gsd--bp-≠v.
]pg
˛ www.puzha.com
ka-Im-enIw
˛ www.samakalikam.com
C˛-]{Xw
˛ www.epathram.com
kmbqPyw
˛ www.sayujyam.com
Aiz-ta[w
˛ -www.aswamedham.com
Cµpte-J
˛ -www.indhulekha.com
Xpjm-cw
˛ -www.thusharam.com
Nn¥
˛ www.chintha.com
XpSßnb C˛-am-kn-I-Iƒ khn-ti-j-amb hnj-b-ßƒ Xnc-s™-Sp-°p-hm≥ ImWn°p∂ Pm{KX CXn-t\m-SIw {i≤ t\Sn-°-gn-™p. hmb-\-°m-cpsS Fgp-Øp-Iƒ°pw A`n{]m-b-ßƒ°pw CØcw amkn-I-Iƒ ap¥nb ]cn-K-W-\-bmWv \¬Ip-∂-Xv.
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hn°n-]o-Unb
C‚-s\-‰nse kzX{¥ hn⁄m\tImi-amWv hn°o]oUn-b. B¿°pw Ft∏mgpw
hnjbßƒ Fgp-Xm\pw Iq´n-t®¿°m\pw Ign-bp∂ Hcp Xpd- mb CS-amWv hn°o]oUn-b.
s]mXp-P-\-ßƒ°pw Ft∏mƒ thW-sa-¶nepw CXn-te°v {]th-in®v hnh-c-ßƒ tiJ-cn°m-\mIpw. C∂v ]e- -`m-j-Iƒ°pw Ah-cp-tSXmb hn°o-]o-Unb D≠v. 2002˛¬ BWv aebm-f-Øn¬ D≈ hn°o-]o-Unb Bcw-`n-°p-∂-Xv. ae-bmfw ssS∏nwKv tkm^v‰v shb-dp-Iƒ
e`y-am-b-tXmsS hn°o-]o-Unbbn¬ ae-bm-fn-Iƒ kPo-h-am-bn. kaq-lw, Ncn-{Xw, kmlnXyw
F∂nh kw_-‘n® {]mY-anI hnh-c-ßƒ°mbn ae-bmfw hn°o-]o-Unbsb B{i-bn-°p∂-h-cpsS FÆw C∂v \nc-h-[n-bm-Wv. am{X-a√ ]pkvX-I-ßƒ°mbn hn°n {KŸime
(www.wikisource.org) i_vZm¿∞- ß ƒ Is≠- Ø p- ∂ - X n- \ mbn hn°n\nL≠p
(www.wikionary.org) sNm√p-Iƒ tiJ-cn®p hbv°p∂ hn°n-tIm´vkv AYh hn-°n-sNm-√pIƒ (www.wikiquote.org) ]T\klm-bn-Ifpw a‰pw tN¿°p∂ hn°n _pIvkv AYh hn-°n]-mTim-e (www.wikibooks.org) F∂o A\p-_‘ ssk‰p-Ifpw hn°n]oUn-b-bn-ep-≠v.
tªmKv
Bi-b{]Im-i\ CS-sa∂ \ne-bn¬ C≥¿s\-‰nse kPo-h-amb taJ-e-bmWv tªmKv.
ae-bmfw tªmKp-I-ƒ FÆwsIm≠pw hnjb sshhn[ywsIm≠pw C∂v {it≤-b-amWv.- A®Sn {]kn-≤o-I-cWßsf am{Xw B{i-bn-®n-cp∂ Fgp-Øp-Im-cpsS CS-bn-te-°mWv {]kn≤o-I-c-W-Øns‚ ]pXp`mhp-IXzhp-ambn tªmKv IS∂ph∂-Xv.- F-Un-‰nwKns‚ `oj-Wnbpw
{]kn-≤o-I-c-W-Øn-s‚bpw hnX-c-W-Øn-s‚bpw \qem-am-e-I-fn¬s∏-SmsX Bi-b-ßƒ
BtKmf hym]-I-ambn hn\n-abwsNøm≥ tªmKn\mIp-∂p. Ihn-X, IY, t\mh¬, bm{Xm-hnh-c-Ww, \¿Ωw, cmjv{Sobw, ]mN-Iw, Irjn, kn\nam \ncq-]-Ww, t^mt´m, tPymXnjw
F∂n-ßs\ ae-bm-fn-bpsS Bkzm-Z-\-a-t\m-`m-hhpw hnizm-khpw sXm´v \nXyPohnX hymhlm-c-ßƒ hsc ªmKn¬ km∂n-[y-ap-d-∏n-°p-∂p. CXn¬ IhnXmtªmKp-I-fmWv FÆ-Øn¬
IqSp-X-ep-≈-Xv.
IhnX
ae-bm-f-Ønse tªmKv Ihn-X-Iƒ FÆw sIm≠pw anI-hp-sIm≠pw {it≤-b-amWv. ae-bm-f-I-hn-X-bnse A®Sn hm¿∏v amXr-I-I-tfmSv Ie-ln-°p-Ibpw ]mc-º-cy-k-¶-ev]ßsf ]ngp-sX-dn-bp-Ibpw sNøp∂ Bhn-jvImc coXn-sIm≠v tªmKnse \nc-h[n Ihn-XIƒ {it≤-b-am-Ip-∂p-≠v.
""Rß-fpsS Xe-apd ae-bm-f-I-hn-X-bn¬ ÿm\w Dd-∏n-°m≥ {ian-°p∂ ImeØv
{]kn-≤o-I-cWw XnI®pw ZpjvI-c-am-bn-cp-∂p. hnti-jn®pw Rßƒ Fgp-Xn-bn-cp-∂Xv km{ºZm-bnI hmb-\-°m¿ BZy-amZyw A\ytam Btcm-NIw t]meptam Bbn Icp-Xn-bn-cp∂ coXnI- f n- e m- b n- c p- ∂ - X p- s Im≠v apJy- [ mcm {]kn- ≤ o- I - c - W - ß ƒ Ah- b psS IX- I p- I ƒ
Rßƒ°mbn Xpd-∂p-X-cp∂ {]iv\-ta-bn-√m-bn-cp-∂p. Aø-∏-∏-Wn-°-cpsS "Ipcp-t£-{X'hpw
IS-Ω-\n´ cma-Ir-jvWs‚ "Im´m-f'\pw amXr-`qan BgvN-∏-Xn∏v Xnc-kvI-cn® IY C∂v
Gh¿°pw Adn-bm-a-t√m. ]pXnb `mhp-I-Xz-Øn-\p≈ GI B{ibw en‰n¬ amK-kn-\p-I-fmbn-cp-∂p. AXp-sIm≠v ]e-t∏mgpw Fgp-Øp-Im¿ Xs∂ sNdp-am-kn-I-Iƒ°pw "bYm¿∞'
kplr-Xv_-‘-ßƒ°pw cq]w \¬In. "tIc-f-I-hnX' t]mep≈ IhnXm {]kn-≤o-I-c-Wßƒ Aß-s\-bp-≠m-b-XmWv. a‰-t\Iw sNdp-am-kn-I-I-fnepw Ihn-Xbv°v henb ÿm\-ap≠m-bn-cp-∂p. Ah-bn-eqsS {]Nm-chpw {]Xn-jvTbpw t\Snb tij-amWv ]pXp-I-hn-Iƒ apJy[mcm {]kn-≤o-I-c-W-ßƒ°v kzoIm-cy-ambn amdn-b-Xv. C∂v en‰n¬ amK-kn≥ kwkvImcw
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ae-bm-f-Øn¬ {]£o-W-am-sW-¶n¬ AXn-s\mcp ImcWw ]pXp-Xm-bp-≠mb Cu "_Z¬
kvs]bvkp-'I-fmWv. C∂sØ Ihnbv°v ]{Xm-[n-]-∑m-cp-sStbm {]km-[-I-cp-sStbm ImcpWyw
Imt°-≠-Xn-√. kz¥-ambn Ht∂m AXn-se-sdtbm tªmKp-Iƒ Bcw-`n-°p-I, AXn-eqsS
hmb-\-°m-cpsS Hcp sNdp-Iq-´mbva cq]o-I-cn-°p-I. Cu ÿew "hmb-\-°m-cpsS Ia‚p'-I-fneqsS Hcp \ncq-]Wÿew IqSn-bm-bn-cn-°p-∂p. CXv P\m-[n-]-Xy-]-£Øp \n∂v t\m°ptºmƒ \n›-b-ambpw Hcp \√ am‰-amWv.'' F∂v sI. k®n-Zm-\-µ≥ FUn‰p sNbvX \memanSw F∂ tªmKv Ihn-Xm-k-am-lm-c-Øn¬ ]d-bp-∂Xv {it≤-b-am-Wv.
Imem-Im-e-ß-fn¬ Ihn-X-bpsS taJ-e-I-fn¬ kw`-hn-°p∂ am‰-ßƒ hne-a-Xn-t°≠-Xp-≠v. tªmKp-I-hn-X-Iƒ ]pØ≥ `mhp-I-Xz-Øns‚ AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Ø-ep-Iƒ Xs∂-bmWv.
{][m-\-s∏´ Nne IhnXtªmKpIƒ am{X-amWv NphsS tN¿Øn-cn-°p-∂-Xv.
em]pS (Sn.]n hnt\m-Zv) ˛ lapuda.blogspot.in
hcn-bp-S® hm°p-Iƒ
(kPn IS-h-\m-Sv)
˛ sajipni.blogspot.in
Ihn-X-s°m-cnSw
(sI.-]n.-d-jo-Zv)
˛ kavayavasantham.blogspot.in
hb-en¬
(\m-k¿ IqSm-fn)
˛ nazarpv.blogspot.in
D`b-Po-hnXw
(kp-[ojv tIms´{ºw) ˛ sudheeshkottembram.blopspot.in
{]Xn-`mj
(hnjvWp{]km-Zv)
˛ prathibhasha.blogspot.in
Ihn-X-s°mSn
(]n.F≥.tKm]n-Ir-j-W≥)˛ kavithakodi.blogspot.in
taL ]T-\-ßƒ
({io-Ip-am¿ Icn-bm-Sv) ˛ sreekumarkavitha.blogspot.in
Ipco∏pg
(Ip-co∏pg {ioIp-am¿) ˛ kureepuzha.blogspot.in
[\ym-Zmkv
(P-\¬Nn{X-ßƒ)
˛ danuhere4you.blogspot.in
]®
(sk-do-\)
˛ herberia.blogspot.in
IY
IY-sb-gpØpw tªmKn¬ kPo-h-am-Wv. {]hm-kn-I-fmb ae-bm-fn-I-fpsS krjvSn-IfmWv CXn-te-sdbpw {][m-\-s∏´ IYm-tªm-Kp-Iƒ°v \√ {]Xn-I-c-W-am-Wp-≈-Xv. hnj-bkzo-I-c-W-Øns‚ sshhn-[yhpw BJym-\-Øns‚ _lp-co-Xn-Ifpw Cu tªmKp-I-fpsS kPohX h¿≤n-∏n-°p-∂p. A®Sn amXr-I-bn¬ ]pd-Øp-h-cp∂ IY-I-fn¬\n∂pw `n∂-ambn t_m[]q¿∆-amb BJym-\-ssh-hn[yw tªmKv IY-I-fpsS khn-ti-j-X-bm-Wv. IY-bpsS BibtØ°mƒ AhXc-W-Øn\pw `mj-bv°p-amWv tªmKnse IY-Iƒ {i≤ Du∂p-∂-Xv.
ae-bm-f-Ønse hyXy-kvX-amb Nne IYm tªmKp-Iƒ
i_vZ-an-√mØ hm°p-Iƒ ˛ vazakkupakshi.blogspot.in
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I°m-Sns‚ ]pcm-hrØw - ˛ mooppan.blogspot.in
\o¿hn-f-mI≥
˛ neervilakan.blogspot.in
Bº¬s∏mbvI
˛ aampalpoyka.bloyspot.in
Imen®mw s]mXn
˛ neevilakan.blogspot.in
s]cntßmS≥
˛ perigodan.blogspot.in
t^mt´m{Km^n
t^mt´m{Km-^n-bpsS km[y-X-Ifpw kuµ-cyhpw Bcm-bp∂ tªmKp-Ifpw kPo-ham-Wv. ImgvN-bv°-∏p-dØv Nne ktµ-i-ßƒ, hnNmc- ßƒ XpSßnbh DW¿Øp-hm≥
Ignbp∂ coXn-bn-emWv CØcw tªmKp-Iƒ cq]o-I-cn-®n-cn-°p-∂-Xv.
\ng¬°pØv, Fs‚ \ng-em-´-ßƒ ˛ nizhalkoothu.sarinsoman.com
Nn{X-h¿Æ-ßƒ
˛ - rahuchittram .blogspot.in
Nn{X-Ww
˛ chithranam.blogspot.in
\¿Ωw
ae-bm-fn-bpsS \¿Ωt_m[-Øn\v \q‰m-≠p-I-fpsS ]mc-º-cy-ap≈ Ncn-{X-am-Wp-≈Xv. A®n Ncn-X-ßƒ, Hm´w-Xp-≈¬, eLp-I-hn-X-Iƒ, BZy-Ime IY-Iƒ, Im¿´q-Wp-Iƒ,
\¿Ω BJym-\-ßƒ XpS-ßn-b-h-bpsS ]n≥_-e-Ønepw XpS¿®-bnepamWv ae-bm-f-Ønse
\¿Ω tªmKp-Iƒ kPo-h-am-Ip-∂-Xv. Ime-Øns‚ kv]µ-\-ßƒ Bhm-ln-s®-SpØv \¿Ω
\n¿Ωn°m-\p≈ {]Xn` Cu tªmKp-I-fn¬ Z¿in-°m-hp-∂-Xm-Wv.
kp[o¿Zmkv
˛ sudheerdas.blogspot.in
sIm®∂
˛ kochanna.blogspot.in
hmg-t°m-Ss‚
t]mg-Øc-ßƒ ˛ vazhakkadan.com
an\n \¿Ωw
˛ mini-mininarmam.blogspot.in
I≠≥ XSn°p
ap≠≥ XSn -˛ marathalayam.blogspot.in
sshhn[yw Xs∂-bmWv Cu teJ-\-ßsfbpw anI-®-Xm-°p-∂Xv. kmaqly hnj-bßƒ ssIImcyw sNøp-tºmƒ s]mXp-P-\]-£-Øp-\n-∂p≈ ImgvN-∏m-Sp-Iƒ ssk_¿ teJ\-ß-fpsS {]tXy-I-X-bm-Wv.
Hcp I∏v Nmb ˛ orukappuchaya.blogspot.in
Icn-bne
˛ thallasseri.blogspot.in
XqWocw
˛ thooneram.blogspot.in
ssat{Xbn
˛ maithrayi.blogspot.in
A£ci_vZw ˛ -aksharasabdam.blogspot.in
Im¿´q¨
\¿Ω-Øn\pw kmaq-ly-hn-a¿i-\-Øn\pw {]m[m-\y-ap≈ hc-I-fmWv ChnsS {]Xy£-am-Ip∂ Im¿´q-Wp-Isf angn-hp-‰-Xm-°p-∂-Xv.
Im¿´q¨ h¿Ivkv
˛ jairajty.blogspot.in
DutW-izcw ]n.H
˛ ooneswarrampo.blogspot.in
sF.t{^bvav˛ a- bhilashpottakulath.blogspot.in
bh-\nI
˛ innoeentlines.blogspot.in
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kn\na
G‰hpw ]pXnb kn\n-a-Isf hsc hkvXp-\n-jvT-ambn hne-bn-cp-Øp-hm≥ kn\na
tªmKp-Iƒ°v Ign-bp-∂p. Gsd hmb-\-°msc BI¿jn-°p-hm≥ kn\nam \ncq-]-W-tªmKpIƒ°v Ign-bp-∂p-≠v.
tamfn-hpUv \ncq-]Ww ˛ mollywoodniroopanam.blogspot.in
kn\nam \ncq-]Ww
˛ cinemaniroopanam.blogspot.in
Nn{X-hn-tijw
˛ www.chithravishasham.blogspot.in
kn\nam Sm°okv
˛ cinemaattalkies.blogspot.in
ae-bm-f-Ønse tªmKv F-gp-Øp-Im¿°nSbn¬ tIc-f-Ønse apgp-h≥ Fgp-Øp-Imcp-sSbpw {]m-Xn-\n[yw Cs√-¶nepw kwkvIm-cw, `mj, kmlnXyw F∂o CS-ß-fn¬ hfsc
Pm{K-X-tbmsS CS-s]-Sp-Ibpw {]Xn-I-cn-°p-Ibpw sNøp∂ Iq´m-bva-bm-bn-am-dn-bn-´p-≠v. `mj,
kmlnXyw, _u≤n-I-amb kzmX{¥yw, cmjv{Sobw F∂nh Ah-cpsS {][m\ hnj-b-ßfmWv. \¿Ωhpw \m´p`mjbpw sIm®ph¿Ø-am-\-ß-fpw ]e tªmKp-I-fp-sSbpw apJ-ap-{Z-bmWv. ]c-ºm-cm-K-X-am-[y-a-ßƒ ImWsX t]mIp-∂Xpw hnh-c-km-t¶-XnI hnZy-bpsS temIØv
Gsd {i≤n-t°-≠-Xp-amb hnj-b-ß-fn¬ IqSp-X¬ Xmev]cyw ImWn°p-∂p-≠v. AØ-cØn¬ Pm{KØmb Hcp kaq-l-sØ-bmWv ae-bmf tªmKn¬ AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Øp-∂-Xv.
C‚¿s\‰pw sSen-hn-j\pw
ae-bm-f-Ønse apJy-[mc Nm\-ep-Iƒ F√mw Xs∂ C‚¿s\‰n¬ e`y-am-Wv. kztZ-inIƒ°pw {]hm-kn-Iƒ°pw Hcp t]mse {]tbm-P\w sNøp-∂-h-bmWv Ah. hm¿Ø Nm\ep-I-fmWv CØ-c-Øn¬ Hm¨sse-\n¬ IqSp-X¬ {i≤n-°-s∏-Sp-∂-Xv. Hm^okv tPmen-°n-Sbnse hn{ia kab ßfn¬ CØcw Nm\-ep-Iƒ ImWp∂ coXn C∂v tIc-f-Ønse bphm°ƒ°n-S-bn¬ ioe-am-Wv. {][m-\-s∏´ Nm\-ep-I-fpsS sh_v hnemkw
dnt∏m¿´¿ Nm\¬
˛ www. reporterlive.com
ssIcfn
˛ www.kairalitv.com
Gjym-s\‰v
˛ asianetdigital.com
C≥Uym-hn-j≥
˛ .comwww.indiavisiontv.com
amXr-`qan
˛ mathrubhuminews.com
AarXm
˛ www.Aruthatv.com
at\mca \yqkv
˛ www.manoramanews.com
tªmKv, hn°n-]o-Un-b, bpSq-_v, F∂n-h-bn-eq-sS-sb√mw ae-bmfn C‚¿s\-‰n¬ kPoh-am-Ip∂ ImgvN-bmWv C∂p-≈-Xv. UnPn-‰¬ temIØv ae-bmfn Hcp kaqlw Bbn amdns°m≠n-cn-°p∂p. C˛sabn¬ sFUn-Ifpw hnhn[ sh_vsk-‰p-I-fnse AwK-Xzhpw hgn
ae-bmfn BtKmf Bi-b-hn-\n-a-b-Øns‚bpw s]mXpaﬁeØn-s‚bpw `mK-am-Ip-∂p.
C≥¿s\- ‰ ns‚ D]- t bmKw Hcp- h s‚ Akv X nXz\n¿W- b - Ø ns‚ `mK- a mbn amdp- ∂ p- ≠ v .
Cu˛_m¶nwKv, C˛]co£Iƒ, hoUntbm tIm¨s^-d≥kv, hoUntbm tImƒ, XpS-ßn-bh
ae-bmfnbpsS Pohn-X-Øns‚ `mK-ambn-cn-°p-∂p. \ΩpsS hnZym-`ymktaJ-e-bnepw sF.Sn
C∂v Hcp {][m-\-s∏´ hnj-b-amWv. ¢mkp-I-fn¬ Iºyq-´dpIƒ, C‚¿s\‰v F∂nh D]tbm-Kn-°p-Ibpw Ah ]cn-io-en-∏n-°p-Ibpw sNøp-∂p. k¿°m¿ tkh-\-ßƒ°mbn A£b
sk‚dp-Isf B{i-bn-°p-∂-h¿ C∂v Gsd-bmWv.
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kmaq-lym-hÿ
Fd-Wm-Ip-f-Øp≈ C≥t^m ]m¿°v Xncp-h-\-¥-]p-c-Øp≈ sSIvt\m-]m¿°v
F∂nh tIc-f-Øns‚ sF.Sn taJe hf-cp-∂-Xn\v \mgnI°√p-I-fmbn Xo¿∂p. C∂v Hcp-e£-Øne-[nIw sF.Sn tPmen-°m-cmWv Cu ÿm]-\-ß-fn-embn´p≈Xv F∂Xv tIc-fsØ
kw_-‘n®v {it≤-b-am-Wv. tIc-f-Ønse {][m\ \K-c-ß-fn-se√mw Db¿∂p-sIm-≠n-cn-°p∂
sF.Sn ]m¿°p-Iƒ sXmgn¬taJ-e-bpsS amdp∂ apJ-amWv ImWn-®p-X-cp-∂-Xv. Cu taJ-ebn¬ sXmgn¬ sNøp-∂-h-cpsS at\m`m-hhpw {]h¿Ø-\-ßfpw am[yatI{µo-Ir-X-amb
]pØ≥kwkvIm-c-Øn\v Imc-W-am-bn. Cu \hkwkvImcw tIc-f-Øns‚ ]c-º-cm-KX
kwkvIm-c-hp-ambn tNcp-tºmƒ cq]-s∏-Sp∂ A¥-co£w khn-ti-j-amb ssk_¿ B[p\o-I-c-W-Øn-t‚-Xm-Wv. B[p-\nI kuI-cy-ß-tfm-Sp-IqSnb hml-\-ßƒ, sshhn-[y-ap≈ `£W-im-e-Iƒ, aƒ´nπIvkv Xntb-‰-dp-Iƒ, tjm∏nwKv amfp-Iƒ, B[p-\nI kuI-cy-ap≈ Bip]-{Xn-Iƒ, hnZym-`ymkÿm]-\-ßƒ XpS-ßn-b-h-sb√mw ssk_¿ km[y-X-I-fn-eqsS ]cnh¿Ø\ hnt[-b-am-Ip∂ tIc-f-Øns‚ ]pØ≥ Ah-ÿ-bm-Wv. C{]-Imcw ]e \ne-I-fn¬
ae-bm-fn-bpsS hnh-c-km-t¶-XnI t_m[w, ImenI -{]-k-‡n-tbmsS hf¿∂-psIm≠n-cn-°p∂p.
A\p-Zn\w ]cn-h¿Ø-\-s∏-Sp∂ temI-Øn¬ AXn-\-\p-k-cn®v amdpI F∂Xv A\n-hm-cyamWv.
D]-kw-lmcw
ssk_¿ B[p-\n-IXbpsS ImeØv k¶-c-`m-j-Iƒ am[y-a tI-{µo-Ir-X-ambn cq]oI-cn-°p-∂-Xp-t]mse C\n-sbm-c-\p-]m-X-Øn¬ k¶-c-k-aq-l-ß-sfbpw kr„n-°pw. tIc-f-Ønte°v sXmgn¬ tXSn-sb-Øp∂ A\y-kw-ÿm-\-°mcpw ]T-\-Øn-\mbpw a‰pw FØp∂ hntZin-Ifpw amdp∂ Ime-Øns‚ ]pØ≥ Nph-sc-gp-Øp-I-fm-Wv. ae-bm-fn-Iƒ ]Whpw kar-≤nbp-ap≈ tZi-ß-fn-te°v sXmgn¬ tXSnbpw PohnXw Icp-∏n-Sn-∏n-°m-\pw \S-Ønb IpSn-tb-‰ßfpw hneaXn-t°-≠-Xp-≠v. tIc-f-sa∂ `q{]-tZiw Chsc ÿm\-s∏-Sp-Øp∂ CS-amWv.
F∂m¬ Ch-cpsS `mjm-coXn a‰p `mjm-co-Xn-I-sfbpw kwkvIm-cm-h-ÿ-I-sfbpw Dƒs°m≈p-∂-Xm-Wv. IrXy-ambn ]d-™m¬ ae-bmfw ]e-X-c-Øn-ep≈ am‰-Øn\v kzm`m-hn-I-XtbmsS hnt[-b-am-Ip-∂p. C‚¿s\-‰n-eqsS hym]n-°p-Ibpw e`y-am-Ip-Ibpw sNøp∂ ]pØ≥
ssk_¿ae-bmfw, BtKmf -X-e-Øn¬ {]hy-am-Ip∂ `mj-bmWv. CXns‚ D]-t`m-‡m-°ƒ
_lpkzc-X-bm¿∂ kwkvIm-c-Øns‚ h‡m-°fpw H∏w ae-bm-f-Øns‚ {]tbm-‡-m°-fpamWv. Hcp kaqlw B[p-\n-I-am-Ip-∂Xv temI-Øn-ep≈ G‰hpw ]pXnb Pohn-Xm-h-ÿbpw
hnh-c-hn-\n-abhn⁄m-\hpw kwkvIm-cnI hyh-lm-c-ßfpw Dƒs°m-≈p-tºm-gmWv. h¿Øam-\-Imew \h-am-[y-a-tI-{µo-Ir-X-ambn cq]o-Ir-X-amb t•m°-sse-tk-j-t‚-Xm-Wv. ae-bm-fnIfpw tIc-fhpw t•m°-sse-tk-js‚ `mK-am-bn-´mWv BtKm-f-hn-\n-ab irwJ-e-bn¬ {]k‡-am-Ip-∂-Xv. ae-bm-fn-bpsS C‚¿s\‰v hyh-lm-cw, kvam¿´v t^m¨ Pohn-Xw XpS-ßnbh
Ahsc s\‰n-k¨ jn∏n\v A¿l-cm-°n-b-Xn-s\m∏w BtKmf ssk_¿ s]mXp-a-ﬁ-e-Ønse
{it≤-b-amb km∂n-≤y-hp-am-°n. A\p-Zn\w A\n-hm-cy-X-t]mse ]pXp-°n-s°m-≠n-cn-t°≠
ssk_¿ km£-cX hy‡n-I-tfbpw kaq-l-ß-tfbpw km[y-X-I-fpsS BtKm-fhym]Iamb hnlm-b-kn-tebv°mWv FØn-°p-∂-Xv. Nn¥-bptSbpw `mh-\-bp-tSbpw thK-Xbv°pw
km[y-Xbv°pw A\p-k-cn®v km[y-am-Ip∂ ae-bm-fn-bpsS BtKm-f-hym-]-Iamb ssk_¿
Pohn-X-amWv Ahsc ssk_¿ B[p-\o-I-cn-°p-∂-Xv.
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t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s‚ kzm-[o-\w F≥. {]-`m-Ic-s‚ I-Y-I-fn¬
an-\n-°p-´n tPm¿÷v
kw{Klw
sF-Xn-ly-ßfpw ]p-cm-hr-Ø-ß-fpw hm-sam-gn-bm-bn {]-N-cn-® I-Y-I-fpw \m-S≥- ]m-´pIfpw X-e-ap-d-I-fn-eq-sS ssI-am-dn h-h-∂ B-Nm-c-m-\p-jvT-\-ßfpw \m-tSm-Sn-h-g-°-ß-fp-sa-√mw
tN¿-∂ H-cp tem-I-am-Wv t^m-Iv-tem-dnt‚-Xv. t^m-Iv-tem¿ K-th-j-Icpw ]-ﬁn-Xcpw Cu temI-Øns‚ Hmtcm Aw-i-ß-sf kq-£v-aam-b ]T-\ K-th-j-W-ßƒ-°v hn-t[-b-am-°p-I-bm-Wv
sN-øp-∂-Xv. F-gp-Øp-Imc≥ t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s\ k-ao-]n-°p∂-Xv a-s‰m-cp X-c-Øn-emWv. ]u-cmWnI I-Y-Ifpw Km-\-ßfpw ]p-cm-hr-Ø-ßfpw \q-‰m-≠p-I-fm-bn \n-e-\n-∂p-h-cp-∂ \m-´p-h-g-°-ßfp-sa√mw A-bm-fp-sS ssh-Imcn-I X-e-sØ-bm-Wv {]m-Y-an-I-a-m-bn k-v]¿-in-°p-∂Xv. A-h \¬-Ip-∂ Du¿-P-Øn-¬ \n-∂v Abmƒ km-ln-Xy-kr-„n \-S-Øp∂p. t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s‚ ]p-\x-kr„n-b√ A-bm-fp-sS e-£yw. t^m-Iv-tem-dn-Ãp-Iƒ sN-øp-∂Xp-t]mse t^m-Iv-tem-dnse Hmtcm
G-I-I-Øn-sebpw A-¿-∞-sa-¥mWv, A-h \-¬-Ip-∂ km-aq-ly-N-cn-{X kw-_-‘nbm-b kq-N\-I-sf-s¥m-s°-bm-Wv F-∂o A-t\z-j-W-ß-fn-te-s°m-∂pw km-ln-Xy-Im-c≥ I-S-°p-∂n√.
a-dn-®v Ime-sØ a-dn-I-S-s∂-Øp∂ t^m-Iv- Aw-K-ß-fp-sS i-‡n-bpw ku-µ-cyhpw ]pXn-b Ime-Øn-\v ]-I¿-∂p sIm-Sp-°p-I-bm-Wv A-bmƒ sN-øp-∂-Xv.
BapJw
]-g-b k-¶-ev-]-a-\p-k-cn®v t^mIvtem¿ F-∂m¬ \m-tSm-Sn-km-lnXyw F-∂m-Wv A¿∞w. F-∂m¬ C-∂v \m-tSm-Sn-km-ln-Xyw am-{X-a√ t^m-Iv-tem-dm-bn ]-cn-K-Wn-°-s∏-Sp-∂Xv.
t^m-Iv-temdpw km-ln-Xy-hpw X-Ωn¬ _-‘-s∏-Sp-Øn Nn-¥n-°p-tºmƒ B-Zy-am-bn ]-cn-K-Wnt°≠-Xv \m-tSm-Sn km-ln-Xyhpw km-ln-Xy I-e-bpw X-Ωn-ep-≈ km-Zr-iy-sØ-bpw ssh-PmXy-sØ-bpw ]-‰n-bmWv. an-° kw-kv-°m-c-ß-fnepw t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s\ km-ln-Xy-Øn¬ \n-∂v
th¿-Xn-cn®v a-\-kn-em-°m≥ {]-bm-k-amWv. km-ln-Xy-Øn-s‚ XpS-°w ap-X¬ C-Xph-sc D-≈S-°-Øn-s‚ Im-cy-Øn\pw co-Xn-bp-sS Im-cy-Ønepw t^m-Iv-tem¿ h-f-sc-b-[n-Iw kzm-[o-\n-®Xm-bn Im-Wmw.
Xn-I-®pw `m-h-\m-kr-„n-Ifm-b km-ln-Xy-Ir-Xn-I-fnepw t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s‚ kzm-[o-\w
Im-Wmw. t\m-h-en-epw I-hn-X-bn-ep-sa√mw t^m-Iv-tem¿ {]-Xy-£-s∏-Sp∂p. \m-tSm-Sn-km-lnXycq-]ß
- f
- n¬ am-{X-a√ \m-´m-Nmcw, hn-izm-kw, N-Sß
- v, ]p-cm-hrØw, \m-S≥-Ie
- Iƒ, ]-gs
- ©m√pIƒ F-∂nß-s\ hnhn-[ cq-]-ß-fn¬ t^m-Iv-tem¿ \-Ωp-sS kmln-Xy-Øn¬ IS∂-p hcp-∂p.
IS-en¬ t]mb ap-°h-s‚ `m-cy ]n-g-®p-t]m-bm¬ A-h≥ aS-ßn h-cn√ F-∂ \m-tSm-Sn hnizmk-sØ tI-{µ-am-°n c-Nn-°-s∏-´ "sN-Ωo≥' C-Xn-\v D-Zm-l-c-W-amWv.
t^m-Iv-tem-dn-t\-bpw km-ln-Xy-sØbpw kw-_-‘n-°p-∂ a-s‰m-cp LS-Iw km-ln-Xy45
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Im-c-∑m¿ t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s\ A-\p-I-cn-°p-∂p-sh-∂-Xm-Wv. ]pXn-b Im-cy-ßƒ \m-tSm-Sn-km-lnXy-Øn-s‚ `m-j-bn¬ ]-d-™m¬ F-fp-∏-Øn¬ A-\p-hm-N-I-\v a-\-kn-em-°m≥ km-[n-°p∂p.
D-≈-S-°w ]p-Xn-b-Xm-sW-¶nepw ]-cn-Nn-Xam-b `m-j-bn-em-hp-tºm-ƒ H-c-Sp-∏w A-Xn-t\m-Sv A-\p`-h-s∏-Sp∂p. C-Xv B-kzm-Z-\-sØ A-\m-bm-k-am-°p∂p. CXp-sIm-≠m-Wv km-ln-Xy-Im-c≥
\m-tSm-Sn-km-ln-Xy-Øn-s‚ cq-]-inev]w- D-]-tbm-Kn-°p-∂Xv. \m-tSm-Sn-°-Ybm-b I-Ym-h-kv-Xp-hns\ ]p-Xn-b-`m-jbntem ]pXn-b cq-]Øntem A-Xp-a-s√-¶n¬ c-≠nepw Iq-Sntbm A-h-X-cn-∏n°p-tºmƒ km-ln-Xy-Imc-\v ]pXn-b A¿-∞-`mhX-e-ßƒ kr-„n-°m≥ km-[n-°p∂p. a-dn-®v
]pXn-b h-kv-Xp-X-Iƒ \m-tSm-Sn km-ln-Xy-Øn-s‚ `m-jbntem cq-]-in-ev-]Øntem A-h-X-cn-∏n°p-tºmƒ A-Xn-\v kzo-Imcy-X F-fp-∏-Øn¬ e-`n-°p-∂p; B-kzmZ-\w A-\m-bm-k-am-Ip∂p.
t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s\ F-gp-Øp-Im¿-°v ]-e-co-Xn-bn¬ Ir-Xn-I-fn-te-°v sIm-≠p-h-cmw. ]pcm-hr-Øß-sf ]p-Xn-b-co-Xn-bn¬ t\-cn-´v ]p-\-cm-Jym-\w sN-ømw. t^m-Iv-Po-hn-X-Øn-s‚ kv-]µ-\-ß-sf Ir-Xn-bn-te-°v B-hm-ln-°mw. C-Xn-\p ]pd-ta hm-sam-gn N-cn-{X-ß-fn¬ \n∂pw IYm-h-kv-Xp-°ƒ I-s≠-Øn hn-I-kn-∏n-°mw. C-Ø-c-Øn-se√mw t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s\ X-s‚ c-N-\I-fn-ep-]-tbm-Kn-® F-gp-Øp-Im-c-\m-Wv F≥. {]-`m-I-c≥. At±-l-Øns‚ sN-dp-I-Y-I-fn¬ t^mIv-tem¿ Fß-s\ kzm-[o-\w sN-ep-Øn-bn-cn-°p-∂p-sh-∂v ]cn-tim-[n-°mw.
t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s‚ kzm-[o-\w F≥. {]-`m-Ic-s‚ I-Y-I-fn¬
G-‰hpw B-[p-\n-Iam-b {]-ta-b-ß-fn¬ t]mepw ]u-cm-Wn-Iam-b kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚
ap-{Z-Iƒ Dƒ-s°m-≈p-∂-h-bm-Wv F≥. {]-`m-Ic-s‚ I-Y-Iƒ. \m-tSm-Sn `m-h-\-bpw {Kmao-W
kw-kv-Ir-Xnbpw A-t±-l-Øn-s‚ F-gp-Øn-s‚ {][m-\ Aw-i-ß-fmWv. k-a-Imen-I A-\p-`-h-aﬁe-sØ A-Xn-s‚ F√m B-¥cn-I kw-L¿j-ß-tfm-sSbpw A-h-X-cn-∏n-® c-N-\-I-fm-Wv
F≥. {]-`m-I-c-t‚-Xv Bkp-chpw k-¶o¿-Æ-hpam-b Im-e-L-´-Øn¬ D-W¿-∂ a-\-tkm-sS Pohn-t°-≠n h-cp-∂ H-cm-fp-sS A¥x-t£m-`-ß-fp-sS `m-jm-cq-]-am-Wv F≥. {]-`m-I-c-s‚ sN-dp-IYIƒ. km-[m-c-W-°m-c\m-b a-\p-jy-\m-Wv {]-`m-Ic-s‚ I-Y-I-fn-se \m-b-I-_nw_w. A-bmfn¬ F-hnsStbm A-Sn-bm-f ho-£-W-tØm-Sp-≈ B-`n-ap-Jyhpw {Km-ao-W-X-bp-sS aqey-t_m[hpw {]m-No-\am-b tKm-{X kw-kv-Ir-Xn-bp-sS {]-Xn-I-c-W-Xz-cbp-sam-s° C-S-I-e¿-∂p In-S∏p≠v.
B-Jym-\-co-Xn-bp-sS ssh-hn-[y km-≤y-X-Iƒ F≥. {]-`m-I-c≥ \n-c¥-cw ]-co-£n°p-∂p≠v. h-gn-h-°n-se ssI-t\m-´-°mc-s‚ `mj-Ww ap-X¬ sS-en-t^m¨ kw-`m-j-W-Øns‚ k-t¶-Xw h-sc-bp-≈ hm-Nn-Im-Jym-\-co-Xn-Iƒ A-t±-l-Øn-s‚ sN-dp-I-Y-I-fn¬ Im-Wmw.
\m-tSm-Sn-°-Y-bp-sS L-S-\- ap-X¬ {`-am-ﬂ-I I-Y-bp-sS h-n«-Y cq-]w h-scbpw I-Ym-c-N\-sb Xs∂ I-Ym-hn-jbam-°p-∂ A-Xn-I-Y-\-Øn-s‚ k-t¶-Xhpw Cu sN-dp-I-Y-I-fn¬ k-Po-h-am-Wv.
h-S-°≥ tI-c-f-Øn¬ {]-Nm-c-Øn-ep-≈ ]p-cm-hr-Ø-ßfpw sF-Xn-ly-ßfpw hm-sam-gnbm-bn {]-N-cn-® I-Y-Ifpw ]m-´p-Ifpw X-e-ap-d-Iƒ ssI-am-dn-sbØn-b B-Nm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ßfpw
\m-tSm-Sn-h-g-°-ß-fp-sa-√mw tN¿-∂ H-cp tem-I-am-Wv F≥. {]-`m-I-cs‚ I-Y-I-fp-sS A-Snÿm\w. h-S-°≥ tI-c-f-Øn-s‚ t^m-Iv-tem¿ kw-kv-Im-cw X-s‚ Ir-XnI-sf kzm-[o-\n-°p-∂ps≠-∂v F≥. {]-`m-I-c≥ A-`n-{]m-b-s∏-Sp∂p. ""Rm≥ P-\n®-Xv a-s‰m-cp kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-em-bncp-∂p-sh-¶n¬ A-hn-Sp-sØ t^m-Iv A-\p-`-hß-sf B-hn-jv-I-cn-t®-°mw. F-∂m¬ h-S-°≥
tI-c-f-Øn¬ Po-hn-®p-sIm-≠v t^m-Iv kw-kv-Imc-sØ A-\p-`-hn-°p-∂Xp-t]m-se tI-c-f-Øn¬
as‰mcp ÿeØv \n∂pw A{X Xo£-W-ambn AXns\ A-dn-bm≥ I-gn-bp-sa-∂v tXm-∂p∂n√. Imc-Ww B-Zn-hm-kn k-aq-l-ßfn-sem-gn-®v tI-c-f-Øn¬ a-s‰-hn-sS-bpw t^m-Iv kw-kvIm-cw C-{X k-Po-ha√. Nn-e B-Nm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ßfpw \m-tSm-Sn-°-e-Ifpw tI-c-fØ
-- n¬ F√m46
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bn-SØpw \n-e-\n¬-°p-∂p≠v. F-∂m¬ t^m-Iv kw-kv-°m-cw Po-hn-X-Øn-s‚ A-Snÿm-\ `-m-Kam-bn \n-e-\n¬-°p∂-Xv h-S-°≥ tI-c-f-Øn¬ am-{X-amWv. A-Xv `£-Ww I-gn-°p-∂Xp-t]mse, sh-≈w Ip-Sn-°p-∂Xp-t]m-se B-fp-I-fp-sS Po-hn-X-Øn-s‚ `m-K-am-bn h-cp-∂-XmWv'' F∂v X-s‚ Ir-Xn-I-fn-se \m-tSm-Sn kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚ kzm-[o-\-sØ-°p-dn-®v A-t±-lw ]-d-bp∂p.
sX-øw F-∂ I-em-cq-]w ]-›m-Ø-e-am-bn h-cp-∂ I-Y-Iƒ F≥. {]-`m-I-c-t‚-Xm-bp≠v. Kp-fn-I≥, Xp-cp-Øv, \m-´p-hnZy, A-Sn-t°m-acw, ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ ]q-ºm-‰, ssZ-h-Øn-\p th≠-Xv F∂nh
B K-W-Øn¬ s]-Sp-∂ I-Y-I-fmWv.
H-cp Iq-´m-bv-a-bp-sS hn-izm-k kw-ln-X-bm-Wv A-h¿ A-\p-h¿-Øn-®p h-cp-∂ B-Nm-cßƒ-°pw A-\p-jvTm-\-ßƒ°pw D-’-hm-tLm-j-ßƒ-°p-sa√mw A-Sn-ÿm-\w H-cp Iq-´m-bvasb a-s‰m-∂n¬ \n-∂v th¿-Xn-cn-°p∂-Xv {]-[m-\-am-bpw CØ-cw B-Nm-c-hn-ti-j-ß-fmWv. CØcw hn-izm-k-ßfpw B-Nm-c-ßfpw H-cp k-aq-l-Øn¬ h-cp-Øp-∂ kzm-[o-\-Øn-s‚ Nn-{X-am-Wv
Kp-fn-I≥ F-∂ I-Y A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p-∂Xv. Cu I-Y Kp-fn-I≥ sX-ø-tØ-bpw sX-ø-Ø-d-tbbpw
A-Sn-ÿm-\-am-°n-bm-Wv hn-I-kn-°p-∂Xv. h-Æ≥˛a-e-b≥ k-ap-Z-b-°m-cn-epw th-e-∑m-cn-ep-ap≈ a-{¥-hm-Zn-I-fp-sSbpw ssh-Zy-∑m-cp-sSbpw D-]m-k-\-aq¿-Øn-bm-Wv Kp-fnI≥. H-cp tZ-i-Øns‚ B-Nm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ß-fpw hn-izm-k-ßfpw P-\-ß-sf Fß-s\ kzm-[o-\n-°p-∂p-sh-∂v Kp-fnI≥ F-∂ I-Y N¿-®-sN-øp∂p.
F≥. {]-`m-I-c-s‚ I-Y-I-fn¬ hy-Xy-kv-Xam-b `m-hp-I-Xzw {]-I-Sn-∏n-°p-∂ I-Y-bm-Wv
\m-´p-hnZy. \-Ωp-sS ⁄m-\-hy-h-ÿ-tb-bpw Bi-b-tem-I-ß-sfbpw A-h-bp-sS s]m-≈-Ø-cß-sfbpw {]-iv-\-h-¬-°-cn-°p-∂ c-N-\-bm-WnXv. F¥pw hn¬-°m\pw hm-ßm\pw D-≈-Xm-sW∂
t_m-[w I-S-∂p h-cn-I-bpw kmw-kv-Imcn-I L-S-I-ß-fpw B-Nm-c-\p-jvTm-\-ß-fp-sa-√mw hn-‰p-Imim-°m-sa-∂v Xo¿-∏p-≠m-hp-Ibpw sNbv-X Ime-sØ hn-Nm-c-W sN-øp-∂ I-Y-bm-Wv \m-´phnZy. t^m-Iv-tem¿ ]T-\-Øn-ep-≠m-Ip-∂ A-]-N-bhpw B-Nm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ßƒ-°p kw-`-hn°p-∂ I-®-h-S-h-Xv-°-c-Whpw A-ºp-X-≠-bm≥, A-∏-Ø-≠-bm≥ F-∂o ÿm-\o-P-\-ß-fn-eqsSbpw Ip-\n-b≥-Ip-∂p-Im-hn-se B-Nm-cm-\p-jvT-\-ß-sf-°p-dn-®v K-thj-Ww \-S-Øm≥
sSmd≥sSm F-∂ hn-Zq-c-\-K-c-Øn¬ \n-∂v F-Øp∂ tPm¨ _¿°v, _p-jv B≥-tU-gv-k¨
F-∂o K-th-j-I-cn-eq-sSbpw I-Ym-Ir-Øv A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p-∂-p. {Km-ao-Wcm-b X-≠-bm-∑m-cp-sS IY hf-sc c-k-I-c-am-bn ]-d-bp-∂-tXm-sSm-∏w tKm-{X kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚ ap-{Z-Iƒ D-]-tbm-Kn-®v
\m-K-In-I-X-sb {]Xn-tcm-[n-°p-∂ I-em-X-{¥hpw Cu c-N-\-bp-sS ]-›m-Ø-e-am-bn h¿-Øn°p∂p. Im-hn-se I-fn-bm-´w Zp¿-e£-Ww aq-ew ap-S-ßp-∂Xpw A-Xn-\p {]m-b-›n-Øw sN-øW-sa-∂Xpw A-Xn-\p X-øm-dm-hm-sX c-£-s]-Sm-≥ {i-an-® km-bn-∏-∑msc B-Nm-ch-Sn D-]-tbmKn-®v X-S-™p \n¿-Øp-∂-Xp-sa√mw C-Xn-\p sX-fn-hmWv. kmw-kv-Imcn-I ]m-c-º-cyhpw A-\pjvTm-\-ß-fp-sa√mw I®-h-S N-c-°p-I-fm-°p-∂ Nn{Xw \m-´p-hn-Zy A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂p. t^m-Ivtem-dpI-ƒ X-s∂ C√m-X-m-Ip-∂ A-¥-co-£-Øn¬ A-Xn-s‚ I-®-h-S-h-Xv-Ic-Ww Iq-Sn-bm-Iptºmƒ {]-iv-\w Iq-Sp-X¬ k-¶o¿-Æ-am-Ip-∂p F-∂p kq-N-\ Cu I-Y \-¬-Ip∂p.
h¿-j-ß-fm-bn \-K-c-Øn¬ Po-hn-°p-∂ B-Jym-Xm-hn-s‚ Im-gv-N-∏m-Sn-eq-sS H-cp tZ-iØn\pw A-hn-SpsØ t^m-Iv-tem¿ Aw-i-ßƒ°pw kw-`-hn-® am-‰-ßƒ A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p-∂ I-Ybm-Wv Xp-cpØv. B-Jym-Xm-hn-s‚ am-\kn-I kw-L¿-j-ßƒ {]-[m-\ {]-ta-b-ambn h-cp-tºmgpw H-cp tZ-i-Øn-\pw A-hn-Sp-sØ B-Nm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ßƒ-°pw Pohn-X co-Xn-Iƒ°pw B-tKmf-h-Xv-I-c-W-Øn-s‚ I®-h-S Xm¬-]-cy-ßƒ h-cpØn-b am-‰w Cu I-Y A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂p. \-Kc-Øn¬ Xm-a-kn-°p-∂ D-tZym-K-ÿ\m-b B-Jym-Xm-hv aq-∂p h¿-j-ßƒ-°v ti-jw Ip-Spw-_sØbpw Iq-´n H-cp amk-sØ A-h-[n-°m-bn {Km-a-Øn-seØn-b Hm¿-Ω-Iƒ A-b-hn-d-°p-∂-Xn47
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eq-sS-bm-Wv Xp-cp-Øv F-∂ I-Y hn-I-kn-°p-∂Xv. B-Jym-Xm-hn-s‚ am-\kn-I kw-L¿-j-ß-fneq-sS-bm-Wv I-S∂p-t]m-Ip-∂-sX-¶nepw {Km-a-kw-kv-Im-c-Øn¬ h-∂ am-‰-ßƒ Xp-cp-Øv A-h-Xcn-∏n-°p∂p. H-cp tZ-i-Øn-s‚ ap-gp-h≥ hn-izm-khpw A-\p-jvTm-\-hpam-b sX-ø-Øn-\v kw-`-hn® I-®-h-S-h-Xv-I-c-W-am-Wv C-Xn¬ {]-[m\w. h¿-jØn-sem-cn-°¬ D-’-h-Øn-\v am{Xw \-SØn-bn-cp-∂ sX-øw C-∂v hn-tZ-inI-sf B-I¿-jn-°m-\m-bn G-Xp Ime-Øp \-S-Ø-s∏-Sp-∂ Nn{Xw Xp-cp-Øv A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂p. sX-ø-Øn-\v ssZ-hw F-∂ ÿm-\w \-„-s∏-´v I-em-cq-]-sa-∂
\n-e-bn-te-°p-≠m-b ]-cn-h¿Ø-\w Xp-cp-Øn¬ A-h-X-cn-°-s∏-´n-cn-°p∂p. sX-ø-Øn-\v ]n-∂n¬
I®-h-S km-[y-X-Iƒ A-t\z-jn-°p-∂-h-scbpw Cu I-Y-bn¬ Im-Wmw. sX-øw \-S-°p∂-Xv {]am-Wn-®v X-s‚ I-S-bn¬ cm-{Xn ap-gp-h≥ kzo-Un-jv \o-e-®n{Xw {]-Z¿-in-∏n-°p-∂ P-bm-\-µ≥
A-h-cp-sS {]-Xn-\n-[n-bm-Wv.
B-[p\n-I bp-K-Øn-se Zp-cq-lam-b Po-hn-Xm-h-ÿ-I-sf-bm-Wv A-Sn-t°ma-cw F-∂ IY sh-fn-hm-°p-∂Xv. F-{X-am{Xw B-[p-\n-I-\m-sW-∂v ]-d-bp-tºmgpw A-h-cp-sS-sbm-s°-bp≈n¬ ]m-c-º-cy-hn-izm-k-ß-fp-tSXm-b H-cp th-tcm-´w Im-Wm-hp-∂-Xm-Wv F∂ t_m[yw Cu
I-Y ap-t∂m-´p-h-bv-°p∂p. t]m-eo-kv C≥-kv-s]-Œdm-b B-Jym-Xm-hpw kp-lrØm-b km-_phpw Iq-Sn H-cp A-Sn-t°m-a-c-sØ \ne-°p \n¿-Øm≥ \-S-Øn-b {i-a-amWv Cu I-Y-bp-sS ]›m-Øew. km-_p-hn-s‚ FkvtÃ-‰n-se I¬-Ø-d H-cp Ime-Øv Im-hm-bn-cp-∂p. h¿-jmh¿jw A-hn-sS sX-øw \-S-Øn-bn-cp∂p. F-∂m¬ ]n-∂o-Sv \m-´p-Im¿-°v Im-hnepw sX-ø-Øn-ep-ap≈ Xm¬-]cyw C√m-Xmbn. D-®n-e≥ tIm-a-cØn-s\m-gn-sI a-‰m¿°pw A-Xv {]-iv-\-a√m-bn-cp∂p.
D-®n-e≥ tIm-a-c-sØ-bm-I-s´ Cu A-hK-W-\ am-\kn-I {]-Xn-k-‘n-bn-te-°m-Wv \-bn-°p∂Xv. A-bmƒ Zn-h-khpw tIm-a-c-am-bn Im-hn-seØn. A-bm-fp-sS {]-h¿-Øn-Iƒ km-_p-hn-\v
i-ey-am-bn am-dp∂p. D-®n-e≥ tIm-a-c-sØ {]Xn-tcm-[n-°m-\m-bn F-Øp-∂ C≥-kv-s]-Œ¿ Abm-fp-sS Zm-cp-Wm-¥y-Øn-\v km-£n-bm-Ip∂p. Im-e-Øn-s‚ am-‰-ßƒ-°n-S-bn¬ hn-izm-k-ßfnepw B-Nm-c-ß-fn-ep-ap-≠m-Ip-∂ am-‰-ß-fp-sS Nn{Xw A-Sn-t°mc-aw F-∂ I-Y-bn¬ A-h-X-cn°-s∏-Sp∂p. D-®n-e≥ tIm-a-c-Øn-s‚ Im-e-am-b-t∏mƒ Im-hn-t\mSpw tIm-a-c-tØm-Spw Xm¬-]cy-ap-≈ Bcpw \m-´n-ep-≠m-bn-cp-∂n√. Imhpw sX-øhpw kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚- `m-Kam-b D-Ø-ctI-cfo-b {Km-a-ß-fn¬ B-[p\n-I Im-e-Øv CØ-cw t^m-Ivtem¿ Aw-i-ßƒ-°v kw-`-hn-°p∂ am-‰-ß-fm-Wv F≥ {]-`m-I-c≥ A-Sn-t°m-a-c-Øn-eq-sS A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p-∂-Xv.
ap-Ø-∏≥ sX-ø-sa-∂ A-\p-jvTm-\ I-em-cq-]w {]-ta-b-am-°n Po-hn-X-Øn¬ Bcpw XpW-bn√m-sX H-‰-s∏-´p t]m-b kv-{Xo-bp-sS I-Y ]-d-bp-I-bm-Wv ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ ]q-ºm-‰ F-∂
cN-\. {]m¿-∞-\bpw A-º-e-hp-am-bn-cp-∂p B kv-{Xo-bp-sS B-{ibw. \m-´p-ssZ-ham-b ap-Ø∏-\-n¬ A-hƒ B-izm-kw Im-Wp∂p. ap-Ø-∏≥ H-cp-\p-≈v ]q-hv A-h-fp-sS s\-dp-I-bn¬ hnXdn
""D-≈n-se s\mº-cw Rm-\-dn-bp-∂p-≠v Xp-W-Iq-t´-t≠m≥ sX-‰mw h-gn°p-t]m-bn At√? Ccpfn-s\m-cp sh-fn-bp-s≠-∂-dn-b-Ww-t´m. Du-Wnepw D-d-°nepw Rm≥ Xp-W-bp-s≠-t´m'' F-∂\p-{K-ln®p. ssZ-h-Øn\p-t]mepw c-£n-°m-\m-hm-sX ]n-S-bp-∂ A-Km-[am-b kv-{Xo-a\- v IYm-Im-c≥ k-a-∞-am-b {]Xo-I {]-tbm-K-Øn-eq-sS A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂p. ap-Ø-∏-s\-∂ sX-øØn-s‚ kzm-[o-\w ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ ]q-ºm-‰-bn¬ Im-Wmw. \m-´p-ssZ-h-am-Wv ap-Ø∏≥. A-Xp
ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ {]-Xn-]p-c-j\√, ssZ-hw X-s∂-bmWv. sX-ø-°m¿ a-‰p-≈-h-tcm-Sv sam-gn-bp-∂-Xn\v D-cn-bm-´p-tIƒ-∏n-°¬ F-∂m-Wv ]-d-bp-∂-Xv. `-‡-P-\-ßƒ sX-ø-ßƒ-°v ]-Ww Im-Wn-°bm-bn k-a¿-∏n-°p∂p. Ipdn-sXm-Sm≥ sIm-Sp-°¬ F-∂m-Wv C-Xv A-dn-b-s∏-Sp-∂-Xv. sX-ø-ßƒ
`-‡¿-°v {]-km-Zw \¬-Ip-∂p. Ipdn-sXm´v, ]q-sh-dn-™-\p-{K-ln-°p-tºmƒ A-\p-{K sam-gn-Ifpw
D-®-cn-°pw. Kp-Ww hc-s´ F-s∂-¶nepw sam-gn-bm-Xn-cn-°n√. ap-Ø-∏≥ ssZ-h-Øns‚ Cu ]-Xn48
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hp co-Xn-I-sf√mw ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ ]q-ºm-‰-bn¬ Im-Wm≥ I-gn-bpw. C-Ø-c-Øn¬ ap-Ø-∏≥
ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ \n-d-™ km-∂n≤yw Im-Wm≥ I-gn-bp-∂ I-Y-bm-Wv ssZ-h-Øn-s‚ ]q-ºm‰.
sXm-≠-®≥ F-∂ sX-øw ]-›m-Ø-e-am-bn h-cp-∂ I-Y-bm-Wv ssZ-h-Øn-\p th-≠Xv.
]-Xn-\m-ep sIm√-Øn-\p ti-jw X-d-hm-´n¬ sX-øw I-gn-∏n-°p-∂-Xp-am-bn _-‘-s∏-´m-Wv I-Y
A-h-X-cn-∏n-°-s∏-´n-cn-°p-∂Xv. ]pXn-b X-e-ap-d-bn-se ]-e¿°pw ]-ehn-[ I-„-\-„-ßfpw tcmK-ßfpw ]-co-£m tXm¬-hn-I-fpw Zm-º-Xy-I-e-l-ßfpw A-`n-ap-Jo-I-cn-t°-≠n-h-∂-t∏mƒ Ah-bv-°p-≈ {]-Xn-hn-[n-bm-bm-Wv sX-øw I-gn-∏n-°p-I F-∂ Bi-bw A-h-X-cn-∏n-°-s∏-´Xv. B
sX-øw I-gn-∏n-°-en-s\ Np-‰n-∏-‰n-bp≠m-b kw-`-h hn-Im-k-ß-fmWv Cu I-Y-bp-sS A-Sn-ÿm\w.
]-cn-lm-k-Øn-s‚tbm hn-a¿-i-\-Ønvs‚tbm e-£y-tØm-sS A-h-X-cn-∏n-°-s∏-Sp-tºm-gpw ]pen-a-d™ sXm-≠-®≥ F-∂ sX-ø-Øn-s‚ B-hn-jv-Im-cw ssZ-h-Øn-\v th≠-Xv F-∂ I-Ybn¬ Im-Wmw. Ip-Spw-_Øn-tem k-aq-lØntem tcmK-ß-tfm ]-cm-Pb-ßtfm I-el-ßtfm
D-≠m-Ip-tºmƒ sX-øw sI-´n-°p-∂ ]m-c-º-cyw Cu I-Y A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂p. ]p-e-b-cp-sS Bcm[-\m ]m-{X-am-b sX-ø-am-Wv ]p-en-a-d™ sXm-≠®≥. sX-øm-´-Øn-s‚ tZ-h-X-bv-°v X-d-hmSp-I-fn¬ ÿm-\w I¬-∏n-°p-Ibpw B≠p-tXmdpw I-fn-bm-´w \-S-Øp-Ibpw sN-øp∂p. C-°mcy-Øn¬ k-h¿-Æm-h¿-Æ-t`-Z-an√. ssZ-h-Øn-\v th≠-Xv F-∂ I-Y-bn-se Im-Wn-®≥ X-d-hm-Sv
A-Ø-cØn-sem-∂m-Wv.
an-Øn-s‚ kz-`m-h-Øn¬ F≥ {]-`m-I-c≥ c-Nn-® I-Y-bm-Wv Im-f-∏m-d. \m-Sn-s‚ H-Ø
\-Sp-hn¬ ÿn-Xn sN-øp-∂, Zq-c-°m-gv-N-bn¬ H-cp Im-f-°q‰-s‚ h-Sn-hp-Im-Wp-∂ Imf-∏-m-d F∂ ]m-d-bp-sS D¬]-Øn N-cn-{X-amWv Cu I-Y. tdm-Uv ]-Wn-bp-∂-Xn-\m-bn s]m-fn-®p \o-°-s∏Sm≥ t]m-Ip-∂ Im-f-∏m-d-bp-sS I-Y B-Jym-Xm-hv ]-d-bp-∂ X-c-Øn-em-Wv C-Xn-s‚ cN-\. Ith-c-∏bpw A-bm-fp-sS ssZ-h-°m-f-bp-amWv Cu I-Y-bn-se {][m-\ I-Ym-]m-{Xw. ssZ-h-°m-fbp-sS t]-cp-]-d-™v In-´p-∂ hI sIm-≠v Po-hn-°p-∂ I-Ym-]m-{X-am-Wv I-thc-∏. H-cp-t\csØ hn-i-∏-S-°m-\m-bn {]m-Yan-I hn-Im-c-ß-sf-t∏mepw AS-°n \n¿-Øm≥ hn-[n-°-s∏-´-h-cmWv I-th-c-∏bpw Im-f-bpw. Po-hn-°m≥ th-≠n th-jw-sI-´m≥ hn-[n-°-s∏-´-h-cm-Wnh¿. I-th-c∏-bp-sS im-]w aq-e-am-Wv Ah-s‚ ssZ-h-°m-f ]m-d-bm-bn am-dp-∂Xv. ssZ-h°m-f ]m-d-bm-bt∏mƒ A-Xv Im-f-∏m-d-bm-bn amdn. Im-f∏m-d F-∂ an-Øv tKm-{Xkw-kv -Im-csØ Hm-¿-Ω-s∏-SpØp-tºmƒ A-Xn-s\ s]m-fn-®p-am-‰p-hm-\p-≈ Xo-cp-am-\w \-K-ckw-kv-Im-c-Øn-t‚-XmWv. ]-g-b
aq-eyß-sf X-I¿-sØ-dn-™ A-h-bp-sS ÿm\-Øv ]pXn-b aq-ey-ßƒ ÿm-]n-°p-∂-Xn-s\°p-dn-®p-≈ kq-N-\bpw Cu I-Y ]-d-bp∂p. tKm-{X-kw-kv-Im-c-Øns‚ Du¿vP-Pw am-{Xa√,
tKm-{X \-K-c kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚ ssh-cp-≤yhpw Cu I-Y-bn-em-sI \n-d-™p-\n¬-°p∂p. BJym-\-Øn-\n-S-bn¬ I-S-∂p-h-cp-∂ tI-h-e kw-`-h-ßƒ F-∂ \n-e-bn-e√ an-Øn-s\ {]-`m-I-c≥
A-h-X-cn-∏n-®-cn-°p-∂Xv. a-dn-®v I-Y-sbØ-s∂ an-Øm-bn A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p-I-bm-Wv Im-f-∏m-d-bn¬
{]-`m-I-c≥ sN-øp-∂-Xv.
D-]-kw-lmcw
tI-c-fo-b {Km-a-Po-hn-X-Øn-s‚ kv-ar-Xn-Ifpw B-Nm-c-ßfpw hn-izm-k-ß-fp-sa√mw Ie¿-∂ A-¥-co-£w A-t±-l-Øn-s‚ ]-e I-Y-I-fnepw I-S-∂p-h-cp∂p. h¿-Øam-\ Im-e kw-`h-ß-fn¬ th-cq-∂p-tºmgpw F≥.{]-`m-Ic-s‚ I-Y-Iƒ {]m-Kv hw-i-kv-ar-Xn-Iƒ A-h-X-cn-∏n°p∂p. t^m-Iv-tem-dn-s‚ k-lm-b-tØm-sS h¿-Ø-am-\-Ime-sØ A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂ ssi-en
A-t±-l-Øn-s‚ I-Y-I-fn¬ Im-Wm-\m≥ I-gn-bpw. B-Jym-\-Øn-\n-S-bn¬ I-S-∂p-h-cp-∂p tIhe kw-`-h-ßƒ F-∂ \n-e-bn-e√ an-ØpI-sf A-t±-lw ]p-\-cm-hn-jv-I-cn-°p-∂-Xv. a-dn-®v B[p\n-I bp-K-Øn-s‚ D-]-t`m-K kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚ ]n-Sn-bn¬-s∏-´p-g-ep-∂ Im-e-L-´-Øn¬ an49
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Øn-s‚ B-hn-jv-I-c-W-Øn-eq-sS X-s‚ c-N-\-Iƒ-°v Iq-Sp-X¬ B-ghpw ]pXn-b am-\hpw \¬Ip-I-bm-Wv {]-`m-Ic≥. B-[p\n-I \m-K-cn-IX-sb t^m-Iv-tem¿ D-]-tbm-Kn-®v {]-Xn-tcm-[n-°p∂ I-em-X-{¥-am-Wv C-Xn-\p ]n-∂n-ep-≈Xv. tKm-{X Pohn-X ]m-c-º-cy-ßfpw B-[p-\n-I \m-K-cnI-Xbpw X-Ωn-ep-≈ kw-L¿-jw {]-`m-Ic-s‚ c-N-\-I-fp-sS A-Snÿm-\ kz-`m-h-amWv. \-K-c
kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚ {]-iv-\-ß-sf an-Øp-Iƒ, ]p-cm-h-kv-Xp-°ƒ, B-Nm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ßƒ F-∂nß-s\-bp≈ t^m-Iv-tem¿ A-iw-ß-fn-eq-sS I-Ym-Ir-Øv {]Xn-tcm-[n-°p∂p. \m-tSm-Sn Po-hn-Xco-Xn F∂-Xv km-am-\y-P-\-X-bp-sS e-fn-Xam-b Po-hn-X-I-e-bmWv. hn-izm-k-ßfpw A-\p-jvTm\-ßfpw \m-´-dn-hp-I-fp-sa√mw C-h-cp-sS Po-hn-X-Øn-s‚ `m-K-am-bn I-S-∂p-h-cp∂p. Cß-s\ km[-c-W-°m-cn¬ km-[m-c-W-°m-cm-b-h-cp-sS Po-hn-Xm-\p-`-h-ßƒ B-hn-jv-I-cn-°p-∂ I-Y-Iƒ F≥
{]-`m-I-c-t‚-Xm-bp-≠v. A-\p-jvTm-\ I-em-cq-]am-b sX-øw A-t±-l-Øn-s‚ I-Y-I-fp-sS {]-tab-am-bn I-S-∂p-h-∂n-´p≠v. sX-øhpw Imhpw kw-kv-Im-c-Øn-s‚ `m-Kam-b D-Ø-c tI-cfo-b {Kma-ß-fn¬ B-[p\n-I Ime-Øv CØ-cw kmw-kvIm-cn-I Aw-i-ßƒ-°v kw-`-hn-® am-‰-ßƒ Ah-X-cn-∏n-°p-∂-Xn-\m-Wv C-Ø-cw I-Y-I-fn-eq-sS F-gp-Øp-Im-c≥ {i-an-°p-∂Xv. t^m-Iv-tem-dpIƒ-°v kw-`-hn-°p-∂ I-®-h-S-h-Xv-Ic-Ww F≥ {]-`m-Ic-s‚ I-Y-Iƒ-°v hn-j-b-am-bn-´p-≠v.
kmw-kvIm-cn-I ]m-c-ºcyhpw A-\p-jvTm-\-ß-fp-sa√mw I®-h-S N-c-°p-Iƒ B-Ip-∂ Nn{Xw
B I-Y-Iƒ A-h-X-cn-∏n-°p∂p. t^m-Iv-tem-dp-Iƒ X-s∂ C√m-Xm-Ip-∂ A-¥-co-£-Øn¬ Ah-bp-sS I®-h-S h-Xv-Ic-Ww {]-iv-\w G-sd k-¶o¿-Æ-am-°p-∂p F-∂ kqN-\ Cu I-Y-Iƒ
\¬-Ip-∂p.
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`£-W-kw-kvImcw \mS³]m-«p-I-fnÂ
tUm. emep Fkv. Ipdp¸v
kw{Klw
a\p-jysâ {]mY-anI Bh-iy-§-fnÂ DÄs¸« H¶s{X Blm-cw. A¶s¯ ssZhambn ImWp¶ ]mc-¼-cy-¯n\v DS-a-I-fmWv tIc-fo-bÀ. P\\w apXÂ acWwhscbpÅ
hnhn[ NS-§p-I-fnÂ A¶-Zm\w khn-tij Øm\w Ae-¦-cn-¨p-h-cp-¶p. hnhn[ `£W
]ZmÀ°-§-sfbpw Ah-bp-ambn _Ô-s¸-«pÅ hkvXp-X-I-sfbpw Ipdn¨v {]Xn-]m-Zn-¡p¶
At\Iw \mS³]m«p-IÄ \ap-¡p--v. A¯cw Km\-§-fpsS kam-lm-c-amWv tIcf kÀh-Iem-imem lkvX-en-JnX {KÙm-e-b-¯nÂ DÅ T.166-B {KÙw. ‘]ehI-¸m-«p-IÄ’ F¶v
\ma-I-cWw sNbvXn-«pÅ {]kvXpX IS-emkv ]IÀ¸nÂ ap¸-¯n-aq¶v Km\-§Ä Blmcs¯ kw_-Ôn-¨n-«p-Å-Xm-Wv. {]kvXpX Km\-§Ä ]cn-tim-[n¨v tIc-fob `£-W-§sfbpw
Ah-bp-ambn _Ô-s¸« hkvXp-X-I-sfbpw hne-bn-cp-¯p-I-bmWv Cu {]_-Ô-¯nÂ.
BapJw
“B\ apJh\pw hmWn-bp-am-Z-cmÂ/am\n-\n-amcpw aS-b-·mcpw
Hmtcm Idn-IÄ hnti-js¯s¨mÃp-hm³/t\tc XpWbv¡ Kpcp-`q-XÀamÀI-fpw.”
F¶n-§s\ KW-]-Xn-sbbpw kc-kz-Xn-sbbpw ]mN-I-hn-Z-Kv[-scbpw Kpcp-¡-·m-scbpw hµn¨p- s Im- - m Wv Km\w Bcw- ` n- ¡ p- ¶ - X v .
“I¶n-hn-hmlw Ign-tªm-c-\-´cw/NmÀ¶p tNÀt¶mÀI-f-bÂ]¡w _Ôp-¡Ä
Hmtcmtcm kwJymZn sIm-p hcp-¶Xp/Aä-an-Ãm-tXm-f-sat¶ ]d-bm-hq.”
F¶o hcn-I-fnÂ \n¶pw hnhmltijw \S-¯p¶ kZy-bpsS Hcp-¡-§-fmWv Cu ]m«p-Ifnse {]Xn-]mZyw F¶ Adnhv BZysa Xs¶ e`n-¡p-¶p.
KW-]-Xn¡phbv¡Â
GsXmcp hnti-j-hn-`hw X¿mÀ sN¿p-t¼mgpw KW-]-Xn¡p \nth-Zn-¡Â
tIc-fo-b-cpsS {]tXy-I-X-bm-Wv. ]´-enÂ kZy hnf-¼p-¶-Xn\p aps¶,
“]p¯n-e-bm-semcp sIs«-Sp-¯mepw/ap¼nÂhbv¡ KW-]-Xn-¡m-Z-cmÂ.” F¶pw
“hS-¡n-\n-bnÂ \Sp-¸p-c-bnÂ/aWn-¯-dtbm ]Sp-s¯m-cp§n
aWn-hn-ft¡m sImfp-¯n-h¨v/Xqi-\ne IgpIn h¨v
AarXp tImcn ]S-s¨m-cp§n/hdp-¯-Xn«v D]-{Z-hn¨v
\oÀ IgpIn Du¬ aqfpI.”
F¶pw ImWp-¶Xv CXn\p sXfn-hm-Wv.
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kZybv¡v £Wn-¡-Â
AXnYn kÂ¡m-c-¯nÂ AZzn-Xob Øm\-amWv ae-bm-fn-IÄ¡p-Å-Xv. F¶mÂ
hnhmlw t]mepÅ hntij NS-§p-I-fnÂ F¯nt¨cp-¶-hsc FÃmw t\cn«v £Wn-¨n-cp¯m³ ho«p-ImÀ¡v Ign-sª-¶p-h-cn-Ã. am{X-aÃ sNdp-¡³Iq«-cnse BÄ¡msc FÃmw
s]¬ho-Sp-ImÀ Adn-b-W-sa-¶p-an-Ã.
AXn-\mÂ,
“IeymWw Im×m-\mbv h¶ P\-§tfm/kXvI-cn-¸m-\mbn h¶ P\-§tfm
R§-sfm-«m-scbpw sNt½-b-dn-sbmÃm/\n§Ä hnfn-¨mÂ hcp-¶-h-cp-s-¦nÂ
IqsS hnfn- ¨ - § n- c p¯pI th- - X v .”
F¶v ]d-bm³ s]¬Iq-«À aSn-¡p-¶n-Ã.
Ce Hcp-¡Â
kZy- b n- t e¡v IS- ¡ p- ¶ Xv Xqi- \ ne C«p- s Im- - m - W v . 1 kZy Ign- ¡ p¶
Bfnsâ he-Xp-h-i¯v Ce-bpsS sh«v hcp¶ hn[-¯n-emWv Xqi-\ne \nc-¯p-¶-Xv. CXn\m- b pÅ hmg- b ne kZy¡v H¶p c- v Znhkw aps¶ tiJ- c n- ¡ m- d p- - v .
“tXm«-¯nÂ ]p¡-hÀ sXm«nbpw sI«o«p/Im¡-tb-dm-¯q-i-\ne apdn¨v
\me-sc-Sp-¡-bn-ebpw apdp-¡o«p/Ie-hd X¶nte sIm-p hbv¡p¶”Xpw
“In- n - b mÂ Cebv ¡ v \oÀ ]I- c p- ¶”Xpw Cu Km\-§-fnÂ ImWmw.
tNmdv
s\Ã-cn-bm-lmc {]nb-cmWv s]mXpsh ae-bm-fn-IÄ. Acn-h-¨pÅ hnhn[Xcw ]elm-c-§Ä, Iªn, tNmdv F¶n-hbv¡v tIc-fo-b-cpsS `£-W-¯nse apJy-Øm\w C¶pw
\jvS-s¸-«n-«n-Ã. kZy-bnepw {]ap-J-Øm\w tNmdn-\-s{X. AXn-\-I-¼Sn tkhn-¡m-\m-bn-«mWv
At\-I-Xcw Idn-IÄ X¿m-dm-¡p-¶-Xv.
“hnc-hn-s\m-Sp-S-¸p-IÄ Iq«n hnd-In«p/\nan-j-samSp ]m¯ncw tX¨-Sp-t¸-äo«v
IpSa-Xnep \ocp-sa-Sp-s¯m-gn-¨m-Z-cmÂ/Nc-¡n\p Iotg sImfp¯n Xobs¸mtg
Acn-h-bÀIfcn Igp-In-b-cp-a-sbmSp sIm-¶p/BZ-c-hmte Nc-¡n-sem-gn-¨n«p
Nc- X - s amSp N«p- I w sIm- n - f ¡n sh´v / AS- ] - e I X- n - « - S ¨p hmÀ¯- § s\
hnchns\mSp tNmdp-e¯n ]pX-bn«v”
DuWv X¿m-dm-¡p¶ hn[w Hcp Km\-¯nÂ ImWmw. Hcp IpSpw-_-¯nÂ DÅ-hÀ¡p am{Xambn tNmdp-h-bv¡p-¶-XnÂ \n¶pw At\Iw t]À¡v Ign-¡m-\mbn Acn thhn-¡p-t¼mÄ
hcp¶ hyXym-khpw ChnsS ImWmw.
Ahn-bÂ
kZy-bv¡pÅ Idn-I-fnÂ {][m\ Øm\w Ae-¦-cn-¡p¶ hn`-h-amWv Ahn-bÂ.
t\{´-¡m-bv, N¡-¨p-f, N¡-¡pcp, tN\, Im¨nÂ, tImhbv¡, hgp-Xn-\-§, ]bÀ, A¨n-§,
shÅ-cn-¡, IqÀ¡, Cf-h³ F¶nh \pdp-¡n,
“thsd Igp-In-sbmcpan¨p-cp-fn-bnÂ/H¶n¨p tNÀ¯p apf-tImSp aªfpw
tX§mbpw Iq«n-¯n-cp-½n-sbmcpt]mse/D¸pw ]mepw ]Xw tNÀ¯-Sp-t¸-äo«v
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s]«-¶-S¨p Xo I¯n-¨n-cn-¡th/]ämsX I--§n-S-bn-en-f-¡nbpw
]äp¶ t\c¯v ]äm-Xn-f-¡o«p/tX§m-b-c¨p Pe-hp-ambv tNÀ¯nXv
sXm¦n-¯n-I-s¶mcp t\c¯p NocIw/Hs«m-«-c-¨Xpw tNÀ¯n«p hm§p-¶p.”
C{]-Imcw X¿mÀsN¿p¶ Ahn-bÂ C¶pw tIc-fob kZy-bnse Øncw hn`-h-am-Wv. Ahnb-ensâ Bcw`w sImÃw PnÃ-bn-em-sW¶v ]d-b-s¸-Sp-¶p.2
]¨Sn
Ip¼- f § sIm- - p Å ]¨- S n- s b- ¸ - ä n- b pÅ hcn- I fpw \mS³]m- « p- I - f nÂ ImWm³
Ignbpw.
“Ip¼-f§m \mep-Iodn/Acn-I-fªp D¸p-]m-enÂ
ASp-¸-tXän Ac-¨s-- XÃmw/]pfn-¨-tamcv Ipdp-¡n-sh´p
]pfn¨ Idn.” \ap¡v Nnc-]-cn-Nn-X-am-Wv.
CXnÂ Ip¼-f-¯nsâ Øm\¯v aäv hn`-h-§Ä tNÀ¯v hyXykvXXcw ]¨-Sn-IÄ ]mN-I¡mÀ X¿mÀ sNbvXv hcp-¶p. A¯cw Hcp Km\hpw e`y-am-Wv.
“C©n IWs¡ sXmen sN¯n-b-cnªp \¶mbv/In©nÂ ]pfn¨ Xbncpw ]p\-cp¸p-amtI
As©«p ]¯p ISpIpw aWn-bn«S¨mÂ/C©n-¡-dn¡p kZriw ]p\-scm-¶p-an-tÃ.”
Cu hcnIfnÂ C©n¸¨Sn X¿m-dm-¡p¶ hn[-amWv hÀWn-¨n-«p-Å-Xv.
“Zi-a©pw A©pw ]Xn-t\-gp-sa«pw
Abv\mepw H¯p-sÅmcp \ma-amÀ¶-I-dn-tb...........”3
F¶v hÅkZy-bnÂ ]mSn-¸p-I-gv¯m-dpÅ C©n-¡dn kZy-bnse Xmc-am-Wv. AXnÂ \n¶pw
hyXy-kvX-ambn C©n-sIm-v hbv-¡p¶ asämcp hn`-h-amWv C©n-¸-¨-Sn.
Igp-¯³Idn
C¶v kZybv¡v hnf-¼n-¡m-Wm¯ Xcw Idn-Ifpw \mS³]m-«p-I-fnÂ ]cm-aÀi hnt[b-amIp¶-v. A¡q-«-¯nÂs¸« H¶s{X Igp-¯³ Idn.
“C¡-gp-¯s\ hebv¡p hen-¨p-sIm-v /sImfp¸p aªÄ apf-sIm-«p-h-c-«p-tX§m
Bsfm¯p X½n-e-Xns\¸cn-NmÂ \pdp¡n/Iq«n-¯n-I-¯n-b-XnÂ Nmdp-hn-f¼
thWw.”
F¶n-§s\ t]mIp¶p Cu Idn-sb-¡p-dn-¨pÅ hnh-c-Ww.
hgp-Xn-\-§m-bv¡dn
“henb hgp-X-\§m hme-\m-bpÅ \mtf/Ce-bn-enl ]d-¨o-Zriw apÄI-fªv
ehW Pe-hp-am-bm-Pyhpw Iq«n-sh-´mÂ/AXn-s\-b-\p-k-cn-¸m³ \Ã tNmdp-th-Ww.”
C{]-Im-c-amWv hgp-Xn-\-§m-¡-dnsb Ipdn-¨pÅ hnh-c-Ww. C¶v \½Ä angp¡p]pc«n F¶p
]d-bp¶ `£Whn`hw Xs¶-bm-Wn-Xv.
tImh-¡mbv Idn
tIc-fob `£-W-¯nÂ tImh-¡mbv kp{]-[m\ Øm\w Ae-¦-cn-¡p-¶p. ]m¡-\mcp-ambn _Ô-s¸-Sp-¯n-bmWv Cu ImbpsS DXv]¯n IY cq]-s¸-«n-cn-¡p-¶-Xv.4 {im²-IÀ½53
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§-fnÂ Hgn-¨p-Iq-Sm³ ]mSn-Ãm¯ tImh-¡mbv CXc kZy-I-fnepw D]-tbm-Kn¨p hcp-¶p.
“aq«p¡p XSw sh«n apIÄ¡p ]´-en«p/hm«whcmsX ]q¡pw Im¨ tImhbv¡m
\mep-Io-dn-b-cn-I-f-ªp-¸p-]m-en-e-Sp-t¸än/s]m§n-s¸m§n h-cp¶ Xob-S¡n sh´v
\m«n-se§pw aWw s]m§pw \dp-s\-¿nÂ hcp-s¯mcp/D¸p-Idn R§Ä¡n§p hnf¼
thWw.”
F¶v ]´n-bn-en-cp¶v BÄ¡mÀ hnfn¨p tNmZn-¡p-¶-Xm-bmWv ]m«nÂ ImWp-¶-Xv.
Ip¼-f-§mbv Idn
Ip¼-f§ D]-tbm-Kn-¨p-sIm--pÅ ]¨-Sn¡p ]pdsa asämcp Idn-sb-¡p-dn¨pw Idn¸m-«p-I-fnÂ hnh-cWw ImWp-¶p.
“X{Iw ]pfn-¨-Xn\p Ipdp-¡nb Ip¼-f§m/Nn¡-¶-c¨ tX§m apf-Ip¸p sNdpNocIw
X¡psd sh´mÂ s]mSn¨p s\bvI-SpIp tNÀ¯mÂ/Xt¡m-sc-cn-]p-fn-¡nXm ]mÀ¯ncp-t¶³.”
F¶o hcn-IÄ ]cn-tim-[n-¨mÂ Htc hn`hw Xs¶ hnhn[ coXn-bnÂ X¿mÀ sNbvXv kZybnÂ hnf-¼n-bn-cp-s¶¶v a\-Ên-em-Ipw.
]nc-f³ Idn
Iªn-bpsS IqsS hnf-¼p¶ Hcp Iq«m-\m-WnXv. F¶mÂ hoSp-I-fnÂ \S-¯n-bncp¶ kXv¡m-c-§-fnÂ CXv tNmdn-s\m-¸hpw hnf-¼n-bn-cp-¶p.
“sIm¼n-tesd hf-ªpÅ hmgbv¡m/sIm-p-h¶p \pdp-¡n-¨n-{X-am¡n
IqÀ¡bpw tN\ \pdp-¡p-ambv/apf-Ipt¸mSp aªÄ Xncp-½o«p
ap¡-®n-t¨m-c-Sp-t¸än sh´msd/\dp-s\-¿nÂ Ipd-sªm-¶p-e-ªo«p
th-p-thmfw ]nc-f³ Idn-bp-v”
F¶n-§s\ ]nc-f³Idn X¿m-dm-¡p-¶-Xnsâ t\ÀNn{Xw Cu hcn-IÄ \ÂIp-¶p.
tX§ hc-«n-bXv
tIc-fo-b-cpsS Blm-c-¯nÂ Gähpw IqSp-XÂ D]-tbm-Kn-¡p¶ hn`hw \mfotI-c-am-Wv. tX§ aq¸v IqSn-b-Xv, Ipd-ªXv Ch Xs¶ Nnc-In-bXv, Acn-ªXv, shÅw
tNÀ¯pw AÃm-sXbpw ]ngn-sª-Sp-¡p¶ tX§m-¸mÂ Ch-sbÃmw hnhn[ `£-W-hn-`-h§-fpsS `mK-ambn tNÀ¯n-cp-¶p. CXnÂ \ns¶Ãmw hyXy-kvX-ambn tX§ Xs¶ {][m\
tNcp-h-bmbn hcp¶ Hcp hn`-h-s¯-¡p-dn¨pw ]m«p--v.
“\me-©p-]¯v ]Xn-\mdp hc-«p-tX§m/Imte XIÀ¯p ]cn-tNmSp \pdp¡n \¶mbv
Btem-e-ambn \dp-s\-¿n-ep-e-¯n-sasÃ/tNtemsS hnf¼pthmÀs¡m-cmS \ÂImw.”
F¶mWv ]´n-bn-en-cp¶v BÄ¡mÀ ]d-bp-¶-Xv.
a[p-c-¡dn
kZy-h-«-§-fnÂ Hgn-hm-¡m³ Ign-bm¯ hn`-h-amWv a[p-c-¡-dn. Fcnhpw ]pfnbpw
\ndª hnhn-[-Xcw `£y-]-ZmÀ°-§-fnÂ \n¶pw am[p-cy-ta-dnb ]mb-k-§-fn-te¡v IS-¡p¶Xv a[p-c-¡-dn-bn-eq-sS-bm-Wv.
“Nme-¸-gp¯p I\n-hnÂ sXmen-I-fªp/\menÂ Ipdªp aXn-b-Ã-Xn-tesd th-m
\mgn-¸-b-äp-s]mSn iÀ¡c Iq«n sh´mÂ/Dugn-¯-c-¯nÂ a[p-c-¡dn tIÄhn-tIt«³.”
F¶v Hcp Km\-¯nÂ ImWp-¶p.
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]mbkw
tIc-fob kZy-bnÂ Hgn-¨p-Iq-Sm³ Ign-bm-¯-XmWv ]mb-kw. Acn, iÀ¡-c, tX§m¸mÂ, ap´n-cn, A-n-¸-cn-¸v, Gebv¡ F¶nh hnhn[ ]mI-¯nÂ tNÀ¯p--m-¡p¶ ]mbkw
kZy-bpsS HSp-hn-emWv hnf-¼m-dp-Å-Xv. sX¡³ tIc-f-¯nÂ ]cn-¸v, km¼mÀ F¶n-hbv¡v
tijhpw ]mbkw hnf-¼n-¡m-Wp-¶p. DanIfªv \¶mbv shfp-¸n-s¨-Sp¯ s\Ã-cn,
“]m¯n-c-§Ä ]e-Xcw tX¨p-S-\-§-Sp-t¸än/]mse-Sp¯p Nc-¡n-e-s§m-gn¨ tijw
\mcn-amtcm \ocptImcn-sbm-gn-¨p-S-\-XnÂ tijw/\e-tamsS Xo sImfp¯n hnd-Ipan«v
Acn-b-f-¶-cp-h-bÀ Igp-Ip¶p \oÀsX-fnsI/Acp-a-sb-¶ntb sIm--¨-c-¡n-en«v
Xosb-cn-¨n-«p-S-\p-S-\n-f¡n sh´-Xn³ tijw/AXnÂ tNcpw Iq«p-Ifpw tNÀ¯p
\¶mbv”
hnchnÂ X¿mÀsN¿p¶ ]mb-k-s¯-¡p-dn¨v ]cm-aÀin-¡p¶ Hcp Km\hpw Cu ]m«p-I-fpsS
Iq«-¯nÂ D-v.
]mbkw t]mepÅ hntij hn`-h-§Ä X¿m-dm-¡n-bmÂ Aev]w FSp¯v Cuizc³
hbv ¡ p¶ ]Xn- h p- - v .5 Nne Øe-§-fnÂ Hcp Nnc-«-bnÂ Aev]w ]mb-k-sa-Sp¯v hmcn-bnÂ
hbv¡m-dp--v. ‘imip-¡Ä¡v hbv¡pI’ F¶mWv CXns\ ]d-bp-¶-Xv.6 C\nbpw Nne-S-§fnÂ Blmcw ]mIwsNbv X ASp- ¸ nse XobnÂ Aev ] w ]mkw Hgn¨v ImWp- ¶ p. 7
ktky-Xc hn`-h-§Ä
km[m-c-W-bmbn kZy-I-fnÂ Cd-¨n, ao³ F¶nh sIm-pÅ hn`-h-§Ä sX¡³
Xncp-hn-Xmw-Iq-dnÂ hnf¼n¡mWp-¶n-Ã. CXnÂ\n¶v hyXy-kvX-ambn hnhmltij-apÅ
kXvIm-c-§-fnÂ ktky-Xc hn`-h-§Ä X¿m-dm¡n \ÂIn-h-cp-¶p.
“hoSqsS \n§fpw R§fpw IqSo«p/tImgn \ap-¡n¶p sIm¶p-sIm-v
]men-s¨m-cp-¡n-b-hn-¨-bn-d-¨nsb/]´-e-I¯p hnf-¼-thWw”
F¶o hcn-I-fnÂ \n¶pw kZy¡v tImgn Cd-¨n-¡dn \njn-²-am-bn-cp-¶n-sÃ¶v sXfn-bp-¶p.
Cd-¨n¡p ]pdsa hnhn[Xcw aÕy-§Ä D]-tbm-Kn-¨pÅ Idn-Ifpw hnhml kXvImc-§Ä¡v hnf-¼pI ]Xn-hm-bn-cp-¶p. Pem-i-b-§-fmÂ kar-²-amb tIcfw aÕy-k-¼-¯nepw
ap³]-´n-bnÂ Bbn-cp-¶p. ]e cpNn-I-fnÂ ImW-s¸-Sp¶ aÕy-§-fpsS Hcp {]ZÀi\ime
Xs¶-bmWv Idn-¸m-«p-IÄ Xpd¶p \ÂIp-¶-Xv. Iqc³, Ipdp-hm, G«, hm-f, sRcn-ao³, AcpX, hmI-ao³, sN½o³, sN¼-Ãn, Im¡-¡-Sp-ao³, Icn-ao³, hSp-X, s]m³ao³, ]qao³, hcmÂ,
tN«, tIme, Imcn, Dgp-h, IW-b³ F¶o aÕy-§Ä Idn-h-bv¡m³ D]-tbm-Kn-¨n-cp-¶-Xmbn
Km\-§Ä sXfnhp\ÂIp-¶p.
“ao\-s§m-cp-¡n-b-hn-¨n-cn-¡p-¶Xp/am\n-¨n-e-bnÂ hnf-¼pI R§Ä¡v”
F¶o hcn-IÄ aÕy-¡-dnbpw kZy-¡p-th-n X¿m-dm-¡n-bn-cp¶p F¶-Xn\v sXfn-hmWv.
aÕy-§-fnÂ {]tXyI kzmZv ]peÀ¯p-¶-h-bmWv sIm©v.
“HmSpw aoibpw hmepw If-ªn«v/D¸p-]mepw ]Xw-I-p tNÀ¯n«v
ap¡®nt¨mc-Sp-t¸än sh´msd/sIms©-Sp¯v hnf-¼pI R§Ä¡v.”
F¶n-§s\ sIm©p-Idn X¿mÀ sN¿p-¶Xpw AXv ]´n-bnÂ hnf-¼p-¶-Xp-amb hnhcw Cu
hcn-IÄ \ÂIp-¶p.
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CXc hn`-h-§Ä
kZy-bnÂ hn`-h-§Ä hnf-¼p-¶-Xn\v km[m-c-W-bmbn sNdn-b-tXm-XnÂ Ime-Xm-akw
t\cn- Sm-dp--v. Cu kabw Ign-¡p-¶-Xn\pw {][m-\-hn-`-h-§-tfmSv tNÀ¯v Ign-¡p-¶-Xn\pw
th- n Ce- b psS CSXp `mK- ¯ mbn Nne ]ZmÀ°- § Ä IqSn Icp- X m- d p- - v . Ahsb Ipdn¨v
NphsS tNÀ¡p-¶p.
]gw
AS-{]-Y-a-s\m-¸-amWv ]gw Ign-¡m-dp-ÅXv. F¶mÂ Ce-bn-Sp-t¼mÄ¯s¶ CS-Xp`m-K¯v ]gw-IqSn hbv¡m-dp--v. A[nIw ]gp-¡m¯ ]g-amWv C§s\ hnf-¼m-dp-Å-Xv. CXnsâ
]mIw,
“taÂ]-Se Nph-¶Xp t\m¡o«v/Im Xn-WÀ¯Xpw aq¯Xpw sh«p¶p
Hs¡ \¶m-b-I-¯q«p sIm-¶p/Xq¡p-s¶m«p ]gp-¡bpw hbv¡p¶p
aq¶mw-]-¡-sa-Sp-¯h Xq¡o«v/Imäp-taäv ]gp¯ ]g-¦pe”
F¶n-§s\ Ipe-]-gp-¸n-¡p-¶-Xnsâ hnhn-[-L-«-§Ä hnh-cn-¡p¶ ]m«pw \mS³]m-«p-I-fpsS
Iq«-¯n-ep--v. ]qh³, th´n-c³, Imfn, IZ-fn, Aiz-hm-en, Nn§³, I®³, t\{´³ XpS§nb hmg-Isf Ipdn¨pw {]kvXpX Km\-§Ä Adn-hp-\ÂIp-¶p.
]¸Sw
“GWmÀ¶ aWvU]w t]mse/tNWmÀ¶o-Sp¶ ]À¸-SIw”
kZy-bnÂ hnf-t¼--p-¶-Xns\¸än-bpÅ ]cm-aÀihpw Hcp ]m«n-ep--v. ]cn-¸n-s\m¸w tNmdnÂ
s]mSn-¨n-Sp¶ ]¸-S-t¯m-sSm¸w s\¿pw tNÀ¯n-f-¡m-dp--v. Ce-bpsS CSXp `mK¯v Xp¼-ä¯m-Wv ]¸Sw hbv¡m-dp-Å-Xv.
iÀ¡c
iÀ¡c Dt¸cn AYhm iÀ¡-c-h-c«n Xqi-\n-e-bpsS CSXp`mK¯v c-mw-]-Ip-XnbnÂ hnf-¼p¶ ]Xnhv tIc-fo-b-k-Zy-bnÂ D-v. CXnÂ\n¶pw hn`n-¶-ambn iÀ¡c hnf¼p¶ k{¼-Zmbw D-m-bn-cp-¶-Xmbn Adn-hp-\ÂIp¶ Km\-§fpw \mS³]m-«p-I-fpsS Iq«¯nÂ D-v.
“amtSmSpw Np®m¼pw amS-t¯Â tX¨n«p/Gdn-¡q-´e XÃn-am-S-an«v
sN¯n-bn-d-¡n-¯-fn-¨p- Ip-dp-¡o«v/A©p-I-«-\mbn sI«n-s¡m-v
tNI-h-´-¶psS ]pÂh-«oÂh-¨n«v/IÃn-bm-W-¯n\v sIm-¶ iÀ¡c
ImÀ¸Wyw Im«m-sX-Sp-¡-thWw/X«n-¯-IÀ¯p Xfn-I-bnÂ h¨n«p
]´n-IÄtXmdpw hnf-¼p-sItSm”
F¶v Hcp Km\-¯nÂ ImWp-¶p.
D¸v
Blm-c-]-ZmÀ°-§-fnÂ ]mI-¯n\v tNÀ¡mdp-s- ¦nepw Hmtcmcp-¯À¡pw ]e Afhn-em-bn-cn¡pw D¸v th-n-h-cn-I. CXn\v ]cn-lm-c-ambn Ce-bnÂ D¸v hnf-¼p¶ ]Xnhpw
D-m-bn-cp-¶p.
“IÀ¸qcw t]mse hnf-ª-bp¸v/]W-¯n-\p-sIm-p ]ecpw Npa-¶n«v
Ie- h - d - b nÂ sIm- p h¨p- s Im- v / Ip«- b n- e n«p ]pI- b - ¯ n- c n- ¡ p¶
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D¸m-se-Sp¯v hnf-¼p-sItSm”
XpS-§nb hcn-IÄ CXn\v sXfn-hmWv.
khntij-X-IÄ
KW-]-Xn¡v \nth-Zn-¡Â, kZy¡v £Wn-¡Â F¶nh km[m-cW FÃm CS-§fnepw ]Xn-hp-v. CXnÂ \n¶pw hyXy-kvX-ambn ImWp¶hbmWv hn`-h-§Ä kw`m-h-\bmbn \ÂIepw hn`-h-§Ä tNmZn¨v hm§-epw.
Ieym-W-¯n\v hcp¶ Bfp-IÄ ImÀjnI hn`-h-§Ä, aÕy-amw-km-Zn-IÄ, iÀ¡c
XpS-§n-bh kw`m-h\ sNbvXn-cp-¶-Xmbn Cu ]m«p-IÄ Adnhv \ÂIp¶p. Hmtcm-cp-¯cpw
Ah-c-h-cpsS sXmgn-en\v A\p-k-cn-¨pÅ hn`-h-§-fmWv sImSp-¯n-cp-¶-Xv. k½m-\-ambn e`n¡p¶ km[-\-§Ä ]mIwsNbvtXm AÃm-sXtbm ]´-enÂ hnf-¼-W-sa¶ ]Xnhpw A¶p-m-bn-cp-¶p. hnf-¼n-bn-sÃ-¦nÂ Ah tNmZn¨p hm§n-bn-cp-¶p.
“R§-fn-sXÃmw ]mÀ¯n-cp-t¶³”
F¶ hcn-bnÂ \n¶pw k½m-\-ambn In«nb km[-\-§Ä Fs´m-s¡-bm-bn-cp¶p F¶v
kZybv¡p apt¶- X s¶ Bfp- I Ä a\- Ê n- e m- ¡ n- b n- c p¶p F¶v sXfn- b p- ¶ p.
]´n-bnÂ hn`-h-§Ä tNmZn¨v hm§p¶ ]Xnhv ae-bm-fn-IÄ¡v ]pXp-a-bpÅ Imcya-Ã. Bd-·pÅ hÅ-k-Zy-bnÂ C¯-c-¯nÂ hn`-h-§Ä tNmZn¨v hm§p-¶p--v. F¶mÂ
hnhm-l-k-XvIm-c-§-fnÂ C¯cw tNmZy-§Ä¡v ]pXpa Gsd-bp--v.
“\nev¡p¶ temItc \n§-f-dn-bWw/Fs¶-¯n-cn¨p hnf-¼n-bXv
Hs¡-bn-cp-¶-XnÂ Rm³ ]ng-sN-bvXXv/Fsâ a\-Ên-\-dn-tª-\tÃ”
F¶v Hcp Km\-¯nÂ ImWmw. ‘]´n-bnÂ ]£-t`Zw’ Im«nbXn-s\-Xn-cm-bpÅ {]Xn-I-c-Wam-Wn-Xv.
kZy¡v Bh-iy-¯n\v tNmdv \ÂImª hnf-¼p-Im-c-s\,
“IÅs¨Ã-¯nÂ s\©p-´n-¯m-e-¯nÂ/Xp¼-¸q-t]m-se-b-©mdp ]äp-ambv
sIm¯n-¨n¡n hnf-¼p¶ \nÝn-cn¡m/ssIsbm-Sntª t]m X-bv¡m
sIm«nt¸m”
F¶v iIm-cn-¡m\pw BÄ¡mÀ aSn-¡p-¶n-Ã. AXp-t]mse tNmdn\v s\bvXn-I-bmª HcmÄ,
“Bg¡p s\s¿-Sp-¯n-«-XnÂ ]mXn-]-hp-¯n«v/Bdp-]´n hnf¼n s\s¿m-Sp-§n-bnÃ
s\bvhnf¼n ssIIp-g-ªp-t]mbv/\nev¡pw \ne-I- mÂ
s\©p-s]m«n I®p-\oscms-mgpIp¶t¿m/\mep-häp \\-ªntÃ \J-¯n-t·Â ]pc- n t Ã
a\tÊ hm Hcp XpÅn Cäp hoWn-tÃ.”
F¶v ]d-bp-¶Xv ck-I-c-am-Wv.
hn`-h-§Ä kzmtZmsS Ign-¡p-hm³,
“sIm--cWw ]ip-hn³ s\bv Iq«p-hm-\n-§n-cp-s¶ms¡/IpSn-¸m-\m-bv¯-cn-Intem
AXpw tImf-tÃm.”
F¶n-§s\ X\n¡v IpSn-¡m³ IqSn s\¿v In«n-bmÂ sImÅm-sa¶ B{K-lhpw BÄ¡mÀ
{]I- S n- ¸ n- ¡ p- ¶ p- - v .
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Gsd hr¯nbpw shSn¸pw Blmc]ZmÀ°§-fp-ambn kmao]yw ]peÀ¯n-bn-cp-¶hÀ ]men-¨n-cp-¶p.
“hnf-¼p¶ hnf-¼-¨-\m-Z-cmÂ/Gäw \sÃmcp amäpw ]IÀ¶n«v
taÂap-pw sI«n-¸-´-enÂ h¶mepw/]p¯n-e-bm-semcp sIs«-Sp-¯mepw”
F¶pw
“IÃn-bm-W-a-Sp-t¯mcp tij-¯nÂ/a¦-amÀIÄ Ipfn¨p ]ip-¡sf
t]in-t¸in Id-s¶mcp ]mens\/BWp-am-Imiw ImWmsX hmaqSn
sIm- p - h ¶p ]mÂ Im¨n- b pd” tNÀ¡p-¶-Xmbpw DÅ ]m«p-IÄ A¡me¯v ]mN-I-¯nÂ \½psS ]qÀhn-IÀ ImWn-¨n-cp¶ hr¯nbpw ip²nbpw BWv ImWn-¡p¶Xv.
D]-kw-lmcw
hnhn-[-Xcw Idn-I-fpsS t]cp-IÄ ]dªv Ah-bv¡p-th- hn`-h-§Ä X¿m-dm-¡p¶
coXn, ]mIw sN¿m-\p-]-tbm-Kn-¡p¶ ]m{X-§Ä, t`mP\w hnf-t¼--p¶ hn[w, KW-]-Xn¡v
\S-¯p¶ A¶-\n-thZyw kZy¡v £Wn-¡Â, hn`-h-§Ä \ÂIÂ Ah-sIm-v ]mIwsNbvX
]ZmÀ°-§Ä hnX-cWw sN¿Â, sN¿m¯ hn`-h-§Ä tNmZn¨v hm§Â F¶n-h-sb-¡p-dns¨Ãmw Adn-hp-\ÂIp¶ ap¸-¯n-aq¶v Km\-§f
- psS kam-lm-ca
- mWv ‘]e-hI
- ¸
- m-«p-IÄ.’ kmlnXy-`w-Kn, AÀ°-ip-²n, hr¯-\njvT F¶nh Hcp-t]mse ]peÀ¯p-¶nÃ F¦nepw Idn-¸m-«pIÄ A\p-hm-N-I\v ]I-cp¶ Adnhv al-¯-c-am-Wv. Adp-]-¯n-\mev Ie-I-fnÂ H¶mb ]mNIs¯ ]pc-kvI-cn-¨pÅ C¯cw Km\-§Ä tIc-fo-b-cpsS KX-Im-e-cp-Nn-t`-Z-§Ä Adn-bp-hm\pÅ Hcp {]ZÀi-\-im-e-bmbn hÀ¯n-¡p-¶p.
Ipdn-¸p-IÄ
1. tIc-f-¯nse Gähpw IqSp-XÂ hn`-h-§Ä hnf-¼p¶ Bd-·pÅ hÅ-k-Zy-bpsS ]m«v Bcw-`n-¡p¶Xv,
“`phn-e³s]mSp hfÀ¶ hmg-bne/\of-sam«p Ipd-bm-sX-bmbv
t`mP-\¯
- n-s\mcp ]m{X-am-bn-h¶p/\ÂIWw Ia-et- em-Nt\!
tZmj-lo-\a
- Xp \ÂIn-sb-¶p-hc
- pþ/sa¦ntem Xcp-Wn-amÀat\
Ima-tI-fn-bn-b-ep¶ I®-\psS/am\kw {]nb-aXm-bv hcpw”
F¶n-§s\ Ce tNmZn-¨p-sIm--m-Wv. hnt\m-ZvIp-amÀ Fw.-sI., Ce-\n-dsb a\w
\ndsb (IÀj-I{io 2014 sk]väw-_À), ]pdw þ 45
2. Fw. sI. sI. \mbÀ, sXc-sª-Sp¯ teJ-\-§Ä, tIm«bw: kmln-Xy-{]-hÀ¯I kl-I-c-Wkw-Lw, 1993, ]pdw. 113 þ 116.
3. hnt\m-ZvIp-amÀ Fw.-sI. Ce-\n-dsb a\w \ndsb (IÀj-I{io 2014 sk]väw-_À), ]pdw 45.
4. sIm«m-c-¯nÂ i¦p-®n, sFXn-ly-am-e, tIm«bw: Fw. kn. _pIvkv, 2014, ]pdw. 46þ47.
5. “Xosb-cn-¨n-«p-S-\p-S-\n-f¡n sh´-Xn³ tijw/AXnÂ tNcpw Iq«p-Ifpw tNÀ¯p \¶mbv
aW-hm-f-\n-W-§À¡pw Ipe-ssZ-h-am-b-Xn\pw/]cn-Nmse hm§n-h¨p ]pX-bp-an«v”
F¶o hcn-IÄ CXn\v sXfn-hm-Wv.
6. Xncp-h-\-´-]pcw PnÃ-bnse hÀ¡-e-bpÅ ‘tN¶³tImSv’ {]tZ- i ¯v Cu NS- § p- - v .
7. Xncp-h-\-´-]pcw PnÃ-bn-epÅ apt¡m-e-bv¡Â tZi¯v C{]-Imcw sNbvXv ImWp-¶p.
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8. ]cn-¸n-s\m¸w ]¸-Shpw s\¿pw Iq«n-t¨À¯v Ign-¨n-cp-¶p. AXp-t]mse Iªn-bnÂ sh®
tNÀ¯pw tIc-fo-bÀ Ign-¨n-cp¶p
“\mcn-amÀ tImemÂ Ie-¡p-t¼mÄ/s]m§n-s¸m-§n-bp-eª
m-Sn-b§
- s\
hs¶gpw ]pXp-sh-®-bp-cp-¡o«v/Xhn-ap¡n Xpfp-¼s\ R§Ä¡v
\mgn-\mgn hnf-¼pI ]´n-bnÂ.”
F¶v Hcp ]m«nÂ ImWp-¶p.
sImSn-¨n, ]qhm-en, hf-sIm-¼n, apdn-sIm-¼n, s\Sp-aq-¡n, ss]¦p-cmen XpS-§nb ]ip-¡-fpsS
C\-§sf¸änbpw Cu ]m«nÂ ]cm-aÀin-¡p-¶p--v.
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Export of Agricultural Commodities with Special Reference
to Rice in India
Priya S.

ABSTRACT
Agriculture is main source of income for families in India. Farms cover over half
the land and almost three-quarters of that land is used to grow the two major grains: rice and
wheat. India’s annual rice production is around 85-90 million tonnes annual consumption is
around 85 million tonnes. Unlike the other crops, rice, which is also paid as wage (in kind) to
the agricultural laborers after harvesting in most part of south Asia, also helps to reduce
poverty of those families working in the rice field to a greater extend. In India, rice’s
contribution to the agricultural sector is very significant. Rice is currently cultivated in over
44 million hectares, which accounts for over 40 percent of the total food grins area and over
25 percent of the cropped area. With the current production of over 91 million tones, rice
accounts for little less than fifty percent of the total food grains production in India. Besides
providing livelihood opportunities to millions of farmers in India, cultivation of paddy crop
directly provides employment opportunities to the rural laborers who are relying o agriculture
for their livelihood. Despite being an agrarian economy, export of agricultural products is an
important component in India. Its present position in the Indian economy is quite significant
as exports contribute a great deal to the development of an economy through foreign exchange
earnings. With vast land resources diversified climatic and soil conditions variety of crops
and experienced farmers, the Indian agriculture has a very good potential for export of
agricultural products. On this basis the paper seeks to examine the trends in growth of
export of agricultural commodities with special reference to rice in India.
INTRODUCTION
Agriculture plays a crucial role in the life of an economy. It is the backbone of our
economic system. Agriculture not only provides food and raw material but also employment
opportunities to a very large proportion of population. According to the census 2011 the
work force participation from agriculture is considered as 41 per cent in India. Agriculture is
a premier source of our national income. According to National Income Committee and
Central Statistical Organization, in 1960-61, 52 per cent of national income was contributed
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by agriculture and allied occupations. In 1976-77, this sector alone contributed 42.2 per cent,
while its contributions were to the tune of 41.8 per cent in 1999-00. As per the Indian
economic survey key highlights 2014-15 the contribution of agriculture sector to the total
GDP of the country was estimated around 18 per cent. Agricultural sector also provides
fodder for livestock. It is the sector that feeds country’s trade. Agricultural products like tea,
sugar, rice, tobacco, spices etc. constitute the main items of exports of India. If the development
process of agriculture is smooth, export increase and import are reduced considerably. It
will help to reduce the adverse balance of payments and save our foreign exchange.
The agriculture sector is significant as it provides greater employment opportunities
in the construction of irrigation projects, drainage system and other such activities. With the
fast growing population and high incidence of unemployment and disguised unemployment
in backward countries, it is only agriculture sector which provides more employment chances
to the labour force. In the course of economic development, agriculture employ majority of
people. This means raising the level of national income and slandered of living of the common
man. The rapid rate of growth in agriculture sector gives progressive outlook and further
motivation for development. As a result, it helps to create proper atmosphere for general
economic development of the country. Thus, economic development depends on the rate at
which agriculture grows. Paddy is an important food grain crop, which has been cultivated
predominantly throughout Asia and other parts of the world. Rice which is a processed form
of paddy is a staple food for over half of the world population.
Despite being an agrarian economy, export of agricultural products is an important
component in India. Its present position in the Indian economy is quite significant as exports
contribute a great deal to the development of an economy through foreign exchange earnings.
With vast land resources diversified climatic and soil conditions variety of crops and
experienced farmers, the Indian agriculture has a very good potential for export of agricultural
products. Before analyzing the pattern of agricultural exports from India, It was important
to discuss about the country wise major exporters and importers of food and agricultural
products.
Objectives
• To examine the trends in growth of export of agricultural commodities with
special reference to rice in India.
Limitations: This paper has been undertaken with substantial constraints in terms of data
availability. The conclusions are drawn on the basis of limited number of models, selected
for the study.
Review of Literature
According to Indian council of agricultural research (2004) agricultural
marketing involves function of buying and selling of agricultural products. However, Danapal
(2007) considered agricultural marketing as the set of all activities that facilitated the flow
of agricultural commodities from farm to ultimate consumer. In the present study agricultural
marketing is defined as all the post production and business activities performed by natural
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rubber producers, and other intermediaries to facilitate the transfer of natural rubber from
the production point to ultimate consumption unit.
Deepa et al.,(2009) evaluated the performance of Karnataka state agricultural
produce processing and export corporation, limited. Secondary data were used for the study
for the period 1997 to 2007. The growth rate of onion export (69.40) was found to be
positive and significant whereas, growth rate of potato (-12.70), mango (-4.39) and ninger
seeds (-66.08) was found to be negative and non-significant. Apart from this compound
growth rates of domestic market, import markets in terms of quantity and value showed a
negative growth rate. But export markets growth rate was positive in terms of quantity
(31.18 per cent) and value (32.06 per cent) which indicated an increasing trend over the
years.
NSSO (2013): one of the assessment study conducted by national sample survey
organization on house hold and income status 90.2 million households found that, 57.8% of
the total estimated rural household are agricultural households. Kerala has the least percentage
share of agricultural households in the country i.e. 27.3 %.with regard to source of income,
63.5 % of the agricultural households reported agriculture as the principle source of income,
while 22% reported wage/salary as the principal source. In Kerala 61 % of the agricultural
households reported to have earned income from activities other than agricultural activities.
Mere 16% reported cultivation as main source of income and 0.6% reported livestock as
main source of income.
T.J. Jasmine Teresa (2013): Analyzed the impact of shifting of paddy fields,
Alathur taluk in Palakkad district ,she analyzed the trends in area ,production and productivity
of agriculture in India and Kerala from 1985-86 to 2013-14 with the help of chi-square,
correlation and trend analysis used to conclude the production of paddy in the study area.
There has been a continuous increase in the total area of production in India. The trend
value explains the positive increase in the area of production. In order to understand the
trend in growth area in Kerala the linear trend is estimated. The trend value explains the
negative decrease in the area of production. According to the estimated trend equation, the
total area in Kerala found to be decreased by about -1.79197 in the time period. Chi-squared
results for the selected variables (like age and income) to test their significance revealed
that there is no significant relationship between these variables and in the case of correlation
shows a positive relationship between the variables.
Balaji S J and Suresh Pal (2014): their study examines the question of convergence
in land and labour productivity in Indian agriculture between 1991 and 2011.their analysis
shows that the tendency of low productivity states to catch-up with high productivity states
is studied through the un conditional â- convergence approach, and the operation of Galton’s
fallacy through growth terminal productivity-level regressions. The diminution of variance in
productivity levels is tested using the á- convergence approach and the robustness of the
result is tested using alternative test statistics. The results reveal that states are converging
in terms of land productivity, but not in terms of labour productivity.
Pradumankumar P.K. Josh and Pramodaggarwal (2014): their paper assesses
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the effect of monsoon droughts on the production ,demand and prices of several major
agricultural commodities-rice, sorghum, pearl millet, maize, pigeon, pea, groundnut and cotton.
a partial generalized equilibrium model is developed to stimulates the effects of deficit rainfall
on acreage, yield, production, demand and prices of different agricultural commodities in
India. The study shows that there will be a huge deficit (about 15 million tonnes) of rice in
2020 in a situation of 20%rainfall deficit. The volume will be more if rainfall deficiency is
higher. To meet demand, a high level of import will be necessary, which will lead to a spike
in the prices of rice and other complimentary commodities in the global market further fall
the price of rice.
Methodology
The study is based on secondary data. The Export of rice was collected from the
published source from directorate of economics and statistics in India, ministry of agriculture,
department of agriculture and co-operation, Department of Economics and Statistics, ministry
of Finance, Government of India, UNCTAD, CIME (center for monitoring Indian economy)
etc. to satisfy the objectives chosen for the study. Compound annual growth rate is adopted
to analyze the growth in export of rice in India.
Data analysis
Country Wise major Exporters and Importers of Food and Agricultural Products
Table 1 reveals the data relating to country wise export of food and agricultural
products from 1995 to 2013. Among the fifteen largest exporters, United States rank highest
with a share value of 107.0 in 2013 as against 42.2 between us in 1995. It was evident that
United States exports have increased by more than two fold during the study period. But its
world share was declined from 11.7 per cent in 1995 to 9.4 per cent in 2013. Likewise
United State all other countries have improved in terms of their export share during the
study period. Netherlands improved from 34.1 between US $ in 1995 to 74.0 between US $
in 2013.The country Germany also improved its exports value, it registered more than threefold
increment from 21.2 between US $ in 1995 to 68.0 between US $ in 2013. But Brazil and
China shows more than fourfold increment in food and agricultural export during the study
period. In the case of Brazil it was increased its export value from 10.0 US $ in 1995 to 54.0
US $ in 2013. Where as in China increased from 10.0 between US $ in 1995 to 60.6
between US $ in 2013. Except Thailand and France all other countries improved their export
contribution up to three fold with in the period between 1995 to 2013, where as Thailand and
France increased to two fold.
All these development on the export share has not seen in the next part of the same
table which shows the per cent export of world total exports by all these countries. Followed
by United States Netherlands, France, Thailand etc are some of the countries, which dipped
their contributions during the study period. Netherlands declined from 9.5 per cent in 1995 to
6.0 per cent in 2013. France was also lose, half of its share from 8.4 per cent to 4.7 per cent.
But some countries show steady increase in their export contribution to the world, it include
China, India, Argentina, and Vietnam. China marked stable increase in their exports from
2.8 per cent in 1995 to 5.3 per cent in 2013. Likewise India also improved from 1.5 per cent
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in 1995 to3.0 per cent in 2013. Among the top fifteen countries some countries represent a
fluctuating trend during the study period. Between eight years from 1995 to 2013. Belgium,
Spain, Italy etc are the countries included such category.
Among the major exporters of fifteen countries India ranks 13th position in export. But
it was showing a remarkable development in the field of export from 1995 to 2013 I.e. the
export was increased from 5.4 billion $ in 1995 to 33.6 billion $ in 2013. Export development
of India is mainly because of the result of Indian Economic development. More than one
decade among Indian exports development with sustainability shows India’s growing power
among the world countries. If we analyze India’s contribution to the total world export
started with a little share of 1.5 percent in 1995 which was increased to 3.0 percent in 2013.
Table 1: The Country Wise Major Exporters of Food and Agricultural Products
Exports ,bln, $us
Per cent of world total
Countries
1995
2005
2010
2013
1995
2005
2010
2013
United states
42.2
48.3
82.7
107.0
11.7
9.0
9.5
9.4
Netherlands
34.1
42.7
64.8
74.0
9.5
7.9
7.4
6.5
Germany
21.2
35.2
53.0
68.0
5.9
6.5
6.1
6.0
Brazil
10.0
21.8
45.2
54.0
2.8
4.0
5.2
4.8
China
10.0
22.5
41.1
60.6
2.8
4.2
4.7
5.3
France
30.3
32.9
43.8
53.2
8.4
6.1
5.0
4.7
Belgium
11.5
23.6
31.3
39.4
3.2
4.4
3.6
3.5
Spain
11.5
21.8
29.9
37.9
3.2
4.0
3.4
3.3
Canada
11.7
20.7
28.5
36.0
3.2
3.8
3.3
3.2
Argentina
7.2
12.4
22.4
31.8
2.0
2.3
2.6
2.8
Thailand
10.7
12.4
23.9
27.2
3.0
2.3
2.7
2.4
Italy
11.2
17.0
25.6
30.1
3.1
3.2
2.9
2.7
India
5.4
8.0
15.5
33.6
1.5
1.5
1.8
3.0
Australia
9.7
14.3
18.7
24.9
2.7
2.6
2.1
2.2
Vietnam
1.6
6.3
13.4
21.2
0.4
1.2
1.5
1.9
Source: UNCTAD

Table 2 depicts the country wise major importers of food and agricultural products
from 1995 to 2013. Thus improvements in imports share mean decline in development and
vice versa. All the top fifteen countries of major importers were increased their import from
one fold up to fivefold during the study period from 1995 to 2013. United States import value
was increased from 29.4 US $ in 1995 to 93.2 US $ in 2013.
Likewise all other countries improved many fold developments during the study period.
In 2013 United States Rank high in terms of imports with a share of 93.2 between US $ and
South Korea shows very lowest import value of 21.9 US $ and all the other countries
standing their position with simple difference in value between them.
While analyzing the per cent country wise import to total import, it was clear that
some of the countries try to reduce its import for keep stability and some countries shows
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increasing and some others have fluctuating trend during the study period from 1995 to
2013. Germany, Japan, France, Netherlands etc are some of the countries which declined
per cent share of their import to the total world imports. Germany declined from 10.2 per
cent in 1995 to 6.4 per cent in 2013. In the case of Japan, it was tried to reduce their import
from 12.2 per cent in 1995 to 5.2 per cent in 2013. Which shows the country reduced half of
its import consumption within eight years under study. All those show a positive sign in
economic stability of the country with self sufficiency. Where as in the case of China, South
Korea and Saudi Arabia which remarks a steady improvements in import share during the
period from 1995 – 2013. China increased its imports from 1.6 per cent to 1.9 per cent
between 1995 and 2013. Whereas, United States, United Kingdom, Belgium etc are some
of the countries shows fluctuations in its import share between the periods from 1995 –
2013.
Table 2: The Country Wise Major Importers of Food and Agricultural Products
Imports , bln ,$us
Per cent of world total
Country’s
1995
2005
2010
2013
1995
2005
2010
2013
Unitedstates
29.4
55.2
74.5
93.3
7.8
9.8
8.4
8.3
Germany
38.1
44.4
60.6
72.4
10.2
7.9
6.8
6.4
Japan
45.9
44.8
52.9
58.6
12.2
7.9
6.0
5.2
Unitedkingdom
20.8
36.0
46.3
53.2
5.5
6.4
5.2
4.7
France
24.6
30.5
42.4
49.9
6.6
5.4
4.8
4.4
Netherlands
19.5
24.3
37.8
45.7
5.2
4.3
4.3
4.1
Italy
19.2
26.1
34.8
39.6
5.1
4.6
3.9
3.5
China
6.1
9.4
21.6
41.0
1.6
1.7
2.4
3.6
Russia
10.3
16.1
29.9
36.8
2.7
2.9
3.4
3.3
Belgium
9.3
19.7
25.3
33.2
2.5
3.5
2.9
3.0
Spain
11.7
20.7
25.6
28.0
3.1
3.7
2.9
2.5
Canada
8.2
14.5
22.8
28.4
2.2
2.6
2.6
2.5
Korea south
5.9
10.0
16.3
21.9
1.6
1.8
1.8
1.9
Saudi Arabia
4.0
7.8
14.9
23.4
1.1
1.4
1.7
2.1
Hong kong
7.5
7.3
15.1
22.4
2.0
1.3
1.7
2.0
Source: UNCTAD

The Pattern of Agricultural Exports from India
The pattern of agricultural exports from India is furnished in Table 3 illustrates the
exports of various agricultural commodities in India. It includes Basmati rice, non Basmati
rice, wheat pulses, ground nuts, cashew, spices etc. It was evident that the changes in
values of export from 1998 – 99 to 2013 – 14 among all these agricultural commodities
clearly explained through the table with slight fluctuations in the intervening years. Basmati
rice had declined its exports from 168562 crore in 1998 – 99 to 29300.12 crore in 2013 – 14.
Likewise non basmati rice also reduced its share of exports from 168538 crore in 1998 – 99
to 17493.16 crore in 2013 – 14.
Except wheat, all other agricultural commodities showed a declining trend during
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the period under study. Export of wheat was improved from 40 crore in 1998 – 99 to
9257.11 crore in 2013 – 14 shows a positive trend in the export of wheat from India over the
fifteen years. The Indian export of pulses has declined from 36089 crore in 1998 – 99 to
1737.00 crore in 2013 – 14. Likewise pulses, the export of groundnut also registered a
diminishing trend. It was declined from 56630 crore in 1998 – 99 to 3212.06 crore in 2013
– 14 with slight fluctuations in the intervening years. Raw cotton has not improved its
export share, with some little developments in intervening years its export share also have
declined from 82189 crore in 1998 – 99 to 22248.48 crore in 2013 – 14. The export of
cashew was highest in 256277 crore in 2006 – 07 but its export declined from 139991 crore
in 1998 – 99 to 5095.89 crore in 2013 – 14 with slight fluctuations in the intervening years.
It was observed from the table that, over the past fifteen years most of the agricultural
commodities lost its export value in India.
It could be seen from the table 3 at the estimated compound growth rate for the
export of most of the agricultural commodities in India having a negative growth except
‘Raw cotton including waste’. It means the commodity increased its export annually by 1.42
per cent over the 15 years under study. It registered 1.42 per cent growth during the period
under study. The highest negative growth rate was shown by the export of cashew i.e. 32.59 per cent. This was followed by non-basmati rice with -31.73 per cent. The export of
pulses could rank third with -29.96 per cent growths in CGR. It could be observed that the
export of some of the agricultural commodities have registered a decline in export over the
study period, and it was declined annually by 32.59 per cent in cashew, 31.73 per cent in non
basmati rice and 29.96 per cent in pulses. It is concluded that the results revealed, during the
period 1998 – 99 the export of various agricultural exports from India have registered a
negative and insignificant growth for the selected period.
Share of Agricultural Exports and Imports
The share of agricultural export and import to total value of export and import has
been worked out for the period from 1998 – 99 to 2012 – 13 and the results are presented in
the table 4.5.4.The table explained that the value of agricultural exports have increased
from 25510.64 crore in 1998 – 99 to 230141.13 crore in 2012 – 13. By comparing the export
of India with the total national export, its share has been declined from 18.25 per cent in
1998.99 to 14.10 per cent in 2012 – 13, with slight fluctuations in the intervening years. But
it was sure that the agricultural export in terms of value was highest in the year 2012 – 13.
Further, it was evident from the table that Indies for exports of agricultural commodities
has declining, even if its increase the value of export during the period under study is mainly
because of increase in the total national export of other commodities, is growing faster than
the agricultural commodities in India. The per cent share of agricultural exports to total
national exports was highest in 1998 – 99 i.e, 18.25 per cent and it was lowest i.e. 10.18 per
cent during 2008 – 09 per cent over the period under study.
The agricultural imports to total national imports in India from 1998 – 99 to 2012 –
13 has also been analyzed in this section which gradually increased by almost seven fold
from 14566.48 crore in 1998 – 99 to 109211.51 crore in 2012 – 13 with slight fluctuations in
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Table 3: The Pattern of Agricultural Exports from India from 1999-00 to 2013-14 (Value in Rs. crore)
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the intervening years. It was observed from the table out of total 15 years, the annual
growth rate of import of agricultural commodities registered fluctuating trend for first eight
years after it was steadily increased from 29637.86 crore in 2006 – 07 to 109211.51 crore in
2012-13.
At last the table provides the details relating to the percentage of agricultural imports
to total national imports in India for the period of 15 years from 1998 – 99 to 2012 – 13. It
is clearly indicated that, over the reference period percentage share of agricultural imports
has gradually declined from 8.17 per cent in 1998 – 99 to 4.09 per cent in 2012 – 13 with
slight fluctuations in the intervening period percentage share of agricultural imports registered
highest i.e. 8.17 per cent during the period 1998 – 99 and lowest 2.71 per cent during the
2008 – 09.
The calculated compound growth for the share of agricultural export and import to
total value of export and import for the period 1998 – 99 to 2013 – 14 shows negative
growth for share of export and import to total national output. The CGR for per cent of
agricultural export and import to total national export and import declined annually by 2.43
per cent and 6.12 per cent respectively during the period under study. The CGR for value of
agricultural export increased annually by 16.80 per cent and import had declined annually by
15.19 per cent during the period from 1998 – 99 to 2012-13 in India.
Table 4: Share of Agricultural Export and Import to total value of Export and
Import from 1998-99 to 2012-13(value in Rs. crores)
Value of export

Value of import
Percent of
Percent of
agricultural
agricultura
Total
Total
Year
Agricultural
exports to Agricultural
l imports
national
national
exports
total
Imports
to total
export
import
national
national
exports
imports
1998-1999
25510.64
139752.77
18.25
14566.48
178331.69
8.17
1999-2000
25313.66
159095.20
15.91
16066.73
215528.53
7.45
2000-2001
28657.37
201356.45
14.23
12086.23
228306.64
5.29
2001-2002
29728.61
209017.97
14.22
16256.61
245199.72
6.63
2002-2003
34653.94
255137.28
13.58
17608.83
297205.87
5.92
2003-2004
37266.52
293366.75
12.70
21972.68
359107.66
6.12
2004-2005
41602.65
375339.53
11.08
22811.84
501064.54
4.55
2005-2006
49216.96
456417.86
10.78
21499.22
660408.90
3.26
2006-2007
62411.42
571779.28
10.92
29637.86
840506.31
3.53
2007-2008
79093.52
655863.52
12.05
29906.23
1012311.70
2.95
2008-2009
85551.67
840755.06
10.18
37183.04
1374435.55
2.71
2009-2010
89341.5
845533.64
10.57
59528.37
1363735.55
4.37
2010-2011
117483.61
1142921.92
10.28
57334.32
1683466.96
3.41
2011-2012
187475.89
1459280.51
12.85
77061.73
2345972.70
3.28
2012-1013
230141.13
1634672.95
14.10
109211.51
2669839.78
4.09
CGR
16.80
19.72
-2.43
-15.19
22.71
-6.12
Source: Various issues of Economic Surveys, Ministry of Finance, Economic Division, Government of
India
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The table 5 often gives the information relating to the import of rice from India
during the period from 1998 – 99 to 2012 – 13. It was clear that rice imports to India have
increased from 0.03 crore in 1998 – 99 to 3.94 crore in 2012 – 13. While analyzing the
intervening period, it was evident that the rice import showing a steady increase for five
years from 1999 – 00 to 2003 – 04. But it registered no import for the period 2004 – 05
shows a remarking import situation in India. The rice imports to India shows a steady growth
for seven years from 0.34 crore in 2005 – 06 to 5.48 crore in 2011 – 12 after it has declined
to 3.94 crore in 2012 – 13.
It could be observed from the table 5 that the overall estimated compound growth
rate of export of rice in India over the study period was estimated at -25.52 per cent per
annum. It represents that the country annually declining its share of export by 25.52 per cent
during the study period from 1999-00 to 2013-14. But at the same time import share under
rice in India over the study period was registered at 39.38 per cent. It indicated that the rice
import to India was increased annually by 39.38 per cent during the period under reference.
Table 5: Export and Import of Rice in India during the
Period from 1998-99 to 2012-13
Year
export
Import
1998-1999
337100
0.03
1999-2000
628076
0.01
2000-2001
312592
0.05
2001-2002
293220
0.07
2002-2003
317414
0.09
2003-2004
583124
0.27
2004-2005
416799
0.00
2005-2006
676892
0.34
2006-2007
717435
0.41
2007-2008
11754.61
0.42
2008-2009
11164.4
0.06
2009-2010
11254.9
0.37
2010-2011
11586.06
1.12
2011-2012
24109.58
5.48
2012-2013
33808.21
3.94
CGR
-25.52
39.38

Source: Department of Economics and Statistics,
Ministry of Finance, Government of India.
CONCLUSION
It was found that India stand thirteenth position of export of food and agricultural
commodity among the top fifteen exporting countries. It is contributing 33.6 billion us $ in
2013 to the world and the export is just 3.0 per cent of world total. So the country should
make necessary arrangements for improving its position as well share of contribution to the
world. It was found that India is not come in the list of import of agricultural products. It was
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sure that we have achieved the self sufficiency in agricultural production in the country. But
one of the defects related to the sector is that most of the production the country consuming
by itself that’s why the export is declined. While analyzing the data from 1999 – 00 to 201314 it was found that the export of most of the agricultural commodities have registered a
negative CGR during the period under study the export of agricultural products like, Basmati
and non basmati rice had declined annually by 22.40 per cent and 31.73 per cent respectively
over the fifteen year under study. the share of agricultural exports to the total national
export had declined annually by 2.43 per cent during the study period. But, the growth of
agricultural export in India was revealed by the overall estimated CGR i.e. 16.80 per cent.
But it is less than the growth of total national export of 19.72 per cent in India. It was
understood that the economy is improving by reducing the import. The agricultural import
has declined annually by 15.19 per cent over the past 15 years in India but the total national
import have increased annually by 22.71 per cent during the same period. It is concluded
that the export share of rice in India shows a negative growth of -25.52 per cent CGR
during the period from 1999 – 2000 to 2013-14. Even though the rice import has increased
marginally, the CGR registered a high positive growth of 39.38 per cent in India. It represented
that the export of rice the country declined annually by 25.52 per cent, at the same time the
import had increased to 39.38 per cent per annum in India.
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Opportunities of Medical Tourism in Kerala : A Case Study of
Vaidhyaratnam Oushadhasala
Deepa N.N.

ABSTRACT
Kerala – the ‘God’s Own Country’ is the model destination for the global tourists
entered into the international tourism market after announcing tourism as an industry in
1986. Kerala is an established destination for both domestic as well as foreign tourists.
Kerala is well known for its beaches, backwaters in Alappuzha and Kollam, mountain ranges
and wildlife sanctuaries.. Tourism in Kerala is a potential game changer. It is a sun rise
industry, an employment generator, a significant source of foreign exchange for the state
and an economic activity that helps local and host communities. Kerala is a tourism product
which is unparalleled in its beauty, uniqueness, rich culture and history has been aggressively
pursuing the promotion of tourism both internationally as well as in the domestic market.
Since the inception of public-private-partnership (PPP) in the early 1990s in the United
Kingdom, this model of partnership has sufficiently contributed to major infrastructure
development worldwide. In India, Kerala is a perfect example of success in this collaborative
business model. Along with this the Modern medicine has also got a high relevance in the
Medical Tourism space because of the low cost and compatibility of the medical systems
with the developed countries. Faced with exorbitant fees for procedures such as cardiac
surgery, dentistry and cosmetic surgery in their home countries, patients from the West and
the Middle East have begun looking at India and Kerala in particular.
Key words: Pizhichil Navarakkizhi, Sirovasti, Pichu and Sirolepa
INTRODUCTION
Kerala is the leading state in India for tourism, but for medical travel it has only 5 to
10% of the Indian market. Kerala has its traditional medical systems like Ayurveda, Sidha,
Naturopathy, Panchakarma, Kalari, etc. which have attracted patients from different parts
of the world. Along with this the Modern medicine has also got a high relevance in the
Medical Tourism space because of the low cost and compatibility of the medical systems
with the developed countries. Faced with exorbitant fees for procedures such as cardiac
surgery, dentistry and cosmetic surgery in their home countries, patients from the West and
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the Middle East have begun looking at India and Kerala in particular. There are a number of
specialty hospitals in Kerala that offer specialised care for complex medical conditions. The
quality of health care offered by the doctors, nurses and support staff, make medical tourism
in Kerala a preferred choice of patients seeking healthcare solutions in India. This study
covers the scope of Medical Tourism industry, in various branches of Modern and Alternate
Medicine, the marketing efforts of the various players of Medical Tourism, the efforts that
the Tourism Department has taken for the growth of Medical Tourism and the effects of
these efforts in the growth of Medical Tourism. Thaikkattu Mooss’ family has contributed
significantly for the growth of Ayurveda, the science of holistic healing. The tradition of the
family dates back to the legendary days of Lord Parasurama. The profound knowledge in
all the 8 branches of Ayurveda – Kayachikitsa, Balachiktsa, Grihachikitsa, Urdhwavanga
chikitsa, Salya Chikitsa, Visha Chikitsa, Rasayanam and Vajeekaranam – gave the masters
the title ASHTAVAIDYAN.
Objective of the study
1. To explain the concept of medical tourism
2. To analyze the role of Vaidhyaratnam Oushadhasala in medical tourism
Research methodology
Primary data was collected from officials of Vaidhyaratnam oushadhasala through
personal interview. Most of my paper based on primary data and secondary data from
Vaidhyaratnam magazines, journals and websites.
History –Vaidhyaratnam Oushadhasala
The splendid tradition of Thaikkattu Mooss’family begins with Sri. Narayanan Mooss
and Ittiravi Mooss of the 19th century. In 1924, Ashtavaidyan Narayanan Mooss was awarded
the much coveted title of VAIDYARATNAM by Lord Reading., the then Viceroy of India.
Vaidyaratnam Oushadhasala was founded in 1941 by Ashtavaidyan Sri. E.T. Neelakandhan
Mooss, the son of Ashtavaidyan Sri. Narayanan Mooss. The Nation conferred upon him
Padmasri in 1992 as a recognition of his contribution in the field of Ayurveda. Vaidyaratnam
institutions have now forayed into new areas, scripting a new saga of success under the
able leadership of Ashtavaidyan Sri. E.T. Narayanan Mooss, (Padmabhushan awardee)
Analysis and interpretations
According to the Medical Tourism Association “Medical Tourism is where people
who live in one country travel to another country to receive medical, dental and surgical
care while at the same time receiving equal to or greater care than they would have in their
own country, and are traveling for medical care because of affordability, better access to
care or a higher level of quality of care.”
Medical tourism describes the act of people making health choices and accessing
health treatments across borders. Medical tourism is a term involving people who travel to
a different place to receive treatment for a disease, ailment, or condition, and who are
seeking lower cost of care, higher quality of care, better access to care, or different care
than they could receive at home. It is undertaken by people who are sick. Kerala has
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established itself as a prominent Destination of world leisure tourism for its natural beauty
and cultural assets. The growth of Tourism in Kerala has been induced by the buyer driven
factors. The collective marketing effort through the tourism department has been limited.
The scenario of Medical Tourism is also not much different from leisure tourism. Medical
tourism in Kerala grew without much willful collective effort. It was recognized as an
opportunity by some sectors, particularly the Ayurveda sector who took some collective
effort to convert Kerala as source for Ayurveda treatment. Then came Dentistry and Modern
Medicine. Vaidhyaratnam oushdhasala is having a prominent role in promoting medical tourism
in Kerala .Around 2400 employees are working in this institution . The hospital is providing
more than 500 types of treatments . A lot of amenities like WIFI, Yoga classes, Library,
Cultural activities etc. are offered by the hospital . More than 2500 patients are coming to
the institution in every year Major parts of the foreign patients are from Middle East Countries
like Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, UAE etc. At present the institution is not adopting any
promotional activities
Medical Treatments in Vaidhyaratnam Oushadhasala
General Surgery
· Ayurveda
· Cardiac Care
· Neurosurgery
· Dental Care
· Fertility Treatment
· Transplant Surgery
· Ophthalmology
· Patient received at the airport, an escort takes over.
· Transferred to a hotel or resort.
· Escort takes the patient to the hospital as per appointment with doctor and admits
into the hospital. Surgery or treatment conducted.
· Discharge and recuperative holiday at a resort.
· Post treatment checkup, transfer to airport and departure.
· Billed as a package all inclusive for the patient and accompanying person.
Many special treatments prescribed in the ancient medical classics for some of the
most distressing diseases are currently practised only in Kerala, a state in the southern part
of India. Vaidhyaratnam is currently providing more than 500 types of treatments.
The major treatments provided at the hospital are:
· SnehapanamDhara (OordhwangaDhara&SarvangaDhara),
· Pizhichil
· Navarakkizhi,
· Sirovasti,
· Pichu and
· Sirolepa.
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Besides these specialised methods, the hospital offers Panchakarma treatments like
Kashayavasthy, Snehavasthy, Nasyam, Virechanam and Raktamoksham.
Nasyam/Tharpanam- These treatments are specially effective in paralysis, rheumatism,
arthritis, spondylosis, and other psychosomatic diseases. The classical therapies are also
made use of, for devising new treatment modalities to deal with several serious ailments of
the modern man such as parkinsonism, motor neuron diseases, cancer etc.
Pizhichil- The patient is made to lie on a wooden Droni (a specially designed wooden
plank). Then pieces of linen dipped in comfortably warm medicated oil are squeezed over
the patient’s body from a specific height. When the warm oil flows and spreads over the
body, four masseurs sitting on either side give the patient a gentle massage. This is effective
in diseases connected with the Vata Dosha and its allied manifestations like spondylosis,
hemiplegia, Arhtritis, back pain, muscular dystrophy etc. This is done only on the body below
the neck and the duration can be fixed from one to one and a half hours depending upon the
strength of the patient.
Dhara- The patient is advised to lie on a special wooden droni with his neck and head
comfortably placed. Then a non-stop continuous stream of the prescribed liquid medicine is
gently poured on his forehead from a prescribed height through a specially devised apparatus
called Dhara Chatti for a period of one to one and a half hours. Dhara is occasionally
administered on whole body in special cases. Dhara is considered to be effective for several
diseases like stress related disorders, sleeplessness and many degenerated brain disorders.
Different liquid mediums are used in Dhara for different diseases. Medicated oils, milk,
tender coconut water and decoctions of herb extracts are some of the fluids used.
Navarakizhi- Medicated oil is first applied liberally over the patient’s body. Then the body
is massaged with small linen bags filled with cooked Navara rice. The rice is cooked by
boiling it in cow’s milk along with suitable. The linen bags filled with rice are dipped in the
same mixture kept boiling over a gentle flame and applied by masseurs at a comfortable
temperature over the whole body of the patient. Navarakkizhi is a special massage , which
rejuvenates the body. It is very effective in degenerative muscle diseases like poliomyelitis
muscular atrophy etc. It is more effective when done immediately after Pizhichil treatment.
The course of treatment can last for 14 or 21 days.
Sirovasti- The treatment consists of keeping the prescribed medicated oil at a bearable
temperature in a leather cap fitted around the head of the patient.The oil is filled in the cap
up to a level of one finger above the crown of the head.The duration of treatment is between
one and one and half hours. Sirovasti is an important procedure which is found to be very
effective in trigiminal neuralgia, hemicrania, optic atrophy, otalgia, deafness, facial paralysis
and in all diseases affecting cranial nerves . Generally the course of treatment is only seven
days at a stretch.
Other Faculties to Patients
The hospital is providing a lot of facilities to the patients. Besides the quality services
of qualified doctors the hospital is providing amenities like Air Conditioner, WIFI, Recreational
Activities, Library, Yoga Classes, Travel Desk, Cultural Activities.
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CONCLUSION
The medical tourism industry offers high potential for Kerala primarily because of
its inherent advantages in terms of cost and quality. However the competition is getting
heated up and the success in future will largely be determined by development and
implementation of a joint strategy by various players in the industry. Kerala is emerging as
an attractive, affordable for healthcare & but there are some challenges that the state has to
overcome to become a tourist destination with competent health care industry. Kerala is
having a lot of hospitals providing medical tourism facilities. To promote medical tourism in
Kerala Government can adopt suitable strategies after analyzing the present conditions in
the industry.
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Green Marketing: A New Imperative for Stable Development of
Companies and Improvement of Consumers Quality of Life
Anasmon. S
ABSTRACT
Although environmental issues influence all human activities, few academic disciplines
have integrated green issues into their literature. As society becomes more concerned with
the natural environment, businesses have begun to modify their behavior in an attempt to
address society’s “new” concerns. The importance of Green Marketing can well be
emphasized by stating the fact that majority of consumers in all the countries want to buy
from environmentally responsible companies. Consumers say environmental consciousness
is an important corporate priority ranking behind good value, trustworthy and cares about
customers. Green Marketing is the marketing of products that are presumed to be
environmentally safe. It consists of all activities designed to generate and facilitates any
exchange intended to satisfy human needs and wants occurs with minimal determinants
impact on the natural environment. Green Marketing should look at minimizing environmental
harm not necessarily eliminating it. Promotional activities aimed at taking advantage of the
changing consumer attitude towards a brand. This changes are increasingly being influenced
by a firms policies and practices that affect the quality of the environment and reflect the
level of its concern for the community.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of ‘green marketing’ is the business practice that considers consumers
concerns with regards to preservation and conservation of the natural environment. Green
marketing that has been previously and primarily focused on the ecological context has been
shifted to more sustainability issues in the marketing efforts and main focus now is in socioeconomic and environmental context.
According to the American marketing Association, green marketing is the marketing
of products that are presumed to be environmentally safe. Thus green marketing incorporates
a broad range of activities, including product modification, changes to the production process,
packaging changes, as well as modifying advertising.
Green Marketing refers to a comprehensive marketing orientation where in products
and services are promoted to gratify the target audience who favor products of good quality,
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durability, performance and which are available at an affordable cost, simultaneously not
having an injurious impact on the environment. It is a holistic marketing consumption concept
where in the production, marketing consumption and disposal of products and services happen
in a manner that is less detrimental to the environment with growing awareness about the
implications of global warming, non-biodegradable solid waste, harmful impact of pollutants
etc. both marketers and consumers are becoming increasingly sensitive to the need for
switch in to green products and services. While the shift to “green” may appear to be
expensive in the short term, it will definitely prove to be indispensable and advantageous,
cost-wise too, in the long run.
Objectives of the Study
1. To explore the concept of green marketing.
2. To discuss why going green is important.
3. To know why the manufacturers and marketers launch eco-friendly products.
4. To mention some of the problems with green marketing.
Methodology
The study is exploratory and analytical in nature, which is based on secondary data.
The data for the study were collected from various published source like books, journals,
research articles and websites. The main aspects of the study have been discusses in detail
with experts, researchers and other eminent personalities in this field in order to get on
insight into the subject.
Concept of Green Marketing: According to J. Polonsky, green marketing can be defined
as “All activities designed to generate and facilitate any exchange intended to satisfy human
needs or wants such that satisfying of these needs and wants occur with minimal detrimental
input on the national environment”.
The Green Consumer: The green consumers are the driving forces behind the green
marketing process. It is they who drive consumer demand, which in turn encourages
improvements in the environmental performance of many products and companies. Thus,
for a marketer it is important to identify the types of green consumers.
Green product: Green product stresses the straight and tangible benefits provided by
greener designer, such as energy efficiency or recycled content, rather than stressing the
environmental attributes them. Reducing the environmental impact of a product improves
the product’s overall performance and quality in ways that are important, not just the most
dedicated and loyal green consumer, but to all consumers.
THE FOUR Ps OF GREEN MARKETING
Every company has its own favorite marketing mix. Some have 4 Ps and some
have 7Ps of marketing mix. The 4 Ps of green marketing are that of conventional marketing
but the challenge before marketers is to use 4 Ps in an innovative manner.
Product: The ecological objectives in planning products are to reduce resource consumption
and pollution and to increase conservation of scarce resources. Efficient products not only
save water, energy and money but also reduce harmful effects on the environment.
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Price: Pricing is a critical element of the marketing mix. Most customers are prepared to
pay a premium if there is a perception of additional product value. This value may be improved
performance, function, design, visual appeal or taste. Environmental benefits are usually an
added bonus but will often be the deciding factor between products of equal value and
quality.
Place: The choice of where and when to make a product available has a significant impact
on the customers being attracted. Very few customers go out of their way to buy green
products merely for the sale of it. Marketers looking to successfully introduce new green
products should, in most cases, position them broadly in the market place so they are not just
appealing to a small green niche market.
Promotion: The promotion mix is concerned with the vehicles used the business organization
to inform and make the customers aware about the companies offerings through advertising,
public relations, word of mouth, branding, packaging etc. The major concern of companies
now a days are people, planet and profits, so they employ the strategies to promote ‘Green’
as a promotional tool through advertising, marketing materials, white papers, websites, videos
and presentations.
GOLDEN RULES OF GREEN MARKETING
Know Your Customer: If you want to sell a greener product to consumers, you first need
to make sure that the consumer is aware of and concerned about the issues that your
product attempts to address.
Educating Your Customers: Isn’t just a matter of letting people know you’re doing
whatever you’re doing to protect the environment, but also a matter of letting them know
why it matters. Otherwise, for a significant portion of your target market, it’s a case of “so
what?” and your green marketing campaign goes nowhere.
Being Genuine And Honest: Means that (a) you are actually doing what you claim to be
doing in your green marketing campaign and (b) the rest of your business policies are consistent
with whatever you are doing that’s environmentally friendly.
Reassure the Buyer: Consumers need to believe that your product performs the job it’s
supposed to do. They won’t forego product quality in the name of the environment.
Consider Your Pricing: If you’re charging a premium for your product and many
environmentally preferable products cost more due to economies of scale and use of higher
quality ingredients–make sure–those consumers can afford the premium and feel it’s worth
it.
Giving Your Customers An Opportunity To Participate: It means personalizing the
benefits of your environmentally friendly actions, normally through letting the customer take
part in positive environmental action.
Thus Leading Brands should Recognize that Consumer Expectations have Changes:
It is not enough for a company to green its products; consumers expect the product that
they purchase pocket friendly and also to help reduce the environmental impact in their own
lives too.
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Green Marketing – Reasons for Adoption by the Firms
Green marketing has been widely adopted by the firms worldwide and the following
are the possible reasons cited for this wide adoption.
(1). Opportunities
Since consumers now a day’s prefer environment friendly products and have become
health conscious, the opportunities for green marketing has increased tremendously. Firms
cash on these opportunities to have competitive edge over non-environmental friendly firms.
(2). Social Responsibility
Many companies have started realizing that they must behave in an environmentfriendly fashion. They believe both in achieving environmental-objectives as well as profit
related objectives.
(3). Government Pressure
Various regulations are framed by the government to protect consumers and the
society at large. The Indian government too has developed a framework of legislations to
reduce the production of harmful goods and by products.
(4). Competitive Pressure
Many companies take up green marketing to maintain their competitive edge. In
many cases firms observe competitors promoting their environmental behaviors and attempt
to emulate this behavior. In some instances this competitive pressure has caused an entire
industry to modify and thus reduce its detrimental environmental behavior.
(5). Cost Reduction
Reduction of harmful waste many lead to substantial cost savings. Sometimes, many
firms develop symbiotic relationship whereby the waste generated by one company is used
by another as a cost – effective raw materials.
Challenges in Green Marketing
Standardization
It is found that only 5% of the marketing messages from “Green” campaigns are
entirely true and there is a lack of standardization to authenticate these claims. A standard
quality control board needs to be in place for labeling and licensing.
New Concept
Green marketing is a growing but yet it’s a new concept for the masses of India. It
still has a long way to go. The consumer needs to be educated and made aware of the
environmental threats and growing green concern.
Patience and Perseverance
Green business is not a simple task it needs-patience and hard work. The environment
is a major long-term investment opportunity and the marketers need to look at the long-term
benefits from this new green movement.
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Avoiding Green Myopia
The term green marketing myopia refers to the marketing of the product that are
presumed to be environmentally safe. It involves two things that is improved environmental
quality and customer satisfaction but misjudging either or overemphasis the former leads to
marketing myopia. To avoid green myopia marketers must cater to the needs of the consumers
beyond the environmental requirements.
CONCLUSION
The environmental problems in India are growing rapidly. The increasing economic
development, rapid growth of population and growth of industries in India is putting a strain
on the environment, infrastructure and the countries natural resources. So it’s the right time
to implement the green marketing in India. In green marketing, consumers problems in India
are growing rapidly. The increasing economic development, rapid growth of population and
growth of industries in India is putting a strain on the environment, infrastructure and the
countries natural resources. So it’s the right time to implement the green marketing in India.
In green marketing, consumers are willing to pay more to maintain a cleaner and greener
environment. Finally, consumers, industrial buyers and suppliers need to pressurize to minimize
the negative effects on the environment Friendly. Green marketing assumes even more
importance and relevance in developing countries like India.
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Asset-Liability Management in Indian Banking Industry
Anna Celine E.J.

ABSTRACT
Asset-liability management basically refers to the process by which an institution
manages its balance sheet in order to allow for alternative interest rate and liquidity scenarios.
Banks and other financial institutions provide services which expose them to various kinds
of risks like credit risk, interest risk, and liquidity risk. Asset liability management is an
approach that provides institutions with protection that makes such risk acceptable. Assetliability management models enable institutions to measure and monitor risk, and provide
suitable strategies for their management.Asset-liability management is a first step in the
long-term strategic planning process. Therefore, it can be considered as a planning function
for an intermediate term. In a sense, the various aspects of balance sheet management deal
with planning as well as direction and control of the levels, changes and mixes of assets,
liabilities, and capital. This paper discusses issues in assetliability management and elaborates
on various categories of risk that require to be managed. It examines strategies for assetliability management from the asset side as well as the liability side, particularly in the Indian
context. It has been found in the study that ALM is a successful tool for risk management.
Keywords: Assets, Financial Risk, Interest rate risk
INTRODUCTION
Asset-Liability Management (ALM) is one of the important tools of risk management
in commercial banks of India. Indian banking industry is exposed to number of risk prevailed
in the market such as market risk, financial risk, interest rate risk etc. The net income of the
banks is very sensitive to these factors or risk. For this purpose Reserve bank of India
(RBI), regulator of Indian banking industry evolved the tool known as ALM.The commercial
banking sector plays an important role in mobilization of deposits and disbursement of credit
to various sectors of the economy. A sound and efficient banking system is a sign of financial
stability. The financial strength of individual banks, which are major participants in the financial
system, is the first line of defense against financial risks. The banking industry in India is
undergoing transformation since the beginning of liberalization. Banks in India are venturing
into non-traditional areas and generating income through diversified activities other than the
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core banking activities. There have been new banks, new instruments, new windows, new
opportunities and, along with all this, new challenges. While deregulation has opened up new
vistas for banks to augment revenues, it has entailed greater competition, reduced margins
and consequently greater risks. Mismatch of Asset and Liability in various ways may affect
banks viability. In the 1940s and the 1950s, there was an abundance of funds in banks in the
form of demand and savings deposits. Because of the low cost of deposits, banks had to
develop mechanisms by which they could make efficient use of these funds. Hence, the
focus then was mainly on asset management. But as the availability of low cost funds
started to decline, liability management became the focus of bank management
efforts.Liability management essentially refers to the practice of buying money through
cumulative deposits, federal funds and commercial paper in order to fund profitable loan
opportunities. But with an increase in volatility in interest rates and with a severe recession
damaging several economies, banks started to concentrate more on the management of
both sides of the balance sheet.
Purpose of the Study
Initially pioneered by financial institutions during the 1970s as interest rates became
increasingly volatile, asset and liability management (often abbreviated ALM) is the practice
of managing risks that arise due to mismatches between the assets and liabilities.The process
is at the crossroads between risk management and strategic planning. It is not just about
offering solutions to mitigate or hedge the risks arising from the interaction of assets and
liabilities but is focused on a long-term perspective: success in the process of maximizing
assets to meet complex liabilities may increase profitability.The exact roles and perimeter
around ALM can vary significantly from one bank or other financial institutions to another
depending on the business model adopted and can encompass a broad area of risks. With
the recent global turmoil, slowdown in the growth of our economy and rising off balance
sheet exposure of the banks, it is very important to explore the interrelation between two
sides of the balance sheet, asset account and liability account.
Review of Literature
Charumathi (2008) in her study on interest rate risk management concluded that
balance sheet risks include interest rate and liquidity risks. Vaidya and Shahi (2001) studies
assetliability management in Indian banks. They suggested in particular that interest rate
risk and liquidity risk are two key inputs in business planning process of banks. Rajan and
Nallari (2004) used canonical analysis to examine asset-liability management in Indian banks
in the period 1992-2004. According to this study, SBI and associates had the beat assetliability management in the period 1992-2004. They also found that, other than foreign banks,
all other banks could be said to be liability-managed. Private sector banks were found to be
aggressive in profit generation, while nationalized banks were found to be excessively
concerned about liquidity. Dash and Pathak (2011) proposed a linear model for asset-liability
assessment. They found that public sector banks have best assetliability management
positions, maintaining profitability, satisfying the liquidity constraints, and reducing interest
rate risk exposure. The present study analyses the impact of RBI guidelines on effective
management of ALM in banks.
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The Basel II norms (2004) focused on international standard for the amount of
capital to be maintained by banks as a safeguard against various risks they come across in
the banking business. Basel II proposed setting up rigorous risk and capital management
requirements designed to ensure that a bank holds capital reserves appropriate to the risk
the bank exposes itself to through its leading and investment practices. It infers that the
greater risk to which the bank is exposed, the greater the amount of capital the bank needs
to hold to ensure solvency and stability.
Ranjan and Nallari (2004) found that SBI and associates had the best asset-liability
management in the period 1992-2004. They also found that, other than foreign banks, all
other banks could be said to be liability-managed. Private sector banks were mostly focused
on profit generation, while nationalized banks followed a conservative approach about
maintaining high liquidity. The Basel committee for banking supervision provides important
guidelines for measuring interest rate risk sensitivity.
Haslem et al (1999) used canonical analysis and the interpretive framework of
asset/liability management in order to identify and interpret the foreign and domestic balance
sheet strategies of large U.S. banks in the context of the “crisis in lending to LDCs.” In their
study it was revealed that the least profitable very large banks have the largest proportion of
foreign loans, but they focus on asset/liability matching strategies.
Gardner and Mills (1991) discussed the principles of asset-liability management as
a part of banks’ strategic planning and as a response to the changing environment in prudential
supervision, e-commerce and new taxation treaties.
Objectives of the Study
The objective of the study is:
• To describe the concept and application of ALM technique.
• To understand the key policy decision regarding the strategic Asset Liability
Management
Research Methodology
The research article is descriptive in nature. The data had been collected from the
secondary sources such as RBI guidelines, articles, journals, reports etc.
Concept of ALM
ALM is a comprehensive and dynamic framework for measuring, monitoring and
managing the market risk of a bank. It is the management of structure of balance sheet
(liabilities and assets) in such a way that the net earnings from interest is maximized within
the overall risk-preference (present and future) of the institutions. The ALM functions
extend to liquidly risk management, management of market risk, trading risk management,
funding and capital planning and profit planning and growth projection.
The concept of ALM is of recent origin in India. It has been introduced in Indian
Banking industry with effect from 1st April, 1999. ALM is concerned with risk management
and provides a comprehensive and dynamic framework for measuring, monitoring and
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managing liquidity, interest rate, foreign exchange and equity and commodity price risks of a
bank that needs to be closely integrated with the banks’ business strategy. Banks and other
financial institutions provide services which expose them to various kinds of risks like credit
risk, interest risk, and liquidity risk. Asset liability management is an approach that provides
institutions with protection that makes such risk acceptable. Asset-liability management
models enable institutions to measure and monitor risk, and provide suitable strategies for
their management. Asset-liability management basically refers to the process by which an
institution manages its balance sheet in order to allow for alternative interest rate and liquidity
scenarios.Asset-liability management is a first step in the long-term strategic planning process.
Therefore, it can be considered as a planning function for an intermediate term. In a sense,
the various aspects of balance sheet management deal with planning as well as direction
and control of the levels, changes and mixes of assets, liabilities, and capital.
Categories of Risk Associated with ALM
Risk in a way can be defined as the chance or the probability of loss or damage. In
the case of banks, these include credit risk, capital risk, market risk, interest rate risk, and
liquidity risk. These categories of financial risk require focus, since financial institutions like
banks do have complexities and rapid changes in their operating environments.
Credit Risk: The risk of counter party failure in meeting the payment obligation on the
specific date is known as credit risk. Credit risk management is an important challenge for
financial institutions and failure on this front may lead to failure of banks. The recent failure
of many Japanese banks and failure of savings and loan associations in the 1980s in the
USA are important examples, which provide lessons for others. It may be noted that the
willingness to pay, which is measured by the character of the counter party, and the ability to
pay need not necessarily go together. The other important issue is contract enforcement in
countries like India. Legal reforms are very critical in order to have timely contract
enforcement. Delays and loopholes in the legal system significantly affect the ability of the
lender to enforce the contract.
Capital Risk: One of the sound aspects of the banking practice is the maintenance of
adequate capital on a continuous basis. There are attempts to bring in global norms in this
field in order to bring in commonality and standardization in international practices. Capital
adequacy also focuses on the weighted average risk of lending and to that extent, banks are
in a position to realign their portfolios between more risky and less risky assets.
Market Risk: Market risk is related to the financial condition, which results from adverse
movement in market prices. This will be more pronounced when financial information has to
be provided on a marked-to-market basis since significant fluctuations in asset holdings
could adversely affect the balance sheet of banks. In the Indian context, the problem is
accentuated because many financial institutions acquire bonds and hold it till maturity. When
there is a significant increase in the term structure of interest rates, or violent fluctuations in
the rate structure, one finds substantial erosion of the value of the securities held.
Interest Rate Risk: Interest risk is the change in prices of bonds that could occur as a
result of change: n interest rates. It also considers change in impact on interest income due
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to changes in the rate of interest. In other words, price as well as reinvestment risks require
focus. In so far as the terms for which interest rates were fixed on deposits differed from
those for which they fixed on assets, banks incurred interest rate risk i.e., they stood to
make gains or losses with every change in the level of interest rates.
Liquidity Risk: Affects many Indian institutions. It is the potential inability to generate
adequate cash to cope with a decline in deposits or increase in assets. To a large extent, it is
an outcome of the mismatch in the maturity patterns of assets and liabilities.
Risk Measurement Techniques
There are various techniques for measuring exposure of banks to interest rate risks:
GAP Analysis Model
Measures the direction and extent of asset-liability mismatch through either funding or maturity
gap. It is computed for assets and liabilities of differing maturities and is calculated for a set
time horizon. This model looks at the re-pricing gap that exists between the interest revenue
earned 9n the bank’s assets and the interest paid on its liabilities over a particular period of
time (Saunders, 1997). It highlights the net interest income exposure of the bank, to changes
in interest rates in different maturity buckets. Re-pricing gaps are calculated for assets and
liabilities of differing maturities. A positive gap indicates that assets get re-priced before
liabilities, whereas, a negative gap indicates that liabilities get re-priced before assets. The
bank looks at the rate sensitivity (the time the bank manager will have to wait in order to
change the posted rates on any asset or liability) of each asset and liability on the balance
sheet.
Duration Model
Duration is an important measure of the interest rate sensitivity of assets and liabilities
as it takes into account the time of arrival of cash flows and the maturity of assets and
liabilities. It is the weighted average time to maturity of all the preset values of cash flows.
Duration basic -ally refers to the average life of the asset or the liability.
Value at Risk
Refers to the maximum expected loss that a bank can suffer over a target horizon,
given a certain confidence interval. It enables the calculation of market risk of a portfolio for
which no historical data exists. It enables one to calculate the net worth of the organization
at any particular point of time so that it is possible to focus on long-term risk implications of
decisions that have already been taken or that are going to be taken. It is used extensively
for measuring the market risk of a portfolio of assets and/or liabilities.
Simulation
Simulation models help to introduce a dynamic element in the analysis of interest
rate risk. Gap analysis and duration analysis as stand-alone too15 for asset-liability
management suffer from their inability to move beyond the static analysis of current interest
rate risk exposures. Basically simulation models utilize computer power to provide what if
scenarios
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ALM: Strategies for Correcting Mismatch
The strategies that can be employed for correcting the mismatch can be either
liability or asset driven. Asset driven strategies for correcting the mismatch focus on shortening
the duration of the asset portfolio. The commonly employed asset based financing strategy
is securitization. Typically the long-term asset portfolios like the lease and hire purchase
portfolios are securitized; and the resulting proceeds are either redeployed in short term
assets or utilized for repaying short-term liabilities. Liability driven strategies basically focus
on lengthening the maturity profiles of liabilities. Such strategies can include for instance
issue of external equity in the form of additional equity shares or compulsorily convertible
preference shares (which can also help in augmenting the Tier I capital of finance companies),
issue of redeemable preference shares, subordinated debt instruments, debentures and
accessing long term debt like bank borrowings and term loans. Strategies to be employed
for correcting a mismatch in the form of D (A) < D (L) (which will be necessary if interest
rates are expected to decline) will be the reverse of the strategies discussed above.
Asset driven strategies focus on lengthening the maturity profile of assets by the
deployment of available lendable resources in long-term assets such as lease and hire
purchase. Liability driven strategies focus on shortening the maturity profile of liabilities,
which can include, liquidating bank borrowings which are primarily in the form of cash
credit (and hence amenable for immediate liquidation), using the prepayment options (if any
embedded in the term loans); and the call options, if any embedded in bonds issued by the
company; and raising shortterm borrowings (e.g.: fixed deposits with a tenor of one year) to
repay long-term borrowings).
Emerging Issues in the Indian Context
With the onset of liberalization, Indian banks are now more exposed to uncertainty
and to global competition. This makes it imperative to have proper asset-liability management
systems in place. The following points bring out the reasons as to why asset-liability
management is necessary in the Indian context: In the context of a bank, asset-liability
management refers to the process of managing the net interest margin (NIM) within a given
level of risk. NIM = Net Interest Income/Average Earning Assets = NII/AEA. Since NII
equals interest income minus interest expenses, NIM can be viewed as the spread on earning
assets and uses the term spread management. As the basic objective of banks is to maximize
income while reducing their exposure to risk, efficient management of net interest margin
becomes essential. Several banks have inadequate and inefficient management systems
that have to be altered so as to ensure that the banks are sufficiently liquid. Indian banks are
now more exposed to the vagaries of the international markets, than ever before because of
the removal of restrictions, especially with respect to FOREX transactions. Asset-liability
management becomes essential as it enables the bank to maintain its exposure to foreign
currency fluctuations given the level of risk it can handle. . An increasing proportion of
investments by banks is being recorded on a marked-to-market basis and as such large
portion of the investment portfolio is exposed to market risks. Countering the adverse impact
of these changes is possible only through efficient asset-liability management techniques. .
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As the focus on net interest margin has increased over the years, there is an increasing
possibility that the risk arising out of exposure to interest rate volatility will be built into the
capital adequacy norms specified by the regulatory authorities. This, in turn will require
efficient asset-liability management practices.
Asset Liability Management and Information Technology
Many of the new private sector banks and some of the non-banking financial
companies have gone in for complete computerization of their branch network and have
also integrated their treasury, FOREX, and lending segments. The information technology
initiatives of these institutions provide significant advantage to them in asset-liability
management since it facilitates faster flow of information, which is accurate and reliable. It
also helps in terms of quicker decision-making from the central office since branches are
networked and accounts are considered as belonging to the bank rather than a branch. The
electronic fund transfer system as well as Demat holding of securities also significantly
alters mechanisms of implementing asset-liability management because trading, transaction,
and holding costs get reduced. Simulation models are relatively easier to consider in the
context of networking and also computing powers. The open architecture, which is evolving
in the financial system, facilitates cross-bank initiatives in asset-liability management to
reduce aggregate unit cost. This would prove as a reliable risk reduction mechanism.
In other words, the boundaries of asset-liability management architecture itself is
changing because of substantial changes brought about by information technology, and to
that extent the operations managers are provided with multiple possibilities which were not
earlier available in the context of large numbers of branch networks and associated problems
of information collection, storage, and retrieval. In the Indian context, asset-liability
management refers to the management of deposits, credit, investments, borrowing, FOREX
reserves and capital, keeping in mind the capital adequacy norms laid down by the regulatory
authorities. Information technology can facilitate decisions on the following issues:
• Estimating the main sources of funds like core deposits, certificates of deposits, and
call borrowings.
• Reducing the gap between rate sensitive assets and rate sensitive liabilities, given a
certain level of risk.
• Reducing the maturity mismatch so as to avoid liquidity problems.
• Managing funds with respect to crucial factors like size and duration.
CONCLUSION
It is important to note that the conglomerate approach to financial institutions, which
is increasingly becoming popular in the developed markets, could also get replicated in Indian
situations. This implies that the distinction between commercial banks and term lending
institutions could become blurred. It is also possible that the same institution involves itself in
short-term and long-term lending-borrowing activities, as well as other activities like mutual
funds, insurance and pension funds. In such a situation, the strategy for asset-liability
management becomes more challenging because one has to adopt a modular approach in
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terms of meeting asset liability management requirements of different divisions and product
lines. But it also provides opportunities for diversification across activities that could facilitate
risk management on an enhanced footing. Hence, it maybe appropriate to think in terms of
reorienting our institutional structures (removing the distinctions between commercial banks,
non-banking financial companies, and term lending institutions to start with) and having a
conglomerate regulatory framework for monitoring capital adequacy, liquidity,solvency,
marketability, etc. This will go a long way in ironing out the mismatches between the assets
and the liabilities, rather than narrowly focused asset-liability management techniques for
individual banks.
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Nostalgia Marketing : A Painful Yearning to Return Home
Devika R
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the nostalgia in marketing. Nostalgia as a way to communicate
with consumers has already been more and more favourable in the marketing field. Previous
studies have shown that nostalgia has achieved good results in the field of marketing. This
article will present the concepts and mechanism of nostalgic marketing, the target group and
strategies of nostalgic marketing. Finally we summarized the myth in nostalgic marketing
practice, so as to provide feasible suggestions for the successful implementation of nostalgia
marketing in the future.
Keywords: Nostalgic Marketing, Mechanism, Target Group, Marketing Strategy
INTRODUCTION
With the speeding pace of modern life, recalling the past is also a kind of luxury.
Someone go straight ahead, someone stopped to look backward, also some people indulge in
the past sadness and joy. Stopping to look back occasionally, complex emotions will fill a
trial—this is nostalgia. Nostalgia is a hot topic in today’s society, and also widely exists as an
emotional experience. Today nostalgia is playing an important role in marketing. Through
nostalgia, we can effectively communicate with consumers, in this way we can achieve the
purpose of marketing. In fact in the marketing practice at home and abroad, more and more
companies use nostalgic psychology of consumers as a marketing strategy. Through market
segmentation and nostalgic strategy implementation, we can make nostalgic marketing as
medium to express and promote nostalgia culture, and to make our marketing more successful.
The influence nostalgia marketing involves both spiritual culture and other fields, nostalgic
goods. For example, T-shirts and nostalgic snacks are popular in youth; nostalgic tourism is
in unprecedented prosperity; nostalgic movie, animation, and games are all of important
value in the field of marketing. With the deepening of the research on consumer behaviour,
nostalgia emotions influences on consumer behaviour are gradually be taken seriously.
The Overview of Nostalgic Marketing
Overview of Nostalgia
Nostalgia is a kind of complex emotional state longing for the past. In the west,
nostalgia is a compound word is derived from the combination of Greek words nostos (back
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home) and algos (pain), the literal meaning of the word is the pain caused by taking flight
home. Researches on nostalgia began in western countries. The concept of nostalgia was
first put forward by a Swiss army doctor. Later along with the continuously go deep into
people’s understanding of nostalgia, nostalgia connotation from a kind of disease symptoms
slowly evolved into a state of mood, then become a concept which can be widely used in the
research field and also extend from medicine to psychology, sociology, marketing and consumer
behaviour. Now, scholars generally believe that consumers nostalgia is a kind of love toward
things, these things are common when they were young. They think that nostalgia is not only
a sad, bittersweet reaction, but also includes the love of the past things, and people can
produce nostalgia even they have not experienced the era.
Consumer Nostalgia and Nostalgic Marketing
Consumer Nostalgia is a concept corresponds with Nostalgia Marketing. Holbrook
thought that consumer nostalgia is a passion for people, places and things form the past. And
these things were common (popular, trendy or spreading) in people when they were young
(early adulthood, adolescence, childhood or even before birth). Former scholars studied the
conceptual structure of consumer nostalgia, now more recognized nostalgia include:
1. Personal Nostalgia (direct individual experience) : refers to the nostalgia based on
direct experience and personal memories. Personal nostalgia is what Davis (1979)
calls “true nostalgia” and what Baker & Kennedy (1994) call “real nostalgia” and it
has been the subject of most psychological and sociological analysis.
2. Interpersonal Nostalgia (indirect individual experience) : It refers to nostalgic
experience based on direct experience and the memories of other individuals, for
example, intergenerational nostalgia may be communicated from parents or
grandparents.
3. Cultural Nostalgia (direct collective experience) : It involves direct experience that
is common across members of the group, for instance, presence of reminiscences
of Woodstock or similarities across families in celebrations of thanks giving and
Christmas.
4. Virtual Nostalgia (indirect collective experience) : Is based upon fantasy and indirect
experience and may originate from books, video materials, or conversations with
experts and scholars (who themselves have no direct experience with the object of
the nostalgia).
In general, individual and collective nostalgia can inspire consumers a richer emotional
experience. We usually measure consumers’ nostalgia with scale. Holbrook’s nostalgia scale
which is prepared in 1993 now is widely used as a concurrency measurement scale , the
scale constituted by eight effective factors with a good reliability coefficient is very large (á
= 0.81) . In addition, Mckechnie’s Antiquities Hobby Scale and Taylor’s Experience Scale
are also used to measure the tendency of consumer nostalgia; Pascal’s Nostalgia Scale of
10 items measures consumer attitudes toward advertising and brand, and also measure
purchase possibilities of the customers. In China, Lu measured consumer nostalgia in context,
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get extraction 14 items from foreign nostalgic attitude scale, including personal nostalgia,
personal and social nostalgia, and family nostalgia (á = 0.884). On this basis, He developed
a consumer nostalgia scale based on the background of Chinese consumers with thematic
method, comparative analysis with the West nostalgic Scale validity showed that Chinese
consumers’ nostalgic scale has good validity and reliability . Corresponds with the consumer
nostalgia, nostalgia marketing is a marketing tactic refers to companies give consumers a
certain nostalgic element in marketing activities to stimulate and activate consumers’ nostalgia,
evoke memories deep inside the consumer, and eventually promote consumers’ buying
behaviour. First, there must be a nostalgic reminiscence of marketing elements to stimulate
consumers, resonating with consumers, and then to have the desire and motivation to buy
certain product or service . From the nature of sense, marketing is more of a nostalgic
emotion. It sells more than just the product itself, but also of goods carried by emotions.
Marketing researches about a lot of nostalgia marketing, its position in the business world
has become increasingly prominent.
The Mechanism of Nostalgia Marketing
Holbrook think consumers mixed feelings of nostalgia, and nostalgia is the prevalence
of young people on their own favourite things. Mining or create nostalgia factor in the
product is the key to successful nostalgia marketing. Nostalgia marketing is not simply add
a nostalgia factor to the product, but to use this factor to combine business and products, to
mine products brand potential nostalgic elements, and endow the product brand with the
significance of the scene or characters, in this way we can stimulate consumers’ nostalgic
feelings, and to promote and sell more on this basis, and finally achieve good sales results .
So it is how a sense of nostalgia be evoked? How is nostalgia marketing work? To answer
these questions, some scholars carried out for many studies in-depth . According to the
model of consumer behaviour, consumer behaviour can be divided into three reaction process,
they are emotional reaction, cognitive reaction and behavioural reaction. Corresponding to
the field of nostalgia marketing, consumer behaviour is consist of nostalgic emotional reactions,
nostalgic cognitive responses and nostalgic behavioural responses three stages:
Stage I: Nostalgic Emotional Reaction
At this stage people awaken their inner memory through contact direct or indirect
with merchandise and to contact themselves and the merchandise occurs by attitudes and
emotions. Research shows that feelings can be evoked by diversity nostalgia factors, including
people, events, etc. These factors can be both physical stimulation and invisible stimuli.
Stage II: Nostalgic Cognitive Reaction
Dominated in nostalgia, people being affected by physiological and psychological
mechanisms which produce positive or negative attitude toward goods, and we generally
call it nostalgic cognitive responses. Typically, when people think the situation in the past to
have a more positive perception than it is now, people tend to feel positive nostalgia, whereas
a negative perception of nostalgia will occur. Nostalgia product preferences are usually
active in positive nostalgia, the affirmation and love of the past can inspire people’s preferences
of products, and then to meet their emotional needs through the consumption of nostalgia
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product. It is a stable foundation of the successful implementation of nostalgia marketing.
Stage III: Nostalgic Behavioural Reaction:
At this stage people start to take nostalgic emotion and cognition into action. The
attitude of people towards the past (cognitive variables) will linked with behaviour of buying
nostalgia product. Research shows that the more people love the things in the past, the more
possible they will buy the product . With the passing of time, people buy products to keep
contact with the past, and maintain self-continuity, which is the direct cause of nostalgia
consumption. In summary, nostalgia marketing first inspired nostalgia emotion, then nostalgia
emotion transformed into nostalgia cognition, and eventually nostalgia behaviour is formed.
People buy more nostalgia product to fulfil the role of nostalgia marketing.
Target Group of Nostalgia Marketing
Nostalgic marketing is to share a common experience of person who have the
common memories to be resonating with consumers, but the experience may be differ from
times and regional characteristics. Each generation has its unique symbols on the nostalgic
memories, and different people have different needs to fulfil. In response to these
characteristics and needs, the target group of nostalgia marketing can be divided into the
following categories:
Experienced old people
In general, people of older mental age tend to be more nostalgia. Especially in the
retirement phase of the elderly, there is no learning, career and family problems, they were
in a relatively stable stage, there is more time to think and remember the past. At the same
time, the accumulation of the vicissitudes of life in the elderly, there are deep feelings of life,
their way of thinking and doing things have been fixed for the previous form, when they
could not understand or adapt some of the phenomena of modern society, they will be in
their own memories and have their own way to solve the problem, and they also bringing
back memories of people and things with their contemporaries. So they like to use some of
the old things they ever used when they were young, such as friendship cream, traditional
shopping bags. More than that, advertising can also use the old streets, old folks and other
scenes evoke memories of the elderly on the previous experience, in order to achieve nostalgic
marketing purposes.
Group of Special Experience
People have special experience or background, may have a convergence in some
respects. Experienced the founding of New China spent his whole life in the old revolutionary
response to Chairman Mao’s call of going to the countryside, those who with special experience
or background in groups can cause them to recall the past, things that resonate. There will
be a common sense of identity, a sense of intimacy preference. Special experience and
background gave them nostalgic capital. Veterans bars and youth shops emerged everywhere
in our country, lifetime nostalgia in those places. Camouflage clothing, kettle and military
package may act as media of nostalgia. Nostalgia consumption is occurred unknowingly
when talking with old friends.
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Groups Away from Previous Environment
Because of this population’s living environment change or they are departure from
the prone discomfort, they like to keep the original preferences with strong nostalgia. Such
as overseas students, businessmen and overseas Chinese, away from their homes make
them more conscious of nation, they miss motherland, family and friends, and everything
belong to the original life, nostalgic elements can easily touch their psychological and trigger
nostalgic consumption. And those who are impoverished now but originally from scratch,
poverty groups, despite a prosperous life, living environment has changed much, they still
keep the original in some aspects of life, such as consumer habits et al. Businesses may
take advantage of these features to seize consumers, stimulate nostalgia and produce a
multiplier effect in marketing.
Young People
These people face to rapid social changes, the enormous psychological pressure
always make them feel confused and uneasy; on the other hand they were born in an
individual, free and open society, confident and novelty is their nature. Two sides of modern
society shape their dual nature nostalgia, nostalgia in their hearts to bring stability and a
sense of belonging, but also become fashionable and popular elements. Miss the look of ink
handwriting with a letter of communication, miss postcard postmark behind the card with
holiday greetings, and miss the feeling to look towards the light image. Regardless of basic
necessities, nostalgia pervasive force in the interpretation of the young, which is also provide
a big stage for the prevalence of nostalgic marketing.
Strategy of Nostalgia Marketing
Nostalgia marketing focuses on trigger consumers’ nostalgia awareness and produce
nostalgia to inspire subsequent nostalgia behaviour. To achieve this path, businesses must
first select the appropriate stimuli to evoke feelings of nostalgia, namely take appropriate
marketing strategy to achieve marketing effectiveness and purpose. It is generally believed
that nostalgic marketing strategies consist of character nostalgia, event nostalgia and collective
nostalgia.
(i). Character Nostalgia:
Family member and friends can evoke the warmth of memories. Nostalgia character
is major stimulus of consumers, so companies can take advantage of the nostalgic element
in the design of the product. The game we play in our childhood may as a reminiscent of
childhood friend with joy; Li Lei and Han Meimei is too reminiscent of those in English
class; “Those Years”, “To the Youth” and other films reminiscent of love sweet time when
we were young; The song “Where Did the Time Go” reminiscent of a child to live together
with their parents, such as the good old days. In commercial areas, the March cold medicine
advertising intimate care utilization as a friend to a friend with the background song of
Zhou’s. In this way, we can resonate with consumer, create intimate feeling of nostalgia;
some farm paradise restaurant launched unique dishes of mother’s taste to stimulate the
taste buds of consumers, in order to achieve a nostalgic marketing purposes.
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(ii). Event Nostalgia
Everyone’s life has some memorable memories of the special day or time, such as
weddings, festivals or school life. When people live unhappy, they will miss former life;
when people are in a foreign land, they will evoked by special memories at a particular time,
that’s what “Every Festival Pro” means. Therefore, the proper use of festivals and events
specific to the design element of nostalgia can often get good publicity. For example online
trading platforms are all doing well in nostalgic marketing. They often choose certain topics
such joy to do promote their product. They are giving consumers concessions, at the same
time own brand happy philosophy passed everyone, while greatly improving the sales.
(iii). Collective Nostalgia
Collective nostalgia refers to a group of shared same memory, in its capacity as an
entry point for marketing, promotional activities undertaken nostalgia can play a good role in
marketing. In some time the popular things are quiet, after a very long period of time, they
may well be popular again, which is a popular emotional and full of memories. For example,
Viking, Transformers, Black Sergeant, Li Lei and Han Meimei and other classic characters,
can cause joint tenderness memories of young people. Though the use of collective nostalgia,
you can find and evoke memories of this group together and resonate effect. In order to
increase product sales, business can carry out marketing nostalgic design elements. Wedding
planning with bike carriage for transportation, dress the bride and groom with the Red
Guards, marry the bride with a chair, etc. will all receive unexpected results . All in all,
nostalgic strategies can be varied. If businessmen use nostalgia strategy properly, the benefits
may be substantial. Nostalgia Marketing can also establish a firm foundation of loyal customer
group.
Approach of Nostalgia Marketing
Nostalgia marketing strategy focuses on guiding businesses to select the appropriate
combination of nostalgia stimulus and commodities, and nostalgic marketing approach is
focusing on how to combine this product in front of consumers. Summaries the previous
research and have an overview of business practices, there are two main ways in current
nostalgia marketing. They are:
(i). Nostalgic Packaging
Nostalgic packaging refers to designers taking advantage of people’s memory of
the past. It is consciously create a “sense of history” or “original sense” on the product
packaging. These packaging always use natural materials, and the decoration is rough simply,
to present a unique historical flavour. Sixties and seventies of the last century, people were
used to brown paper bag book, and then simply printed with black ink on the title, giving a
solemn earthy feel. Some businesses are now packed notebook with craft paper. You may
feel its vicissitudes, in this way to evoke memories of a distant era. This package has been
widespread among consumers, sales have increased significantly. Luzhou closure altar purple
vintage bottles using quaint, traditional oval bottle, the bottle at the ancient carved, giving a
heavy sense of history, marking its year-old Chen possession, mellow and unique. For the
purpose of stimulating consumers to buy the product, nostalgic packaging design companies
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may grab the consumer with the elements of a common memory, the memory of this show
tangible symbol in front of consumers through packaging, in order to achieve its aim to
stimulate purchases.
(ii). Nostalgic Advertising
The famous American advertiser Robin Chomsky said: “I firmly believe that in
order to form a first-class advertising we must inject passion in advertising, so consumers
would not forget later.” Previous studies of nostalgia show that ads triggered consumers’
goodwill to advertisement and brand, and also help to improve consumers’ willingness to
buy. Nostalgic type of advertising appeals to emotion, focusing on the emotional connection
with the companies, products, services, and add nostalgia factor in the design of advertising
may attract consumers’ specific attention, arouse their nostalgia, stimulate their desire to
buy. In practice, companies can tap a typical characteristic of the era to evoke the traditional
habits of consumers’ dusty collective memory, resulting in beautiful and warm feelings,
resulting nostalgia buying behaviour. Southern black sesame paste ad is classic nostalgic
advertising as the little boy buried eat sesame paste scenes, with profound implication of the
advertising slogan “A Surge of Flavour, A Ray of Warmth” and Flirting narrow alley make
sesame paste the Kami attractive vividly demonstrated in front of consumers. This is not
only a successful ad that makes Southern black sesame paste known by everyone, but also
for enterprises to bring excellent sales performance.
Summary
Nostalgia nostalgic consumption has made waves, and rising with the increasing
signs. Major companies and businesses have adopted a nostalgic marketing approach in
order to achieve the purpose of increasing sales. But now many of nostalgia marketing case
in some of these are failed attempts; some errors have been reflected in the individual
companies and businesses’ nostalgia marketing.
· All merchandise can do nostalgia marketing. Nostalgic goods, is an emotion goods.
Consumers buy goods in feeling of nostalgic, so nostalgic marketing of goods and
products must be able to remember things in the consumer docking. This is the only
way to stimulate consumers to buy the product. Consumers buy those commodity is
actually for his past life experiences and self-consolation prize, therefore not all goods
are fit to do nostalgia marketing. Actually marketing of goods should have a choice of
nostalgia.
· Goods which are no longer useful now cannot succeed in nostalgia marketing. “Old”
means relative; for consumers, “old” is often “new”; this is right nostalgic charm here.
Even people recognizing past earth room and tile are uninhabitable on rational, the past
coins are no longer in circulation, comic past was black and white, the past snack is no
longer a delicious, but people still feel very cordial and fresh, so even now some
commodities seems moot, rendered nostalgic elements can still get a good marketing.
· Nostalgic marketing can only target in consumers who experienced nostalgia.
Consumers’ nostalgia is divided into four types, namely, personal nostalgia, collective
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nostalgia, nostalgia and virtual cultural nostalgia. Collective nostalgia and virtual cultural
nostalgia which are due to non-virtual direct experience and experience generated.
The current popular “People’s Communes Big Canteen”, also attracted the younger
generation to patronize. For young people, although they have not experienced that
kind of time, through book, film or television works they see and hear things during that
period; in order to pursue a freshness, and even fashion, although not personally
experienced, they still will be a choice of their trendy consumption.
· Nostalgia can just focus on “old” without innovation. Consumers have nostalgia does
not mean that companies need not to consider the actual needs of consumers. In fact,
only in the form of the old and inject into the new meaning and emotion, and then
assisted in upgrading the product, can nostalgia marketing be completely accepted by
consumers. Xi’an appliance market launched nostalgic appliances in 2011, refrigerators
with old photographs of colours, interior features and design is quite modern and
innovative. These nostalgic products have won a lot of pro-consumer gaze. Looking at
our nostalgia market, many companies can seize selling point, but the inherent quality
of products and support services is not much better. Many companies simple use of
nostalgia element, but not inject fresh elements to fulfil consumers’ modern demands;
therefore marketing effectiveness cannot be forever. Today’s nostalgia products must
reflect modern nostalgia, so nostalgic modern consumer consumption and natural fit,
and “new” and “old” complement each other, in order to obtain a good income.
· Nostalgia is only affected by internal factors; therefore nostalgia can only cater to
nostalgia marketing needs of consumers. The formation of this misunderstanding is
unclear of the mechanism of nostalgic marketing. To make nostalgia marketing
successful, the first step is to evoke nostalgic feelings of consumers, thus producing
nostalgia cognitive, and then nostalgic transformed to consumer behaviour. Therefore,
marketing is not just nostalgia passive meet; the psychological needs of consumers,
businesses and businesses can also seek the perfect combination of goods and nostalgia
factor, to “take the initiative”. Here we can see a successful example of Coca-Cola.
Compared to other countries, consumers in China are more consistent with memories,
and thus cooperates are more likely to resonate with consumers branded content.
Coca-Cola China on the occasion of 35th anniversary return to Chinese mainland,
raised the topic of nostalgia on multiple platforms and launched a series of topics of
interactive communication. The interactive discussion of “taste of memories” on the
micro blogging platform, the micro-channel platform to tap the brand’s own history
story, then watercress station called fans’ memories produce UGC, Coca- Cola China
succeeded in the formation of social networks between brands and consumers emotional
loop.
In short, nostalgia marketing as a new marketing tool, used properly can not only
bring considerable income to the business, but also could establish and maintain a stable of
loyal customer base which can make an important contribution to the enterprise or business.
Due to the above-mentioned errors nostalgic marketing makes some businesses fail achieving
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the desired results; therefore, in order to make the size of nostalgia marketing lasting and
gradually expanded, we must return to the nostalgic product itself. This requires companies
and businesses develop nostalgic marketing strategies, select proper nostalgic mode, and
focus on the analysis of their products and optimizing the product and nostalgic points. Only
in this way can we avoid these nostalgic marketing mistakes, and let nostalgia strategies
play an important role in the marketing field.
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The Effect of Automated Teller Machine (ATM) Use on
Customer Satisfaction in Banking
Jebin K. Davis

ABSTRACT
This research study was carried out to obtain the impact of the use of Automated
Teller Machine (ATM) system of banking on customer satisfaction. Research on the use of
ATM system of banking customer satisfaction remains unrepresented and is a growing area
of interest. It further offered a controversial topic that ATM holders could engage in to
further make sense of the different negative and positive effects of ATM use that exist, and
how these directly influenced responses to gendered phenomena. It was therefore elicited
significant constructions of results and hence was used as a vehicle to further add insight
into the constructed nature of awareness about the customer services offered by ATM
points to account holders, effectiveness of ATM service on account holders and the
relationships between ATM services and customer satisfaction. This study thus shed light
on the awareness of the ATM services to nature evident results in customer satisfaction in
society and as a view point for banking industry by showing how quality services offered by
ATM service points are essential and its relationship to customer satisfaction.
Keywords: ATM, Customer satisfaction, Modern Banking
INTRODUCTION
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) refers to a machine that acts as a bank teller by
receiving and issuing money to and from the ATM account holders/ users. The evolution of
ATM was not in isolation, rather as a result of the general global wave in the technological
revolution. This came due to the need to respond to the challenge of the multiple bulk of
daily complex information that arises from among others; increase in competition, increased
customer demand for both service provision as well as efficiency, expansion due to the
increase in demand for services etc.
The introduction and use of ATM system of banking therefore brought in efficiency
in the banking industry majorly in terms of speed, data processing and storage. Thus it saw
a huge improvement in the long queuing in most banking halls. Despite of all the merits of
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the ATMs, customers still complaint of shortcomings on the use of the system like; break
downs of ATMs, long queues at ATM service points, retention of customer’s cards. Thus
the researchers intends to find out why still these cries.
Background to the study and Statement of the Problem
The history of banking is that till the industrial error, banking services were rendered
on manual basis characterized by; ledger keepers at back office, cashiers providing front
desk service, ledger cards, cash registers among others. This is not only tedious, but also
strenuous and slow besides providing inaccurate and unreliable information on a regular
basis because of the human error. The introduction and use of ATM system of banking has
received different perceptions. One of the views is that, it may not have really created
customer satisfaction for bank clients, and the other is that, it may have. Despite of all the
merits of the ATMs, customers still complaint of shortfalls on the use of the system such as;
break downs of ATMs, long queues at ATM service points, retention of customers cards,
limited knowledge on the use of ATM cards, fraudulent transactions and its operation in just
a few languages.
Purpose of the Study: The purpose of the study was to obtain the impact of the use of
ATM system of banking on customer satisfaction.
Specific Objectives of the study were:
i. To find out customer services offered by ATM points to account holders
ii. To establish the effectiveness of ATM service on account holders.
iii. To establish relationships between ATM services and customer satisfaction
Research Questions
i. What are the services offered by ATM?
ii. How effective are the services provided by ATM to account holders?
iii. What are the relationships between ATM services and customer satisfaction?
Literature Review
ATM is typically made up of the CPU for controlling the user interface and
transaction devices, magnetic or Chip card reader for identifying the customer, display which
is used by the customer for performing the transaction, function buttons usually close to the
display or a Touch screen used to select the various aspects of the transaction and a record
printer which provides the customer with a record of a transaction (Cronin and Mary, 1997).
ATM is said to have evolved from early cash dispenser and is said to have first been introduced
in the early 1970’s. The dispensers were operated by a token inform of a punch card. This
enables a customer to withdraw as sachets of suitable values of bank notes. These sachets
processes and then return the card to the customers. Another source has it that ATM concept
was started around 1967, and that it was first installed in Endfield town, on the London
Borough of Endfield by Barclays Bank. Thomas (1996).
Research Methodology
The research was descriptive and analytical in nature. However in order to find out
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the role of ATM in the satisfaction of customers, quantitative and qualitative methods were
used. The study was carried out in South Indian Bank, Thrissur.The study only targeted
ATM users. A random sampling system was used in the study. A sample of (40) ATM user’s
of were selected. The selection was achieved through random sampling methods. This is
because the sample study was relatively small spitted in to a portion of 20 women respondents
and 20 male respondents.
Interpretation
Table 1 : Percentage distribution of respondents by services offered by ATM
Services offered by ATM
Withdrawal
Cash/Cheque deposit
Statement/Mini statement of account
Balances
Total
Are the services offered enough?
Enough
Not enough
Total

Total
22
4
8
6
40

Percent
55
10
20
15
100

27
13
40

67.5
32.5
100

With reference to table 1, most of the respondents identified withdrawal as the main
service offered by ATM, followed by statement/mini statement of account, checking of
balances and cash/cheque deposit came last as a result of the awareness test. The table
further depicts that more than half of the respondents were satisfied by the services offered
by the ATM visa vee those that said the services weren’t enough. The result above can be
that the respondents aren’t so aware of the different services offered by the ATM other
than withdrawal. This calls for the bank to do more awareness creation about the other
different services offered by the ATM. On whether the services offered were enough or
not, the result can be that the banks clients are quite satisfied by the services offered by
ATM against the minority who were against.
According to Table 2, there is a high support by about three quarter of the respondents
rating the services offered by ATM to be effective. Withdrawal and depositing of money
through the ATM being cheap also got more support. The table further depicts that the
majority of the respondents felt their money was secure and more than three quarters agree
that the time spent in a queue was effective. (It is further elaborated in figure 1 below).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0-5 minutes
34.1%
6-10 minutes
26.6%
11-15 minutes 12.2%
16 minutes
4.9%
17+ minutes
22.2%
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Table 2.Percentage distribution of respondents by rating of the ATM services
Available services/functions offered by the ATM
Total
Percent
Effective
27
67.5
Very effective
8
20
In effective
2
5
Very in effective
3
7.5
Total
40
100
Costs associated with deposit and withdrawal
Costly
10
25
Very costly
5
12.5
Cheap
19
47.5
Very cheap
6
15
Total
40
100
Security of your money
Secure
22
55
Very secure
15
37.5
Insecure
1
2.5
Very insecure
2
5
Total
40
100
Time
Effective
31
77.5
Very effective
7
17.5
In effective
1
2.5
Very ineffective
1
2.5
Total
40
100

Figure 1.Percentage distribution of respondents by the time they spend
in the queue before accessing the ATM services

Figure 1 above, presents contrasting scenario with more than a quarter of the
respondents saying they spend few minutes before accessing the ATM services. Those
next to few minutes follows but with those saying they takes quite long in the queue before
accessing their money coming third. This is an indicator that TM services are quite fast,
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rather the challenge can be that the ATM points are few that sometimes results in to congestion
causing the delay as observed above.
Summary of Findings
The Univariate analysis revealed that there was an equal distribution in the
respondents majority of whom were either employed or students. All the respondents held
accounts with Centenary Rural Development Bank, knew about ATM banking and also all
of them owned ATM cards. More than a quarter of the respondents identified withdrawal of
money to be the major service identified by the ATM, followed by checking of balances on
one’s account. Most of the respondents said that the services offered by the ATM were
satisfactory or enough. Most of the respondents rated the services/functions of the ATM as
effective, the cost of using the ATM was rated cheap and the timing of the ATM was rated
effective. More than half of the respondents felt that their money was secure and also most
of the respondents said that on average they spent about 0-5 minutes in the queue before
accessing the ATM services.
CONCLUSION
Poor use and low effectiveness of ATM services leads to problems like congestion
inside the banks, spending much time in the queues before accessing the ATM services by
the users and it also discourages people to open up accounts with bank due to such problems
as machine breakdown that manifests into poor services offered. From the study it can be
realized that in order to improve the effectiveness of the ATM services, all potential barriers
to its effectiveness must be considered. An expanded view that takes into account factors
that lead to the low/poor effectiveness of the ATMs must be considered.
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Worker’s Education in India and the role of Central Board for
Worker’s Education (CBWE)

Sheeba Joseph
ABSTRACT
Educating the working force has always been a challenge to a developing nation
like India. The backbone of a nation is its working class people. The growth and development
of a nation is measured to a great extent by the quality of it’s work force who labors to build
it up. Every civilized nation which has sensed this point has invested earnestly to train and
educate its working class people. In India, this role has been taken up mainly by the Central
Board of Workers Education (CBWE),a pioneer institution under the central Ministry of
Labour & Employment. The Board has, over the years, successfully weaved out a special
adult education programme that covers a whole range of skills and knowledge, which
contribute to the harmonious development of a worker’s personality, his role in the society
and the knowledge and attitudes required for such roles. It prefers group advancement to
individual development. The following article examines various programmes of CBWE and
it’s implementation.
Key Words: Central Board for Workers education, QWL, Training Impact.
INTRODUCTION
The Central Board for Workers Education (CBWE) is an autonomous body under
the Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India. It is registered under the
Societies Registration Act, 1860. Started in 1958, the Workers Education Scheme in India
has been playing a very significant role in our nation building, creating an enlightened and
disciplined work force and bringing about desirable behavioral changes in the workforce in
organized, unorganized and rural sectors. It gets grants-in-aid from the Ministry of Labour
& Employment to operate its activities. The Scheme of Workers Education aims at achieving
the objectives of creating and increasing awareness and educating the workforce for their
effective participation in the socio-economic development of the country. To achieve these
objectives, various training programmes are conducted by the Board for the workers in
formal and informal sectors at national, regional and unit levels through a network of 50
Regional and 9 Sub-Regional Directorates spread across the country.
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Objectives of CBWE
The CBWEhas been formed with the following objectives.
1. To strengthen, a sense of patriotism, national integrity, unity, amity, communal harmony,
secularism and pride in being an Indian among all sections of the working class.
2. To equip all sections of workers for their intelligent participation in social and economic
development of the nation.
3. To develop the capacity of workers in all aspects to meet the challenges of the country
from time to time.
4. To develop among the workers a greater understanding of the problems of their economic
environ environment, their responsibilities towards family members, and their rights and
obligations as citizens, as workers in industry and as members and officials of trade
union.
5. To develop strong, united and more responsible trade unions and to strengthen democratic
processes and traditions in the trade union movement through more enlightened members
and better trained officials.
6. To empower the workers as employees of the organization and to develop a sense of
belongingness effective instruments of amicable industrial relations and maintaining
industrial peace.
7. To meet the needs of workers to have access to ways of acquiring and continuous up
gradation of the knowledge and skills that they require to find and hold a job.
8. To educate the rural workers to enhance their self-confidence and build-up a scientific
attitude.
9. To promote critical awareness among rural workers of the problems of their socio
economic environment and their privileges and obligations as workers, as members of
the village community and as citizens.
The Training Programmes of CBWE
The training programmes of CBWE has been designed with precision to achieve
its well set goals. They are framed in such a way to bring all the workers under its cover
and to give them quality education and training. The major training programmes are the
following.
1. TheTraining of Trainers Course [TOT]
The training of trainers [TOT] course of CBWE is one of the long-term training
programmes. The duration of the course is for 45 days. The main aim of the course is to
develop in-house trainers or worker trainers in organizations so that they can in turn take
over their responsibilities of training their co-workers. During the programme, the participants
selected from various organizations are trained on all aspects of their work and family life.
More stress is laid in developing their training and educating skills. A 7 days industrial tour is
also a part of this programme. On successful completion of the course, the trainees are
awarded certificates and are called as ‘WORKER TRAINERS’. These worker trainers
conduct Unit Level Classes (ULC)
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2.Personality Development Programme for 21 days
The major objectives of the programme are the following.
1. To develop a positive attitude, self-development and second line leadership.
2. To create an awareness among the participants about the latest developments in industrial
scenario.
3. To develop the personality of a person in all aspects viz. socio/psychological/ behavioural
etc.
4. To inculcate a sense of responsibility and make them realize their duties and inherent
potentials.
3. Joint Education Programme
This programme is conducted for the representatives of trade unions and
Managements who come together for a purposeful dialogue on selected issues with a view
to promote a climate of congenial Industrial Relation . It aims at making the workers realize
their duties and responsibilities towards their work & organization and convince the
management about the rights of the workers, thereby creating a conducive atmosphere.
During these programmes the effects of New Economic Policy viz. Liberalization, Privatization
& Globalization are discussed with the participants. The underlying objective of the
programme is to make both the Workers and Management respect the sentiments of each
other and make them realize that both are like the two wheels of the chariot. Only if their
thinking and working synchronize, will the chariot move towards progress.
4. Need Based Seminar for 2 Days
Since the introduction of the New Economic Policy and Liberalisation in the Trade
Policy, the factors such as Privatization, Globalisation, and Restructuring have changed the
national scenario and put the domestic industries into tight situation in the global competition.
Survival is possible only when industries are able to improve their competitive edge in terms
of Quality, Cost dependability etc. To achieve the above, the managements are keen in
imparting training to their workers after identifying their training needs.
Depending upon the needs identified by the Management/Trade Unions, The Central
Board for Workers Education conducts 2days “Need based seminars” to provide in-depth
and updated knowledge on topics of importance to Trade Unions and Managements.The
objective of the programme is to impart training in line with the needs identified by the
management / Trade Unions.
5. Plant Level Seminar
The Central Board for Workers Education conducts 1 day “Plant Level Seminar”
for the workers/middle level managers/trade union functionaries as sought for by the
management on need basis. This programme is charted out after a mutual discussion with
the management and identifying the pressing need. It is a single point programme.
6. Unit Level Classes
The Unit Level Classes are conducted by the Worker Trainer on a FULL TIME
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basis or on a PART TIME basis as per the needs of the organization. In the part time
programme, the classes are conducted for 45 Days at their respective organizations. These
Classes are conducted for 1 hour daily. This ULC is conducted under the supervision and
guidance of the Education Officers of the respective Regional Directorates of CBWE. He
inspects the classes as and when required to help worker trainers and monitors the activity.
The participants are also given study material prepared by the Education Officer during the
Classes. The worker trainer is also paid honorarium for conducting classes. After the
conclusion of the ULC, the participants are taken for an Educational Tour. During these
tours, the participants are taken to different industries at various places (within or outside
their states) for their learning experiences. The Railway concession is also available for
these Education tours of CBWE.
7. Quality of Life Progamme for Organised sector
It has been seen since long that most of the workers in the organized sector do not
give much focus to their Quality of Life. The reason being their low education, low earnings,
unwarranted expenditure, social evils, etc. The workers in this sector have their own problems
at their work place and it becomes worst when problems arise at their home too. Taking all
the above mentioned factors into consideration the CBWE had come out with a unique
programme viz. QUALITY OF LIFE.
Objective of the programme
· To sensitize the wives about their duties and responsibilities towards their family.
· To make them aware of their rights within the family.
· To enlighten them on the various roles played by them in the Family viz. as a mother, as
an in-law, as a wife etc.
· To sensitize the husbands about their duties and responsibilities as a breadwinner of the
family.
· To enlighten them on the various roles played by them in the Family viz. as a father, as
an in-law, as a husband etc.
· To emphasis the need for better understanding between them in order to lead a happy
family.
Customised Training Programme (CTP) for Organised Sector
These programmes are designed keeping in view of the need of the various
organizations. These needs were assessed during the various Stakeholder’s meets and the
feedback given by them. The Customised Training Programmes are conducted for 1, 2, 3
and 5 day duration as per the need of the organizations.
CONCLUSION
The CBWE has been conducting the adult education programmes since its inception
in 1956. Over the years, it has succeeded, to a great extent, in achieving many of its set
goals through its various training programmes. The result is evident in the quality of work
force that India has today. It is no longer the old illiterate work force of the yester years.
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Today’s laborer is well aware of his responsibilities and his rights. He recognizes his role in
the future of the nation and its development. The CBWE and its devoted officials from time
to time has worked with utmost dedication to achieve this end. But the work has not yet
reached the zenith point. The quality of the work force has to be improved a lot more. Even
now laborers in many of the remote areas of India are aloof from the reach of CBWE and
its workers. The Board has been taking earnest effort to keep them also under its reach.
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Indian rural marketing: Latest developments, problems and
strategies
V. Muhammed Rafi
ABSTRACT
Rural marketing is a processes of developing, pricing, promoting and distributing
rural specific goods and services leading to desired exchange with rural customers to satisfy
their needs and wants and also to achieve organizational objectives. Rural marketing is now
a two-way marketing process. There is inflow of products into rural markets for production
or consumption and there is also outflow of products to urban areas. The market scenario in
the rural areas today is changing very rapidly. Rural consumers demand branded products
mainly because of increase in disposable income and literacy level. Rural families do not like
to cut their expenditure on weddings, pilgrimages, constructions and consumptions. Rural
consumers have more aspirations, today this segment of buyers consumes large variety of
products, both durable and non-durables and willing to pay right price for right products. It is
the right time to penetrate into rural market. This paper provides a detailed information
about various aspects of Indian rural marketing. It describes the latest developments, features
and problems of Indian rural marketing and gives a deep insight to the strategies of rural
marketing.
Keywords: Latest developments of Indian Rural marketing, Problems of Indian rural
marketing, Strategies of rural marketing.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of rural Marketing in India economy has always played an influential
role in the lives of people. In India, leaving out a few metropolitan cities, all the districts and
industrial townships are connected with rural markets. The rural market in India generates
bigger revenues in the country as the rural regions comprise of the maximum Consumers in
this country. The rural market in Indian economy generates almost more than half of the
country’s income. Indian Rural marketing includes the market for consumer goods and
agricultural inputs. The concept of rural marketing in India is often been found to forms
ambiguity in the mind of people who think rural marketing is all about agricultural marketing.
However, rural marketing determines the carrying out of business activities bringing in the
flow of goods from urban. Sectors to the rural regions of the country as well as the marketing
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of various products Manufactured by the non-agricultural workers from rural to urban areas.
The emergence of rural markets as highly untapped potential emphasizes the need to explore
them. Marketers over the past few decades, with innovative approaches, have attempted to
understand and tap rural markets. Some of their efforts paid off and many markets still an
enigma. Rural consumers are keen on branded goods nowadays, so the market size for
products and Services seems to have burgeoned. The rural population has shown a trend of
moving to a state of gradual urbanization in terms of exposure, habits, lifestyles, and lastly,
consumption patterns of goods and services. So, the marketer has to utilize this trend as a
marketing opportunity. Rural marketing is an evolving concept, and as a part of any economy,
has untapped potential; marketers have realized the opportunity recently. Improvement in
infrastructure and reach, promise a bright future for those intending to go rural.
Objectives of the study
The present conceptual paper has been prepared keeping in view the following
objectives:
• To develop an insight in to the latest developments of Indian rural marketing.
• To know the features, problems of Indian rural marketing
• To provide strategies for making Indian rural marketing a successful one.
Research methodology
The present study is based on secondary data which are collected from journals,
magazines and websites etc.
Latest developments of Indian rural marketing
Indian rural marketing is changing day by day. So many developments are taking
place in this sector. According to the third annual edition of Accenture Research, “Masters
of Rural Markets: From Touch points to Trust points - Winning over India’s Aspiring Rural
Consumers,” rural consumers are particularly aspiring or striving to purchase branded, high
quality products. Consequently, businesses in India are optimistic about growth of the
country’s rural consumer markets, which is expected to be faster than urban consumer
markets. The report highlights the better networking among rural consumers and their tendency
to proactively seek information via multitude sources to be better informed while making
purchase decisions. Importantly, the wider reach of media and telecommunication services
has provided information to India’s rural consumers and is influencing their purchase decisions.
In line with general trend, rural consumers are evolving towards a broader notion of value
provided by products and services which involves aspects of price combined with utility,
aesthetics and features, and not just low prices. The hinterlands in India consist of about
650,000 villages. These villages are inhabited by about 850 million consumers making up for
about 70 per cent of population and contributing around half of the country’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). Consumption patterns in these rural areas are gradually changing to
increasingly resemble the consumption patterns of urban areas. Some of India’s largest
consumer companies serve one-third of their consumers from rural India. Owing to a favorable
changing consumption trend as well as the potential size of the market, rural India provides
a large and attractive investment opportunity for private companies.
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Market size: India’s per capita GDP in rural regions has grown at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 6.2 per cent since 2000. The Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
sector in rural and semi-urban India is expected to cross US$ 20 billion mark by 2018 and
reach US$ 100 billion by 2025.
Investments: Following are some of the major investments and developments in the Indian
rural sector.
• The United Economic Forum (UEF), an organization that works to improve socioeconomic status of the minority community in India, has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with Indian Overseas Bank (IOB) for financing entrepreneurs
from backward communities to set up businesses in Tamil Nadu. As part of the
agreement, entrepreneurs who have been chosen by the UEF, will get term loan /
working capital requirements from the bank. The UEF will appoint mentors to guide
entrepreneurs for successful implementation of the project, with both IOB & UEF
periodically monitoring the progress of the project.
• Tata Motors, India’s biggest automobile company by revenues, plans to aggressively
expand its network with a focus on rural markets. The company is aiming to more
than triple its network to 1,500 over the next three years from 460 now, making it
the biggest such expansion by a passenger vehicle maker in the country so far.
• Bharti Airtel is applying for a payments bank license and has involved Kotak Mahindra
Bank as a potential investor in the venture, in a bid to tap significant revenue
opportunities from the Reserve Bank of India’s financial inclusion initiative. Payments
banks are meant to fan out into the rural, remote areas of the country, offering
limited but critical services such as money transfers, loans and deposit collection.
While banks have the knowhow, telecom companies have the network, making it an
ideal match.
Government Initiatives: The Government of India has planned various initiatives to provide
and improve the infrastructure in rural areas which can have a multiplier effect in increasing
movements of goods, services and thereby improve earnings potential of rural areas
subsequently improving consumption.
• E-commerce players like Flipkart, Snapdeal, Infibeam and mobile wallet major Paytm
have signed Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with the government to reach
rural areas by connecting with the government’s common service centers (CSCs)
being setup in villages as part of the ‘Digital India’ initiative.
• With the increasing demand for skilled labour, the Indian government plans to train
500 million people by 2022, and is looking out for corporate players and entrepreneurs
to help in this venture. Corporate, government, and educational organizations are
joining in the effort to train, educate and produce skilled workers.
• The Union Cabinet has cleared the Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchaee Yojana
(PMKSY), with a proposed outlay of Rs 50,000 crore (US$ 7.5 billion) spread over
a period of five years starting from 2015-16. The scheme aims to provide irrigation
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to every village in India by converging various ongoing irrigation schemes into a
single focused irrigation programme.
• The Government of India aims to spend Rs 75,600 crore (US$ 11.34 billion) to
supply electricity through separate feeders for agricultural and domestic consumption
in rural areas. This initiative is aimed at improving the efficiency of electricity
distribution and thereby providing uninterrupted power supply to rural regions of
India.
• To promote agriculture-based businesses, the Government of India has started ‘A
Scheme for Promotion of Innovation, Rural Industry and Entrepreneurship’
(ASPIRE). Under this scheme, a network of technology centers and incubation
centers would be set up to accelerate entrepreneurship and to promote start-ups for
innovation and entrepreneurship in agro-industry.
• The Government of India seeks to promote innovation and technology development
in the remote rural and tribal areas. The government plans to form a committee to
study various innovations and submit their reports to the concerned Department or
Ministry. The programme called the ‘Nav Kalpana Kosh’ aims to improve rural
areas at various levels, such as governance, agriculture and hygiene.
• Banks are working to set up rural ATMs, which will dispense smaller denomination
currency notes.
• Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), an association of Indian businesses, plans to
set up a Centre of excellence for start-ups in smaller towns across the country to
help create a conducive environment for their incubation and growth.
Indian Rural FMCG Market: The Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) sector in rural
and semi-urban India is estimated to cross US$ 20 billion by 2018 and US$ 100 billion by
2025.The rural FMCG market expanded at a CAGR of 13.2 per cent to US$ 100 billion
during 2009-15x.In rural markets, durables like refrigerators as well as consumer electronic
goods are likely to witness growing demand in the coming years as the government plans to
invest significantly in rural electrification.

Features of Indian Rural Marketing
The following are the main features of Indian rural marketing. These are also the
main reasons why the companies are focusing on the rural marketing and developing effective
rural marketing strategies.
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•

Large and scattered population: Seventy percent of India’s population live in
rural areas. The rate of increase in rural population is also greater than that of urban
Population. The rural population is scattered in over 6 lakhs villages. The rural
population is highly scattered, but holds a big promise for the marketers.
• Higher purchasing capacity: Purchasing power of the rural people is on rise.
Marketers have realized the potential of rural markets, and thus are expanding their
operations in rural India. In recent years, rural markets have acquired significance
in countries like China and India, as the overall growth of the economy has resulted
into substantial increase in purchasing power of rural communities.
• Market growth: The rural market is growing steadily over the years. Demand for
traditional products such as bicycles, mopeds and agricultural inputs; branded products
such as toothpaste, tea, soaps and Other FMCGs; and consumer durables such as
refrigerators, TV and washing machines has also grown over the years.
• Development of infrastructure: There is development of infrastructure facilities
such as construction of roads and transportation, communication network, rural
electrification and public service projects in rural India, which has increased the
scope of rural marketing.
• Low standard of living: The standard of living of rural areas is low and rural
consumers have diverse socio-economic Backwardness. This is different in different
parts of the country. A consumer in a village area has a low standard of living
because of low literacy, low per capita income, social backwardness and low savings.
• Traditional outlook: The rural consumer values old customs and traditions. They
do not prefer changes. Gradually, the rural population is changing its demand pattern,
and there is demand for branded products in villages.
• Marketing mix: The urban products cannot be dumped on rural population; separate
sets of products are designed for rural consumers to suit the rural demands. The
marketing mix elements are to be adjusted according to the requirements of the
rural consumers.
• Seasonal demand: Farmers receive income during harvest. Most of the purchases
are made during this season so, the marketers have to store more stocks for meeting
seasonal demand.
Problems of Indian rural marketing
Although the rural market does offer a vast untapped potential, it should also be
recognized that it is not that easy to operate in rural market because of several problems.
Rural marketing is thus a time consuming affair and requires considerable investments in
terms of evolving appropriate strategies with a view to tackle the problems. The major
problems faced are:
• Deprived people and deprived markets: The number of people below the poverty
line has not decreased in any appreciable manner. Thus, poor people and consequently
under developed markets characterize rural markets. A vast majority of rural people
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is tradition bound, and they also face problems such as inconsistent electrical power,
scarce infrastructure and unreliable telephone system, and politico-business
associations that hinder development efforts.
Lack of communication facilities: Even today, most villages in the country are
inaccessible during the monsoons. A large Number of villages in the country have
no access to telephones. Other communication infrastructure is also highly
underdeveloped.
Lack of good Transportation facilities: Many rural areas are not connected by
rail transport. Many roads have been poorly surfaced and got severely damaged
during monsoons. The use of bullock carts is inevitable even today. Camel carts are
used in Rajasthan and Gujarat in both rural and urban sectors.
Many languages and dialects: The languages and dialects vary from state to
state, region to region and probably from district to district. Since messages have to
be delivered in the local language, it is difficult for the marketers to design promotional
strategies for each of these areas. Facilities such as phone, telegram and fax are
less developed in villages adding to the communication problems faced by the
marketers.
Dispersed markets: Rural population is scattered over a large land area. And it is
almost impossible to ensure the availability of a brand all over the country. District
fairs are periodic and occasional in nature. Manufacturers and retailers prefer such
occasions, as they allow greater visibility and capture the attention of the target
audience for larger spans of time. Advertising in such a highly heterogeneous market
is also very expensive.
Low per capita Income: The per capita income of rural people is low as compared
to the urban people. Moreover, demand in rural markets depends on the agricultural
situation, which in turn depends on them on soon. Therefore, the demand is not
stable or regular. Hence, the per-capita income is low in villages compared with
urban areas.
Low levels of literacy: The level of literacy is lower compared with urban areas.
This again leads to a problem of communication in these rural areas. Print medium
becomes ineffective and to an extent irrelevant, since its reach is poor.
Prevalence of spurious brands: For any branded product, there are a multitude
of local variants, which are cheaper and hence more desirable. Also, due to illiteracy,
the consumer can hardly make out a spurious brand from an original one. Rural
consumers are cautious in buying and their decisions are slow, they generally give a
product a trial and only after complete satisfaction they buy it again.
Different way of thinking: There is a vast difference in the lifestyles of the people.
The choice of brands that an urban Customer enjoys is not available to the rural
customer, who usually has two to three choices. As such, the rural customer has a
fairly simple thinking and their decisions are still governed by customs and traditions.
It is difficult to make them adopt new practices.
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Warehousing problem: Warehousing facilities in the form of godsons are not
available in rural India. The available godowns are not properly maintained to keep
goods in proper conditions. This is a major problem because of which the warehousing
cost increases in rural India.
• Problems in sales force management: Sales force is generally reluctant to work
in rural areas. The languages and dialects vary from state to state, region to region,
and probably from district to district. Since messages have to be delivered in the
local language, it is difficult for sales force to communicate with the rural consumers.
Sales force finds it difficult to adjust to the rural environment and inadequate facilities
available in rural areas.
• Distribution problem: Effective distribution requires village-level shopkeeper, taluk
level wholesaler/dealer, district level stockiest/distributor, and company-owned depot
at state level. These many tiers increase the cost of distribution. Bad roads, inadequate
warehousing and lack of good distributors pose as Major problems to the marketers.
Strategies for Indian rural marketing
In India, the possibilities of rural marketing have been increasing rapidly. So, a lot of
multinational companies are coming for making advantages from the Indian rural markets.
In order to attract the rural customers, they have to formulate certain strategies. Some of
these strategies are given bellow.
Product Strategies: The product should be designed according to the needs and wants of
rural customers. For this, the company should conduct a detailed market research before
introducing a product in the rural market. While designing the product, the company has to
consider the life style of rural people. A company can attract the rural customers by giving
the product in small quantities with low price packing. Now a days, the rural customers are
purchasing the products by considering the brand name of the products. So the company
should be more vigilant while giving a brand name to a particular product.
Pricing strategies: The rural customers are very price conscious. They prefer the products
with low price. so, the marketer should fix a price which is suitable to the income of the rural
people.
Packaging strategies: The marketers have to choose simple packing for reducing the
price of the product. They have to introduce the Packaging that is reusable. It will be more
attractive as far as the rural buyers are concerned.
Distribution Strategies: The Company can use its own delivery vans to sale its products
to rural customers. By using this, they can reach at the every nook and corner of the rural
market.
Advertisement Strategies: Marketers must be very careful while choosing the mediums
for communication. Only a small percentage of rural customers are watching televisions.
Internet is not so popular among them. Most of the rural customers are reading newspapers
daily. So, advertisement through newspapers would catch the attention of rural customers
very easily. Rural customers are also using Radio for information and Entertainment. It has
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become the part of their life. The company should use the opportunities of rural meals,
festivals and other programs to advertise its products. The marketer should also try to use
more Indian models/actors /players in the advertisement. It will create a positive attitude
towards the products among the customers.
Customer relationship strategies: The marketer should establish a direct relationship
with the rural customers. For this purpose, they can use rural youths as their marketing
executives. So, they can understand their needs and wants in their own language, it will
definitely increase the loyalty of customers towards the firm.
Communication strategies: The firm should make a communication system which is
exclusively for rural marketing. It helps the marketer to understand the problems, needs and
wants of customers very easily and correctly.
Sales force strategies: While recruiting sale force for rural marketing, the company should
select those persons who have enough interest and time to do marketing activities in rural
areas. The company should give continuous guidance and training to sales force to handle
the rural customers.
CONCLUSION
Indian rural marketing offers a wide variety of marketing opportunities. The company
can use this opportunities for their growth and development. But, The Companies are facing
some challenges in rural marketing. They are not able to tackle the rural customers properly.
The purchasing behavior of rural customers are entirely different from urban customers.
Their needs and wants are also different. So, the marketers have to formulate and implement
different strategies to attract the rural customers. In spite of all these problems, some positive
signals are coming from Indian rural markets. Transportation facilities, communication facilities
and other Infrastructural facilities are developing in rural areas. Literacy rate is also increasing.
So, the marketer should utilize all these opportunities in a better way for making the rural
marketing a successful one. Thus, it can be concluded that the future of rural marketing is
very promising for those rural marketers who can understand the dynamics of rural markets.
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Sustainable Management Practices for Sensitive Eco-tourism in
Kerala: An Overview
Muvish K.M.
ABSTRACT
Kerala has emerged as one of the prime tourism destinations on the national and
international map and is considered as the tourism trendsetter in the country. The availability
of plenty of natural resources, skilled manpower, supportive entrepreneurial community,
strong local-self-governments, civil society organizations, multitude of micro enterprises,
streams of professionals and academicians, responsible media and responsive tourism industry,
provide the state an ideal setting to implement and practice sustainable tourism models in the
state. As the best way to maximize the positive impacts of tourism and minimize the negative
ones. This study attempts to analyze the eco friendly strategies for responsible eco tourism
in Kerala
Keywords: sustainable tourism, sensitive or responsible eco tourism
INTRODUCTION
Kerala is one of the most wanted tourism destinations in the whole world. Kerala,
the God’s Own country, is a global super brand and is recognized as a pioneer and modernizer
in theCountry. Naturally, Kerala tourism has bagged many awards, both national and
international for its excellence in tourism initiatives. These include International Awards by
World Tourism Travel Council (WTTC) and by PATA (Pacific Asia Travel Association) and
National Awards by Govt. of India. Kerala is a beautiful state located in the southern part of
India. The state Kerala known as ‘God’s own country’, also referred as the ‘spice garden
of India’ [Ponmelil]. The state is blessed with tremendous lush greens which include paddy
fields, tea estates, plantation covered hills, palm lined beaches, thick jungles and enthralling
lakes, rivers and waterfalls. The major cultivations in Kerala are coconut, rubber, cardamom,
pepper, rice, cashews and ginger.
Ecotourism is a new concept in tourism. It is a purposeful travel to natural areas to
understand the cultural and natural history of environment, taking care not to alter the integrity
of the ecosystem, while producing economic opportunities that make conservation of natural
resources beneficial to local people. The motto of Eco-tourism is a peek into the Ecosystem without any harm to the organisms and environment but at the same time experiencing
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and creating awareness as to how the nature works with economic benefit.
Ecotourism is one of the fastest growing sectors of the tourism industry worldwide
. Ecotourism is often seen as a type of nature-based tourism and has attracted a lot of
attention from tourists as an alternative type of tourism. The growth of the tourism industry
particularly in developing countries has not been planned and predicted accurately and is
poorly organized, which has consequently resulted in the degradation, depletion and, in some
cases, total destruction of essential economy-supporting natural resources. Therefore, it is
logical to stress the sustainability enhancement since it contributes to environmentally sensitive
tourism development and protection of natural resources from the detrimental environmental
impacts of tourism.
Responsible tourism is a leisure activity implementing practices that are respectful
of natural and cultural environment and which contribute in an ethical manner to the local
economic development. It therefore favors the tourist awareness concerning his own impacts
on the local territory and makes him an actor of his consumption. Sensitive tourism
development requires the informed participation of all relevant stakeholders, as well as
strong political leadership to ensure wide participation and consensus building. Achieving
sustainable tourism is a continuous process and it requires constant monitoring of impacts,
introducing the necessary preventive and/or corrective measures whenever necessary.
Sustainable tourism should also maintain a high level of tourist satisfaction and ensure a
meaningful experience to the tourists, raising their awareness about sustainability issues and
promoting sustainable tourism practices amongst them. Sensitive tourism should:
1) Make optimal use of environmental resources that constitute a key element in tourism
development, maintaining essential ecological processes and helping to conserve natural
heritage and biodiversity.
2) Respect the socio-cultural authenticity of host communities, conserve their built and living
cultural heritage and traditional values, and contribute to inter-cultural understanding and
tolerance.
3) Ensure viable, long-term economic operations, providing socio-economic benefits to all
stakeholders that are fairly distributed, including stable employment and income-earning
opportunities and social services to host communities and contributing to poverty alleviation.
The purpose of sustainable tourism is to make a balance between protecting the
environment, maintaining cultural integrity, establishing social justice and promoting economic
benefits, meeting the needs of the host population in terms of improved living standards both
in the short and long term.
Kerala eco tourism - major destinations
Major destinations of Kerala eco tourism are Bhoothathankett, konni, Kumbalangy,
Kuruva Dweep, Thatekkad, Poovar Peruvannamoozhy , Thekkady, Nelliampathy, Thenmala
etc.
Scope and significance
Kerala is one of the most wanted tourism destinations in the whole world. Kerala,
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the God’s Own country, is a global super brand and is recognized as a pioneer and modernizer
in the country. It has taken steps to develop sustainable tourism by creating a separate
directorate for ecotourism. This is possible only through private-public partnership (PPP).
Objectives of the study
1. To know the Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of Ecotourism – kerala.
2. To know the management practices in Eco-tourism for sustainable developmentKerala.
Methodology: Secondary data is the main source for this study. It includes both published
and unpublished sources like books, journals, magazines, website etc.
Review of literature
Haque Immanuel and Shanawaz Ahammed Dur (2007) in their study titled ‘Dynamics
of Tourism Economics: An Indian Perspective’, showed the significance of tourism specifically
with reference to employment sector, infrastructural facilities and poverty eradication
According to Santhosh Thampi (2001) ecotourism came into prominence as a
strategy for reconciling conservation with development in ecologically rich areas. He points
out that ecotourism comprises a number of inter-related components all of which should be
present for authentic ecotourism to occur.
Bijender Punia (1999) in his study on ‘Problems and Prospects of Tourism in Haryana’
has highlighted the importance of elements like climate, seasonality, accessibility, attitude of
host population, availability of man-power resources and the planning expertise in tourism
development in any area, region, state or country.
Ayala(1995) defines ecotourism as ‘tourism that allows for the enjoyment and
understanding of the nature and culture of a destination while producing economic benefits
and actively promoting environmental conservation.’ Ecotourism management encounters
many challenges, including establishing a profitable and ecologically sustainable industry,
while simultaneously achieving a satisfying experience for visitors and increasing standards
of living in the host community.
SWOC analysis of eco-tourism -Kerala
Strength
1. Biological diversity
2. Water bodies within the forest area because of the dams and hydel projects which
will provide recreational facilities
3. Scope for mountaineering, trekking, bird watching
4. Availability of trained forest staff in wildlife, ecology etc
5. Well developed road network helping transportation.
6. Recognitions and awards, both from National and International agencies.
7. Six times winner of Best Tourism state from Govt. of India.
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8. Excellent geographical features, extremely serene environments that attract tourists
world over – lakes, hillocks, vast coastal areas, network of 44 rivers, waterfalls,
lush green paddy fields, sprawling plantations, exotic wildlife etc.
9. World class health care (modern medicine) at cheap rates.
10. Above all, the world famous brand, God’s own Country also.
Weakness
1. Poorly organized
2. Inaccurate planning and prediction leads to depletion and destruction of natural
resources.
3. Gross underutilization of the excellent tourism potentialities
4. Poor local support
Opportunities
1. Employment opportunities
2. Development of local areas
3. Improves standard of living
4. Inflow of foreign money
5. Social services to host communities
Challenges
• Lack of better infrastructural facilities
• Lack of support from local people
• Lack of Public-private partnership
• Lack of enhances services and utilities
Eco-Friendly Strategies for Sustainable Tourism Development in Kerala
(1):Private Sector Participation through PPP (Public-Private Partnership) Model
The Government has to play the roles of enabler and regulator in any area. That is
why the participation of both private sector and public sector is very essential in Kerala
tourism sector. Firstly as an enabler the Government has to provide licenses to private
agencies who fulfills the norms laid by the Government and also agrees to comply with the
pre-fixed norms of service quality, use of natural resources, control of pollution, protection
of environment etc..
(2): Better Infrastructure and Capacity Building amongst the Local Community
Better infrastructure facilities, like, road lines, air ports, accommodation facilities,
drainage and sanitation facilities etc. need to be created with immediately for faster tourism
development. India has to go a long way in this regard. Apart from infrastructure creation ,
a holistic and integrated approach would entitle for considerable amount of capacity building
amongst the local community to manage and operate the tourism sector.
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(3): Easier Entry/Immigration Facilities are Vital
The norms prevailing in India being rather technical, so the same should be overhauled
based on international best practices. Liberalization should bring in the areas of entry and
immigration is very essential. It will help to attract more foreigners in to our God’s own
country. That is to say, either a (i) Visa-Free situation, or (ii) Visa-on-Arrival situation need
to be ensured, in order to attract more foreign tourism.
(4): Enhanced Level of Services and Utilities to the Tourists
Better services and utilities need to be provided to the international tourists, which
include readily accessible information kiosks, information guides/bulletins, clean public utilities
(sanitation, drainage etc.), stress-free arrivals, improved hygienic conditions in tourism sites
and surroundings, clean air ports and railway stations and so on. Then only we can retain
them and there by establish a brand loyalty among them.
(5): Thrust on Responsible Tourism and Eco-tourism
Added thrust on responsible tourism appears to be quite desirable in Kerala because
of the peculiar socio-economic scenario. Complete co-operation from the various stake
holders is a must for sustainability in the long run. Particularly important is the need for
promotion of ecotourism in Kerala, as it ensures “responsible travel to natural areas that
conserves nature and improves the well-being of local people”.
(6): Special thrust on Medical Tourism, especially Ayurvedic Tourism
Kerala is one of the best place for health tourism. It is usually marketed as a health
destination for its Allopathy, Ayurveda, Dental packages. Medical tourism is like any leisure
product where apart from travel package, one gets medical treatment at the best hospitals.
The medical treatment for various ailments are packaged with leisure packages at luxurious
tourist resorts. Kerala is famous for its alternative medical therapies such as Ayurveda,
which help to refresh and revitalize the body. Many tourists have now discovered that
Kerala has a pool of trained doctors and nurses and an excellent network of hospitals that
offer international standard treatments at very affordable prices. So special attention should
be given to the areas of health tourism.
(7): Complete Co-operation and Support from Local Populace
Complete support and co-operation from local population is very essential for
maintaining responsible eco tourism. For this purpose their representation in all activities is
very essential like policy making and other managerial activities. One of the main advantage
is it provide employment opportunities to the local people and there by increase theri percapita
income which will lead to growth in National Income.
Conclusion
Of late, there has been increased push on tourism development in India and also in
Kerala. While tourism has got excellent prospects for promotion of rapid economic
development of India, particularly in a resourceful state like Kerala. The sustainability aspect
of tourism needs more attention in government policies. That is, there is the need for adoption
of ecotourism in its true letter and spirit. This in turn necessitates a combined action from
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the part of all concerned, for the cause of sustainable tourism development. In view of the
resource constraints of the government for developing countries like India, private sector
participation seems imminent, for integrated and sustainable tourism development. Ecotourism
enjoys a significant superiority over general tourism with regard to tourist arrivals and
economic, social and environmental benefits. In a nutshell, it can be concluded that ecotourism
development and protection of environment can be made possible with the careful planning
and execution by the government departments, tourist officials along with the co-operation
of the public. In future, ecotourism will continue to grow in several parts of the world as a
profitable.
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Level of Job Satisfaction of Employees in PSM Silks, Tirur
Nikhil M. & Habeeb Azhikkal Nalakath

ABSTRACT
Job satisfaction is important to all type of employees in the organization. Because
the employees are conducting the business activity of the firm. Job satisfaction help to
increase the productivity, quality and efficiency of employees in their work. Here this study
conducting to know the satisfaction level of employees in PSM Silks Tirur. It also help to get
an awareness about the working condition of the organization and improve their working
condition through better management.
Key words : Job satisfaction, satisfaction level of employees, social welfare
INTRODUCTION
Job satisfaction is simply how people feel about their jobs and different aspect of
their jobs. Job satisfaction is an issue of substantial importance for both employees and
employers. As many studies suggest employers benefit from satisfied employees as they
are more likely to profit from lower staff turnover and higher productivity if their employees
experience a high level of job satisfaction. However, employees should also be happy in
their work given the amount of time they have to devote to it throughout their working lives.
Job satisfaction is important in its own right as a part of social welfare. It is frequently
studied subject in work and organizational literature. This is mainly due to the fact many
experts believes that job satisfaction trend can effect labour market behavior and influence
the work. Measurement of job satisfaction would be included as part of an overall measure
of job quality. So it considers job satisfaction and job quality to be strongly correlated. Job
satisfaction depends on the balance between work role, education, working time, wages,
fringe benefit, status, working condition etc. Maintain job satisfaction of employees is very
important to every business organizations. Because they conduct business activity of the
firm. An organization to meet strategic goals by attracting and maintaining employees and
also to manage them effectively. There are different factors that can influence a person’s
level of job satisfaction. The study on employees satisfaction tells as how much the employees
are capable and their interest at work and what the things tills to be satisfy to the employees.
Job satisfaction is a very important attribute which is frequently measured by the
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organization. The most common way of measurement is the use of survey among the
employees of organization are used here to know the satisfaction of employees in his job.
Statement of the Problem
The problem is a study about the Job satisfaction of employees in PSM Silks, Tirur.
This research conducted to know the employees of the PSM Silks are satisfied or not
satisfied in their job and also to know the reaction of employees in their job.
Objectives of the Study
Following are the important objectives of making this study.
1. To study the level of job satisfaction of employees in PSM Silk, Tirur.
2. To study the various factors which influence the Job satisfaction of employees.
3. To give suggestion for the growth, idea and how to increase the satisfaction level of
employees.
4. To identify the factors which improves the satisfaction level of employees.
5. To know the employees reaction towards the facility.
Research Methodology
Research methodology is a method to solve the research problems systematically.
It guides as in conducting the research scientifically.
Sources of Data: The materials necessary for this study have collected on the basis of
primary data and secondary data
Primary data: The primary data for this research study was collected through by means of
personal interviews with managers, staff and also by means of structured questionnaire to
be give to the respondent.
Secondary data: The secondary data was collected from internal sources as well as external
sources. The Internal sources of data were collected from office of organization, brochures
of organization. The external sources of data was collected from the internet and books.
Sample Design: The collection of data purely concentrated on the employees of PSM
Silks, Tirur. 40 employees were selected as the sample size through convenient sample
method.
Tools of Data Collection: Structured questionnaire to be give to the respondents for the
primary data. Internet and books are used for the collection of secondary data.
Tools of Data Analysis and Presentation: Percentages are used for the analysis of
collected data. Tables are used for the presentation of the analyzed data.
Scope of the Study: This project covers a survey among employees in PSM Silks, Tirur by
taking 40 employees as sample size. It for identify the level of job satisfaction of employees.
Limitation of the Study
1. The employees they did not ready to give the correct information.
2. The study conducted only with a small sample, only in PSM Silks, Tirur
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3. It is case study, conclusion arrived and not generalized.
Result and Discussion

Source : Primary Data
Interpretation: From the table 1, it is concluded 37.5% of employees are joined the company because of high salary and other 37.5% of employees are joined because of job
satisfaction of firm.10% of employees joined because of organization nature, 12.5% because of goodwill of firm and 2.5% is because of job security.

Table 2 - Opinion of Employees in Over Load of Work
Over Load of Work
No. of Employees
Percentages
Yes
32
80
No
8
20
Table 1 - Reason
Total Behind to Work in this Firm 40
100
Reason
No. of Employees Source :Percentages
Primary Data
High salary
15
37.5
Job satisfaction Interpretation: From
15the table 2, it is concluded
37.5that 80 percent employees are not in over
load of work. But 20 4percent of employees are10
giving opinion of over load of work.
Organization nature
Goodwill of the firm
5
12.5
Table 3 - Level of Satisfaction of Employees in the Working Condition of the Firm
Job security
1
2.5
Satisfaction
Working
Condition
No.
Percentages
Other reason
0
0 of Employees
Satisfied
90
Total
100
100 36
e: Primary Data
Highly Satisfied
0
0
Dissatisfied
0
0
Highly dissatisfied
0
0
Neutral
4
10
Total
40
100
Source : Primary Data

Interpretation: The table 3 shows that 90 percent of the employees are satisfied in the
working condition of the firm. Here no any opinion about dissatisfaction. 10 percent employees are neutral.
Interpretation: The table 4 shows that level of satisfaction of employee in the work. Here
70 percent employees are satisfied in their work. 25 percent of employees are highly satisfied
in their work. Only 2.5 percent employees are dissatisfied in their work. From the above it
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Table 4 - Level of Satisfaction of Employee in the Work
Satisfaction of Work
No. of Employees
Percentages
Satisfied
28
70
Highly Satisfied
10
25
Dissatisfied
1
2.5
Highly dissatisfied
0
0
neutral
1
2.5
Total
40
100

Source : Primary Data

concluded that most of the employees of this organization are satisfied in their work
Findings
1. Majority of employees are satisfied in their work.
2. Majority of employees are satisfied in their salary, allowances and in the bonus and
commission
3. Majority of employees are satisfied in canteen facility provided by firm.
4. Majority of the respondent are satisfied the working time and rest time of organization
5. The good relationship exist between the employees and management shows the
presences of a good work condition and proper working time and proper rest time
6. Rules and regulation of the firm is not difficult, it can follow by the employees.
Because majority of employees are satisfied.
7. High salary and job satisfaction in PSM Silks is found to be the most attracting
factor for employees to join in PSM Silks.
8. Majority of the employees are receives sufficient guidance from their superiors for
perform in their job
9. Most of the respondent is satisfied in the participation of decision making. Here
management receives the important information from their Employees.
10. The firm not provided the overload of work to their employees. Most of the
respondent are disagree the over load of work.
11. Majority of the respondent are used the direct communication for communicative
with the superiors
12. High salary provide by firm and job satisfaction are the important reason of
employees behind to work this firm
13. Most of the respondent are agree in getting of benefit from this organization
comparing with other employees in the same field.
14. Majority of employees are showing a tendency to exist in this Organization
permanently.
15. From the survey it is found that employees satisfaction of the company was very
high
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Suggestions
For improving the satisfaction level of employees in the organization, the
management of PSM silks needs to make improvements in the following areas.
1. Provide appreciation for work done.
2. Increase employee’s welfare activities.
3. Provide proper promotion to employees.
4. Provide concentration in different allowance.
5. To ensure that they get better wages.
6. To provide different motivational benefit.
CONCLUSION
The main objective of the study is to understand the level of satisfaction of employees.
It is understood that the satisfaction of employees is most important factor influenced their
performance of work. Satisfaction coming from different factors like salary, allowance,
work time, working condition etc. It was found that salary is the most important factor
effecting in the level of satisfaction of employees. It seems that majority of the employees
are loyal to the company were by company can use it as an asset for further development.
Based on the study it can be concluded that for increasing the level satisfaction among
employees which is essential for retaining loyal employees in the organization
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A Study on Attitude of Unemployed Women Towards Women
Entrepreneurship with Special Reference to Kottayam District
Linmer Jaseentha Souz
ABSTRACT
Women have a unique position in the society. Real development cannot take place
if it is bypasses women, who not only represent one half of a country’s population but also
the kernels around which societal revolution take place. Entrepreneurship enhances financial
independence and self esteem of women. “Women Entrepreneurship” means an act of
business ownership and business creation that empowers women economically increases
their economic strength as well as position in society. But it is estimated that presently
women entrepreneurs comprises about 10% of the total entrepreneurs in India. At the same
time there are a large number of unemployed women with great potential who may not be
able to enter into such productive areas. Such unexplored skills possessed by the unemployed
women could be a large contributor to the country’s GDP. For utilising such a productive
resource, we have to identify the present attitude of unemployed women towards women
entrepreneurship and find out the ways through which we can exploit the real excellence
and traits among such women in the entrepreneurial arena.
Key words: Women entrepreneurship, Unemployed women, Hindrances, Entrepreneurship,
Society, Unexplored capabilities.
INTRODUCTION
It is a general belief in many cultures that the role of women is to build and maintain
the homely affairs like task of fetching water, cooking and rearing children etc. Tradition
warrants women to confine themselves the four walls of houses, performing household
activities. But in modern societies they have emerged out of four walls to participate in
almost all activities, which men perform. Now the global evidences substantiate that women
have been performing admiringly well in different spheres of activities like academics, politics,
administration, social work, business etc. Since the turn of the century, the status of women
in India has been changing due to growing industrialisation, urbanisation and social legislation.
With the spread of education and awareness, women have shifted from kitchen to higher
level of professional activities.
According to Arthur H. Cole,” Entrepreneurship is the purposeful activity of an
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individual or a group of associated individuals, undertaken to initiate, maintain or aggrandise
profit by production and distribution of goods and services”According to Frederic Harbison
“any women or group of women who innovates, imitates or adopts an economic activity
may be called women entrepreneurs”. The women entrepreneurship development rate is
very low in our country. In India, women have to face various socio-economic and other
problems as entrepreneurs as they are not treated as par with men due to social and cultural
traditions and also there are a huge number of unemployed women who are not yet entered
into the field of business due to various reasons. Only a limited number of women are ready
to enter into this field. So this paper is an attempt to reveal the present attitude and problems
faced by the unemployed women with regard to the women entrepreneurship.
Concept of “Women” as an Entrepreneur in India
Entrepreneurship has gained currency across the sphere and female entrepreneurship
has become an important module. India is one of the fastest emerging economies and the
importance of entrepreneurship is realized across the gamut. “Women Entrepreneurship”
means an act of business ownership and business creation that empowers women
economically increases their economic strength as well as position in society. Womenentrepreneurs have been making a considerable impact in all most all the segments of the
economy. “Women Entrepreneur” is a person who denies the role of their personal needs to
participate and be accepted economically independent. Strong desire to do something positive
is a high-quality women entrepreneur who contributes to the position values of family and
social life. The Ministry of SS1 & ARI, Government of India defined a women Enterprise as
“An SS1 unit industry related service or business enterprise, managed by one or more
women entrepreneurs in Proprietary concerns, or in which she / they individually or jointly
have a share capital of not less than 51 Per cent as Partners / Share Holders/Directors of
Private Limited Company/Member of Co-operative Society.
Women Entrepreneurship in Kerala
Women in Kerala are more privileged than the rest of India. The state has a high
female literacy rate. More than 87% of Kerala’s women are literate. Also, Kerala one of
handful states that have more women than men. Feminine talent has been active in highdesignation jobs. However according to data gathered in 1987, the state constituted of only
6.2 % women out of 1.6 million small scale entrepreneurs. The efforts to encourage women
sped up in 90s and by the end of that decade, the number of women in small scale business
increased more than 5 times. Kerala has also been subject to a number of studies due to this
rise in number. However Kerala has that potential to improve these situation by effectively
using the talents of literate unemployed women.
New Awareness Regarding Women Entrepreneurship
Today increased awakening and motivation are being witnessed among women
entrepreneurs. The new industrial policy of India government highlights the significance and
importance of development of women entrepreneurship. The policy envisages creative and
manifold training programmes for women entrepreneurs. These programmes are intended
to motivate and instigate women entrepreneurs to initiate small scale industries of their own.
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The objective of this policy is to raise status of women in social and economical fronds and
thereby to uplift their standard of living. Due to the aforesaid instigator programmes, the
growth of industrialisation wide spread popularly of technical education, democratic
awareness among people etc. The tradition bound Indian society is now willing to accept the
need, importance and significance of women entrepreneurship. Women entrepreneurship
which has already tied over the gloomy period of crisis is now heading forward to universal
acceptance and success.
Objectives of the Study
1. To identify the attitude of unemployed women towards women entrepreneurship.
2. To analyse the factors or problems behind the attitude of unemployed women towards
women entrepreneurship.
3. To find the best means for tapping the unexplored capabilities in women for the well
being of the society and nation.
Significance of the Study
Kottayam district is one of the industrially developing districts in Kerala. In Kottayam
district entrepreneurship development has been identified as the crucial input for this region’s
development strategy. Nowadays many youngsters enter into the profession of
entrepreneurship as a way to implement their innovative ideas. But there are a limited
number of women entrepreneurs in this field and they face many problems in their profession.
There are many unemployed women who are not able to take such a profession. A large
volume of untapped skills are blocked in this area which can be effectively utilised for the
development of the nation. So it is very significant to make an attempt to study the challenges
before the unemployed women for selecting such a profession through this paper.
Methodology
The research work consists of both primary and secondary data. The primary data
is collected through survey. Kottayam district has been selected for the sample survey. A
sample of 50 unemployed women has been selected through convenient sampling method.
The secondary data is collected from books, journals, internet etc.
Analysis and Discussion
Inference
The table 1 shows that 70% of the unemployed women are under the age group of
30-40 (30%) and 40-50 (40%). 22 women have the educational qualification of graduation
and above. 20% are qualified with pre degree or plus two. 38% have the annual family
income in the range of 50001-100000 and 11 respondents are under the income category of
below 50000. Only 20% have the family income of above 300000.
Analysis of Attitude of Respondents towards Women Entrepreneurship
Confidence for Women Entrepreneurship
Self confidence is the major qualification of a woman to enter into the field of
entrepreneurship. The following table shows the unemployed women who possess this quality.
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S

Age
Below 30
30-40
40-50
50 above
Level of education
Below SSLC
SSLC
Pre degree/plus two
Degree
Post graduation
Annual family income
Below 50000
50001-100000
100001-300000
300001-500000
Above 500001
i
d

Table 1 - Personal Profile
Number of respondents
7
15
20
8

Percentage
14
30
40
16

7
11
10
14
8

14
22
20
28
16

11
19
10
6
4

22
38
20
12
8

Source : Primary Data

Table 2 - Confidence For Women Entrepreneurship
Confident or not
Number of respondents
Percentage
Yes
13
26
No
37
74
Total
0
100

Source : Primary Data

Figure 1 Confidence for women entrepreneurship
Inference
The table 2 shows that majority of the unemployed women (74%) are not even
confident enough to enter into the field of entrepreneurship. Only 13 respondents (26%)
express their confidence to enter into this field.
Hindrances for Women Entrepreneurship
There are some unemployed women who are confident but yet not enter into this
field. The reasons for such obstacles are discussed in the following table and diagram.
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Table 3 - Hindrances For Women Entrepreneurship
Hindrances
Number of respondents
Percentage
Lack of family support
2
4
Lack of adequate fund
7
14
Socio cultural barriers
3
6
Others
1
2
No opinion
37
74
Total
50
100

Source : Primary Data

Figure 2 Hindrances For Women Entrepreneurship
Inference
From the table 3 and figure 2 it is clear that 14% of the women who are confident
are facing the problem of lack of adequate funds. 3 respondents (6%) indicate socio economic
barriers as a difficulty. 4% suffer lack of family support. One person has another opinion
that the lack of adequate facility as the major hindrance. 74% does not give any opinion
because they are not confident as mentioned in the previous table.
Reasons for not Being Confident
Women who do not have enough confidence to enter into the field of women
entrepreneurship have stated many reasons for their lack of confidence. The following
diagram and table shows the reasons behind this.
Table 4 - Reasons for not Being Confident
Reasons
Number of respondents
Unable to take risk
8
Lack of skill and training
18
No previous experience
11
Others
0
No opinion
13
Total
50

Percentage
16
36
22
0
26
100

Source : Primary Data
Inference
The table 4 and figure shows that 36% consider lack of skill and training are the
major problem behind the lack of confidence.11 respondents (22%) are not confident because
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Figure 3 Reasons for not being confident
of the lack of previous experience and 16% expressed their inability to take risk.13 respondents
(26%) did not give any opinion that they are confident to become entrepreneurs as mentioned
in the previous table.
Awareness about incentives by the Government
The knowledge about government incentives and schemes should be disseminated
to the unemployed women for prompting them to enter into the entrepreneurship. The
following table and graph clearly indicates the awareness level of unemployed women in
this regard.
Table 5 - Awareness About Incentives By The Government
Number of respondents
Percentage
Awareness
Yes
16
32
No
34
68
Total
50
100
Source: Primary data

Figure 4 Awareness About Incentives By The Government
Inference
The table 5 and diagram shows that majority of the unemployed women (68%) are
not aware about the incentives provided by the government. Only 16 respondents possess
proper knowledge in this regard. This indicates that there is a failure either from the part of
government agencies or from the unemployed women.
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Need For More Women Entrepreneurs
The favourable or unfavourable attitude of the unemployed women towards the
entrepreneurship development can be clearly known from their opinion about the need for
more women entrepreneurs. The following table and graph shows their opinion in this regard.
Table 6 - Need For More Women Entrepreneurs
Needed or not
Number of respondents
Percentage
Yes
18
36
No
32
64
Total
50
100
Source: Primary data

Figure 5 Need for more women entrepreneurs
Inference: From the table 6 and diagram we can infer that majority of the unemployed
women (64%) do not have any favourable attitude towards the entering of more women
into this field. Only 36% possess a favourable attitude in this regard.
Findings
Personal information
· The survey reveals that majority of the respondents (70%) belongs to the age group of
30-50 which includes 40% in 30-40 and remaining 30% is in the category of 40-50.
· 44% of the respondents are completed graduation (28% are graduates and 16% are
post graduates.)
· Majority of the respondents have the annual family income of 50001-100000 and 100001300000.
Attitude of respondents towards women entrepreneurship
1. Majority of the unemployed women (74%) are not confident enough to enter into the
field of entrepreneurship. They want to stay in their current state itself.
2. Out of thirteen unemployed women who have confidence for entrepreneurial activities,
seven are facing the problem of lack of adequate funds. Socio- cultural barriers and
lack of family support are also act as hindrances before them to utilise their confidence
in productive areas.
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3. Thirty seven unemployed women who are not so confident to enter into the field of
women entrepreneurship. Out of these eighteen are because of lack of proper training.
Absence of previous experience and fear of risk are also some factors behind such an
introvert nature of unemployed women.
4. Majority of the unemployed women (68%) are not aware about the incentives provided
by the government. The reason for such unawareness may be due to the ignorance
from the part of women or inadequate communication efforts of the government.
5. Sixty four percentage of the unemployed women do not have any favourable attitude
towards the entering of more women into the field of women entrepreneurship. This
attitude may adversely affect the future developments in this women entrepreneurial
arena.
Suggestions
· Adequate managerial training programmes to equip women in management skills
and Vocational training programmes that enable them to understand the production
process and production management.
· Counselling on a large scale of interested unemployed women to remove
psychological causes like lack of self confidence and fear of success etc...
· Women interested in business should be offered loans & subsides for encouraging
them into industrial activities. The financial institutions should provide more working
capital assistance both for small scale venture and large scale ventures.
· Efforts can be made by government to spread information about government policies,
plans and strategies on the development of women in the field of industry, trade and
commerce. The unemployed women can utilize the various schemes provided by
the Government for their entrepreneurial activities.
· Business incubation centres for women must be established to properly counsel and
guide potential women entrepreneurs.
· Fundamental changes are needed on school and college education level. At this
level “Women entrepreneurship Cells” should be established so as to identify the
potential in girl child to be an entrepreneur and opportunity should be provided
accordingly.
· For women entrepreneurship to work as a tool to eradicate poverty at grassroots
level, housewives as potential source of entrepreneurship should be targeted by
government. Their potential should be identified and opportunities should be provided
to them.
Thus by adopting the following aforesaid measures in letter and spirit the problems
associated with women can be solved.
CONCLUSION
Women entrepreneurship is recent phenomenon in Kerala. They have been attracting
the attention of policy makers and government department by their excellent performance.
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Couple of decades ago, the number of working women was very less, but now as the cost
of living has increased; they have keenly felt the need to work outside. It is in this context
that the question of women entrepreneurship assumes a new significance especially when
unemployment has become a crucial problem to all. The right kind of assistance from family,
society and Government can make the unemployed women one of the crucial entrepreneurial
resource and they can contribute towards the economic and social development of India. To
conclude, in the words of Former President APJ Abdul Kalam “Empowering women is a
prerequisite for creating a good nation, when women are empowered, society with stability
is assured.
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Swarm Intelligence Applied in Traffic Management
M.V. Jisha
ABSTRACT
With the ever increasing traffic demand, congestion has become a serious problem
in many major cities around the world. This paper deals with the traffic congestion and also
provides the citizen an alternate, less congestion route for their travel, thus in turn saving a
lot of time, fuel and also control pollution . Swarm intelligence is implemented in this paper.
The embedded system using swarm intelligence proposed in this paper captures images of
the traffic and analysis their behaviour according to the surrounding and redirects the traffic
in different routes so that congestion in each routes will decrease. One more new feature is
added that is android application designed through App-Inventor that helps to locate the
least congestion route for a traveller based on his or her destination.
Keywords - App-Inventor, Embedded System, Swarm Intelligence, Traffic Congestion
INTRODUCTION
Swarm Intelligence (SI) describes the collective behaviour of decentralized, selforganized systems. It is the technique wherein several decentralized intelligent independent
units function and aid each other in task. SI provides a basis with which it is possible to
explore collective (or distributed) problems solving without centralized control or the provision
of a global model. Many units can function in tandem, reducing load and increasing efficiency.
This also removes the need for a central server. In SI there are several units working
together, helping each other without any central control over them. For every square there
will be four signals and each will be equipped with a camera. Cameras will take snapshots
of the traffic and directly send to cloud for storage. From cloud the images will be used to
detect the intensity of traffic at each junction. Through edge detection process intensity on
incoming traffic can be judged and the flow of traffic from each direction also can be
estimated. Then through ARM7 microcontroller will direct the traffic lights according to
traffic flow, for a limited number of vehicles the green light will glow for lesser amount of
time and for a large amount of vehicles rushing the green light will glow for a more amount
of time. This was the scenario for a single traffic square but for a the entire city swarm
intelligence is used all traffic signals are interconnected through a network and through
swarm intelligence flow of traffic is control adaptively and directed to different routes in
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order to minimize congestion at every signal. So for a smart city this traffic management
can be applicable.
Through App-Inventor using block programming an android application is designed
through which we can get updates about the traffic congestion on each route, so that we
can select the best route for our travel.
II. Related Work
Some of the optimization technique for the road network management proposed by
the researchers is grouped below, along with their strength and limitations.
Graph Theory Based
The classical minimum shortest route algorithm such as Dijkstra algorithm, Priority
queues, bidirectional search etc. are used by many research for road traffic management .
Appert et al. utilized graph theory for the measuring urban road network vulnerability.
Baruah proposed cut-set of graph for the traffic control problem. As the complexity of
traffic control on network expansions it becomes more complicated to coordinate the actions
of the large number of heterogeneous traffic management instruments that are available in
the network. One way of handling this complexity is to divide the coordination problem into
smaller coherent sub-problems that can be solved with a minimum of interaction. Multi
agent systems can aid in the distribution of the problem (over the various agents that comprise
the multi agent system) and facilitate the coordination of the activities of these agents when
required. In the literature no consensus exists about the best configuration of the traffic
managing multi agent system and how the activities of the agents that comprise the multi
agent system should be coordinated. Katwijk et al. reported a test bed for multi agent
control systems in road traffic management that can deals the traffic managing multi agent
system can be configured, evaluated in a realistic simulated traffic environment, easily
transferred to a real world application. Raza and Rao proposed agent based urban traffic
and transportation control. This paper gives a theoretical foundation of an intelligent traffic
clouds.
Genetic Algorithm based
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been demonstrated to be a promising search and
optimization technique. It has been successfully applied to system identification and a wide
range of applications including filter design, scheduling, routing, control, and others. For
applying GAs to complex problems has been the high computational cost due to their slow
convergence rate is one of the main obstacles. Han and Tabata combined a genetic algorithm
and controlling lethal gene for solving of the vehicle routine problem but the performance for
the practical example was not investigated. Meshkat and Vrancken used multi objective
technique for the road network partitioning. This study fast and elitist Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) and Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) were
implemented. Jiang et al. proposed an agent model with adaptive weight based multi-objective
algorithm to manage road-network congestion problem. The aim of this study was to construct
a quantitative index series to describe the road network congestion distribution, and use
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such indexes as weights in the multi-objective algorithm to shunt vehicles on those congested
links. In the first phase, a multi-agent system was built, where each agent stands for a
vehicle that adapts its route to real-time road network congestion status by a two-objective
optimization process: the shortest path and the minimal congested degree of the target link.
The agent-based approach captures the nonlinear feedback between vehicle routing behaviors
and road-network congestion states. Next, a series of quantitative indexes was constructed
to describe the congested degree of nodes, and such indexes were used as weights in the
two objective functions which were employed by the agents for routing decisions and
congestion avoidance.
Fuzzy Logic Based
The fuzzy logic appeared in 1965 by Zadeh introducing the concept of fuzzy sets.
It was shown as a very capable mathematical approach for dealing with subjectivity, ambiguity,
uncertainty, and imprecision . Fuzzy logic was used as a framework to solve transportation
problems such as traffic assignment problem, accident analysis and prevention, traffic control
at roads intersection, and traffic light control. During the last decade, some developments in
information acquisition technologies through advanced traveller information systems have
been done. However, many contextual factors (such as departure time, travel distance,
usual driving speed of the driver, weather information, personal preferences, roadwork
information, and other information which could be available to the guidance systems in realtime) increase the uncertainty of the itinerary choice.
Ridwan used choice function based fuzzy preferences relations and considered the
spatial knowledge of individual drivers. This method strengthened the travel decision by
fuzzy preference relations but it utilized small number of influence factors and in real scenario
there are multiple influence factors. Hawas estimated the route utility by using neuro fuzzy
data training with a hidden neuron in each fuzzy process. This method used adaptive to the
variation of perceptions from drivers but there is no fuzzification training not exist. Arslan
and Khisty developed route choice model. They utilized hybrid model based on fuzzy logic
and analytical hierarchy process. The preference was extracted from driver’s psychology.
Ghatee and Hashemi proposed quasi logiest formula based algorithm for traffic assignment.
It maximizes the level of certainty and minimizes the perceived travel delays. The limitation
of this study is no results for real networks. Balaji and Srinivasan proposed multi agent
system based on type-2 fuzzy decision module for urban traffic management. This method
reduces the total delay of vehicles and it was simulated on real traffic of Singapore. The
limitation of this method is unavailability of vehicle route guidance. Kammoun et al. proposed
an adaptive multi agent system based on the ant colony behaviour and the hierarchical fuzzy
model. This system allows adjusting efficiently the road traffic according to the real time
changes in road networks by the integration of adaptive vehicle route guidance system. This
system was implemented and simulated under a multi agent platform in order to discuss the
improvement of the global road traffic quality in terms of time, fluidity and adaptively.
Swarm Intelligence Based
The swarm intelligence has been used to model complex traffic and transportation
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processes. In fact, the self-organization of the social insects is based on relatively simple
rules of individual insect’s behaviour. Among the different colony insects, the ant colony
succeeds to find food by following the path with highest pheromone quantity deposited by
other ants . The pheromone signal represents the communication tool between individual
ants. It contributes to the formation of collective intelligence of social ant colonies that can
be considered as multi-agent systems. Bertelle et al. proposed road traffic management by
using ant system for shortest path in weighted dynamic graph. This method utilized neural
networks for traffic flow regulation and it simulated using multi agent platform. Yang et al.
proposed optimization model based on coarse-grain parallel ant colony algorithm for the bus
network optimization. It was demonstrated on data of Dalian city, China but it did not consider
the real time traffic management. Deng et al, proposed hybrid particle swarm optimization
algorithm by combining fluid neural network. This method is influenced by search best path
in stochastic traffic networks and this method was simulated with only 20 nodes road network.
D’Acierno et al. proposed swarm intelligence algorithm to optimize the signal setting of
each intersection for the asymmetric traffic assignment and it lacks on real time management.
Garcia-Nietoa et al. used particle swarm intelligence to find cycle programs of traffic lights
and implemented for 2 cities in Spain. Mostly, Ant Colony Optimization was used to solve
transportation problems such as Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and Vehicle Routing
Problem (VRP), only few works based on swarm intelligence are developed to solve road
traffic management problem. In fact, the problem cannot be solved using the classic versions:
artificial ants are able only to generate successively shorter feasible tours by using information
accumulated in the form of a pheromone trail deposited on the graph edges.
Various Operations of the System
Our aim is to develop the system at signals; this system will have multifunctional
operations. Initially the system will measure the traffic density at different signals using
image processing using edge detection and accordingly change the time delays for traffic
lights viz. the side at which the traffic is high the signal will remain green for more time.
Secondly it will also communicate with the adjacent junction signal. Both the signals will
collectively manage the traffic depending on the density. So in the same way all signals of
the city will communicate with each other forming a SWARM dedicated system. Also send
message to next signal when panic key is pressed using Wi-Fi module.
A. Edge Detection
Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects within
images. It works by detecting discontinuities in brightness. Edge detection is used for image
segmentation and data extraction in areas such as image processing, computer vision, and
machine vision. There are many methods for edge detection but most of them can be grouped
into two categories, search based and zero-crossing based. Common edge detection algorithms
include Sobel, Canny, Prewitt, Roberts, and fuzzy logic methods.
B. MAX232
MAX 232 is the name of IC which is used for TTL to RS232 or RS232 to TTL
conversion. To communicate serially between two devices, that devices must be TTL
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compatible. TTL compatibility means TTL logic levels (logic 1/ logic 0) must be same for
both the devices. MAX232 converts TTL of 5v in to RS232 standard or RS232 standard in
to TTL of 5v. Whereas MAX3232 converts TTL of 3.3v in to RS232 standard or RS232
standard in to TTL of 3.3v.
C. ARM7 Microcontroller
The original ARM7 was based on the earlier ARM6 design and used the same
ARMv3 instruction set. The ARM710 variant was used in a CPU module for the Acorn
Risc PC. This forms the core of our system, where decisions based on the inputs from the
computer are made and respective LEDs are made to glow for desired time intervals. It
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also controls the Wi-Fi module which is responsible for the communication between the
signals.
D. Wi-Fi Module (ESP8266)
ESP8266 offers a complete and self-contained Wi-Fi networking solution, allowing
it to either host the application or to offload all Wi-Fi networking functions from another
application processor. When ESP8266 hosts the application, and when it is the only application
processor in the device, it is able to boot up directly from an external flash. It has integrated
cache to improve the performance of the system in such applications, and to minimize the
memory requirements. Alternately, serving as a Wi-Fi adapter, wireless internet access can
be added to any microcontroller-based design with simple connectivity through UART
interface or the CPU AHB bridge interface.
E. LED Panel
The LED panel forms the visual part of the system which will direct the traffic flow.
The LEDs are controlled by the micro-controller and based on its control action.
F. LCD Display
LCD display is used to display messages to the public in case of emergencies or
suggestions for alternate routes. It can also be used to display the general traffic conditions
of the next signal so that the drivers can decide their routes wisely.
G. Android Phone
Android phone is used to receive the traffic updates so that we can select the best
route for our faster travel. Block programming is written using App-inventor through which
our android phone can measures the less congestion routes and display them on our screen.
App-Inventor is a open source web application designed by Google. It uses a graphical
interface, very similar to Scratch and the Star Logo TNG user interface, which allows users
to drag-and-drop visual objects to create an application that can run on Android devices. In
creating App Inventor, Google drew upon significant prior research in educational computing,
as well as work done within Google on online development environments.
APPLICATION
A. Smart City
A smart city uses information and communication technologies (ICT) to enhance
quality, performance and interactivity of urban services, to reduce costs and resource
consumption and to improve contact between citizens and government. Sectors that have
been developing smart city technology include government services, transport and traffic
management, energy, health care, water and waste. Smart city applications are developed
with the goal of improving the management of urban flows and allowing for real time responses
to challenges. A smart city may therefore be more prepared to respond to challenges than
one with a simple „transactional relationship with its citizens.
B. Direction of Management of Traffic
In addition to the earlier method of traffic congestion detection, one more method
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can be used. A server can be maintained which can receive certain crucial data calculated
by the Controller of the signals. The main aim is to implement a system that would trace the
travel time of individual cars as they pass the roadside controllers and compute an average
trip time using a rule-based system to decide whether the area is congested or uncongested.
If congestion is sensed then system would control traffic signals / generate automatic rerouting messages to selected approaching vehicles.
C. Automatic Detection of Speed
We can use this technique to calculate the speed of a motorist and to detect if he
violates the prescribed/set speed limit. If the motorist violates the rule, a warning message
will be sent to the motorist via audio and/or video interface and penalty will be calculated in
the server and billed monthly to the vehicle owner.
D. Automatic Billing
Automatic toll collection and automatic ¯core area charge collections are also done using
the same framework. Controller unit will be placed at toll-booth and along the motor able
roads around the core area which will detect each individual vehicle uniquely within its zone
by capturing their device ids and will keep records of the time during which the vehicle was
seen by those Controllers within its reading zone. This information will be sent to a main
server. Accordingly the main server will calculate the charges and raise bills against the
vehicle ids.
E. Selection of Less Congestion Route
Through our android phone we can select the less congestion routes for our travels.
V. Future Scope
The major application is the traffic management of a smart city. Further the image
processing could be replaced by video processing for more accurate results. Data on cloud
server could be used for analysis of behavioural pattern followed at different signals so help
in reducing traffic congestion for effectively and within stipulated time.
CONCLUSION
This paper has fairly tried to highlight the concept of dealing with traffic congestion
in a smart city. It introduces us to the vast world of image processing, which is used in
several modern day applications. Endeavour has been made to touch every field the device
can be related to like designing, programming involved, circuitry, construction, working and
application. It highly reduces the modern day problem of traffic congestion that we are
facing today.
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A Study on the Stress Management in HLL Life Care Ltd.
Anupa. S
ABSTRACT
Stress has been viewed as an inevitable consequence of work life; or at most, a health care
issue. Neither view begins to capture just how costly this problem is to employers. This
interferes with human intellectual, emotional, and interpersonal functioning. In fact, nearly
every popular training and organizational development initiative is directly compromised by
the intellectual, emotional, and interpersonal and emotional consequences of stress. The
current paper looks an outlook about-the factors affecting job stress, effects of stress in the
employees of HLL and difference between job stress and work life balance with respect to
measures stress level of employees.
INTRODUCTION
Stress is your body’s way of responding to any kind of demand. It can be caused by
both good and bad experiences. When people feel stressed by something going on around
them, their bodies react by releasing chemicals into the blood. These chemicals give people
more energy and strength, which can be a good thing if their stress is caused by physical
danger. But this can also be a bad thing, if their stress is in response to something emotional
and there is no outlet for this extra energy and strength. This paper describes about different
causes of stress, how stress affects people today.
Causes of stress
Many different things can cause stress- from physical (such as fear of something
dangerous) to emotional (such as worry over your family or job.) Identifying what may be
causing you stress is often the first step in learning how to better deal with your stress.
Some of the most common sources of stress are:
Survival Stress-When we are something may physically hurt you, your body naturally
responds with a burst of energy so that you will be better able to survive the dangerous
situation (fight) or escape it all together (flight).This is survival stress.
Internal stress-Have you ever caught yourself worrying about things you can do nothing
about or worrying for no reason at all? This is internal stress and it is one of the most
important kinds of stress to understand and manage. Internal stress is when people make
themselves stressed. This often happens when we worry about things we can’t control or
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put ourselves in situations we know will cause us stress. Some people become addicted to
the kind of hurried, tense, lifestyle that results from being under stress. They even look for
stressful situation and feel stress about things that aren’t stressful.
Environmental stress-This is a response to things around you that cause stress, such as
noise, crowding and pressure from work or family. Identifying these environmental stresses
and learning to avoid them or deal with them will help lower your stress level.
Fatigue and overwork-This kind of stress builds up over long time and can take a hard toll
on your body. It can be caused by working too much or too hard at your job(s), school, or
home. It can also be caused by not knowing how to manage your time well or how to take
time out for rest and relaxation. This can be one of the hardest kinds of stress to avoid
because many people feel this is one of their controls.
What is Not Stress?
To make the meaning of stress more clear, it is useful to state that what does not
constitute stress. Each of the following does not amount to stress. Stress is not simply
anxiety or nervous tension: These symptoms do not constitute stress. People exhibiting
these behaviors may not be under any stress. Similarly, individuals who are under stress
may not anxiety or nervous tension. Stress need not always be damaging: People frequently
experience stress without any strain at all. Daily activities of life may be stressful, but not
always harmful. Stress is not always due to overwork: Stressed-out individuals are not
always those who are overworked. Stress may also result from having too little to do. Stress
can not be avoided: It is necessary to realize that stress is an inevitable part of life and that
it cannot be avoided. However, be avoided are the negative reactions to stress. The body
has a limited capacity to responds: Stress is the body’s biological response mechanism. The
body has only limited capacity to respond to stressors. The workplace makes a variety of
demands on people and too much stress over too long a period of time exhaust the ability to
cope with the stressors, as is evident from the second preview case to this chapter.
EFFECTS OF STRESS
1. Effect on Society
The societal costs of stress are already high- and are increasing steadily. Society
bears the cost of public services such as healthcare for those made ill by stress, pensions for
early retirements brought on by stress, and disability benefits for accidents occurring because
of stress. In addition of this, stress often makes people irritable, and this affects the overall
quality of everyone’s lives.
2. Effects on Companies
Stress costs industry over $150 billion a year in the US alone- through absenteeism
and reduced level of performance by those who are physically present but mentally absent.
In the UK as much as 60% of all absenteeism is believed to be caused by stress related
disorders. Anything that can reduce the damaging effects of stress makes workers happier
and companies richer.
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3. Effects on the Body
When the human body is suffer from physical or psychological stress, it increases
the production of certain hormones, such as adrenaline and cortical. These hormones produce
marked changes in heart rate, blood pressure levels metabolism and physical activity. Although
this physical reaction will help you to function more effectively when you are under pressure
for short periods of time, it can be extremely damaging to the body in the long term.
4. Effects on Emotions
Those who suffer from stress are far more likely to indulge in destructive behavior,
which can have a high cost to themselves, to employees, and to society. Typical symptoms
such as mood swings and erratic behavior may alienate colleagues as well as friends and
family. In some cases, this can start a vicious circle of decreasing confidence, leading to
more serious emotional problems, such as depression.
5. Effects on Decisions
Suffering from any level of stress can rapidly cause individuals to lose their ability to
make sound decisions, especially if their self-confidence fails. This affects health, family
and career alike, since stress in one area of life inevitably affects others. Someone suffering
from stress may not heed physical signs of illness, attributing them to the side-effects of
stress. Faulty decisions made in the workplace and at home may lead to accidents or
arguments, financial loss or even the loss of job.
6. Effects on Family
Stress can break up homes and families. The high divorce rates in the West are due
partly to the rapid increase in stress I the workplace, especially where both partners are
working full time. It is difficult to find the energy to be to family and friends if work is very
difficult or you are afraid that you may lose your job. When children are involved, stress can
cause a conflict relating to childcare and careers. Separation or divorce may have long term
impact on the children, it is not best way to create a generation of stress-free individuals.
This requires a very careful balance of the demands of work and home. Initiatives like The
Learning Organization, Process Re-engineering, Diversity Training, Collaborative Team Work,
and The High Performance Organization are all impacted by the way people are affected
by stress.
Literature Review
· (Kivinaki et al. 2000) found that the percentage of employees suffering from high
blood pressure doubled after the company laid off ten percent of its workforce.
· (Pattnayak 2000) observed that the level of stress experienced does not vary much
across the positions. There is not much significant difference between stress experienced
by the executives and the supervisor. Employees’ responses to work demands and
pressures are largely influenced by their personality characteristics, and psychological
and behavioral patterns, such as beliefs and values, aspiration and expectancy, need
structure, attributions, locus of control, personality traits, coping skills, cognitive patterns,
etc. An important personal characteristic which influence the experience of stress is
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“sense of control.” Control refers to the perception by the individual worker that his or
her action results in expected outcomes, particularly those which are important for the
workers. Sense of control has been found to have significant effect on people’s response
to stress.
· In a study (Srivastava & Veena 2009), on a sample of industrial supervisors noted that
supervisors rating higher on emotionality, dependence and sensitivity and imaginativeness
experienced comparatively higher degree of occupational stress. High anxiety also is a
frequent source as well as promoter of stress. Indicating the relationship of anxiety to
stress.
· Anitha, R. (2011), A Study on job satisfaction of paper mill employees with special
reference to Udumalpet and Palani taluka, Associate professor, Department of
Management, Sasi Creative School of Management, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India.
Job satisfaction is a general attitude towards one’s job, the difference between the
amount of reward workers receive and the amount they believe they should receive.
Employee is a back bone of every organization, without employee no work can be
done. So employee’s satisfaction is very important. Employees will be more satisfied if
they get what they expected, job satisfaction relates to inner feelings of workers. As
Udumalpet and Palani Taluk are famous for paper industries, the main aim of this study
is to analyze the satisfaction level of paper mill employees. Chi-Square test and
percentage analysis have been used in this study to analyze the job satisfaction of
paper mill employees in Udumalpet and Palani Taluk. The study shows that only 44%
of the employees are satisfied with the working conditions, 31% of them with the
welfare facilities, 44% of them with the accident compensation, and 42% of them are
satisfied with the rewards provided and 52% of them are satisfied with the grievance
handling procedure. The organization may give importance to certain factors such as
Canteen, rest room facilities, rewards, recognition and promotion policy so that satisfaction
of the employees may be improved further.
Statement of the Problem
Stress has been viewed as an inevitable consequence of work life; or at most, a
health care issue. Neither view begins to capture just how costly this problem is to employers.
Research shows that stress interferes with human intellectual, emotional, and interpersonal
functioning. In fact, nearly every popular training and organizational development initiative
is directly compromised by the intellectual, emotional, and interpersonal and emotional
consequences of stress.
The emergence of many super specialty hospitals in every nook and corner of the
state of Kerala has created unhealthy competitions among the health care institutions. The
meaning of work life balance is hard to define. It is the idea that people should have enough
time to be able to work and have outside interests and responsibilities. But also, it may be
about having the control over when, where and how they should work to allow them to have
a fulfilled life both in and outside of work. So the research problem is confined to study the
importance of stress management in a factory environment.
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Objectives of the study
· To study on the job stress among employees at HLL LIFECARE LTD.,
Thiruvananthapuram
· To find out the factors affecting job stress.
· To find out effects of stress in the employees of HLL.
· To study the difference between job stress and work life balance with respect to
measures stress level of employees.
Methodology
Primary data: In this study simple random sampling is applied. The sample size of the
study was 100 employees.
Secondary data: The secondary data was collected from human resource department
files and records. The other information that are relevant for the study collected from
books and journals.
Analysis and Interpretation

Gender
Male
Female
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 1: Gender wise Classification
Frequency
Percentage
70
70
30
30
100
100
Table 2:Clarity of expectation from work
Frequency
Percentage
7
7
24
24
14
14
37
37
18
18
100
100
Table 3:Decision at break
Frequency
8
21
11
42
18
100

Percentage
8
21
11
42
18
100
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Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 4.:Demand from different groups
Frequency
Percentage
10
10
13
13
35
35
27
27
15
15
100
100
Table 5:About the job
Frequency
14
22
18
29
17
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 6: About personal harassment
Frequency
28
36
14
14
8
100
Table 7:About unachievable deadlines
Frequency
4
30
9
41
16
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 8: About colleagues
Frequency
8
25
12
37
18
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
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Percentage
14
22
18
29
17
100
Percentage
28
36
14
14
8
100
Percentage
4
30
9
41
16
100

Percentage
8
25
12
37
18
100
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Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 9:About supportive feedback
Frequency
12
11
32
27
18
100

Percentage
12
11
32
27
18
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 10:About intensive work
Frequency
5
26
14
36
19
100

Percentage
5
26
14
36
19
100

Table 11 :About work speed
Frequency
8
17
32
19
24
100

Percentage
8
17
32
19
24
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 12:Clarity about duties and responsibilities
Frequency
Percentage
14
14
21
21
16
16
17
17
32
32
100
100
Table 13:About negligence of tasks
Frequency
13
22
22
29
14
100

Percentage
13
22
22
29
14
100
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Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 14:Clarity about goals and objectives
Frequency
Percentage
10
10
16
16
32
32
27
27
15
15
100
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 15:Friction or anger between colleagues
Frequency
Percentage
14
14
20
20
19
19
37
37
10
10
100
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 16: Choice in work
Frequency
17
20
19
29
15
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 17:Ability to take breaks
Frequency
5
22
17
39
17
100

Percentage
17
20
19
29
15
100
Percentage
5
22
17
39
17
100

Table 18:Awareness about overall aim of the organization
Response
Frequency
Percentage
Never
19
19
Seldom
10
10
Sometimes
14
14
Often
39
39
Always
18
18
Total
100
100
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Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 19:Pressure to work long hours
Frequency
8
58
3
19
12
100

Percentage
8
58
3
19
12
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 20:Choice in work
Frequency
17
28
19
22
14
100

Percentage
17
28
19
22
14
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 21:Speed at work
Frequency
16
6
36
28
14
100

Percentage
16
6
36
28
14
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 22: Subject to bullying
Frequency
4
38
27
14
17
100

Percentage
4
38
27
14
17
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 23:Awareness about bullying
Frequency
5
21
34
22
18
100

Percentage
5
21
34
22
18
100
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Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total

Table 24: About unrealistic time pressure
Frequency
22
34
15
21
8
100

Percentage
22
34
15
21
8
100

Table 25: Help and support from colleagues
Frequency
Percentage
7
7
31
31
18
18
32
32
12
12
100
100
Table 26: Respect at work
Frequency
9
30
17
33
11
100

Percentage
9
30
17
33
11
100

Table 27: Willingness of colleagues to work- related problems
Response
Frequency
Percentage
Never
11
11
Seldom
15
15
Sometimes
31
31
Often
29
29
Always
14
14
Total
100
100

Response
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often
Always
Total
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Table 28: Encouragement of line managers
Frequency
Percentage
10
10
14
14
36
36
27
27
13
13
100
100
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Findings
· Most of the respondents are clear about what is expected of them at work and also
found that majority of the employees can take decision regarding the timing of
break. Different groups at work demand things from them that are hard to combine.
· Even though majority of the employees knew how to go about getting their job done,
some employees didn’t know how to go about getting their job done. Majority of the
employees didn’t subject to personal harassment in the form of unkind words or
behavior.
· It was found that majority of the employees have unachievable deadlines. It can be
interpreted from the study that majority of the respondents are clear about the goals
and objectives for their department.
· The study reveals that most of the employees in the organization got supportive
feedback on their work. Even though more than half of the respondents have clarity
about their duties and responsibilities some of the respondents are not clear about
their duties and responsibilities.
· It was found that there exists a friction or anger between colleagues. Most of the
employees have to work very fast. Majority of the employees are subject to bullying
at work. Even though most of the employees pressured to work long hours, some of
the employees are not pressured for the long work.
· The study reveals that colleagues give help and support to employees and they give
them respect and are willing to listen to their work- related problems etc. It was
also found that the line managers encourage the employees at work.
Suggestions
· Provide adequate and fair compensation
· Provide safe and healthy working condition
· Provide immediate opportunity to use and develop human capacities.
· To create future opportunity for continued growth and security
· Try to introduce social integration in work environment
· Try to introduce attractive retirement benefits.
· Company provides clear cut guidelines framed for promotion and training policies.
· Studies of work life balance of competing and other industries should be
undertaken. This will give the company knowledge of where it stands and how
much distance it has to bridge.
· A suggestion scheme should also be introduced.
CONCLUSION
Though many researches have been done on the subject of stress management
among employees in various industries, not many studies have been conducted in similar
lines among HLL employees. This research was intended to map the occupational stress
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profile of employees working in Health care sector and to identify various stress alleviation
measures that can be integrated in the work culture of the organization for its effective
management. It was expected that the results of the research would be highly useful for the
management of the organizations in Health care industry to sketch their strategy to reduce
the occupational stress among employees. This would further help in minimizing the gap
between effectiveness and efficiency of the services in offer in addition to assured
improvement in employee job satisfaction level.
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Green Energy: Need of the Hour
Serene Anna Sam

ABSTRACT
India is an emerging economy. Increasing GDP and rising population are driving the
demand for additional electrical energy and transportation fuels. In spite of abundant renewable
energy sources, the country still depends excessively on primary fuels. Renewable energy
sources are environment friendly as well as cost efficient and this opens a roadway to
sustainable economic development. Realising the potential of these green energy sources,
the Government of India offers various tax exemptions and incentives to these projects.
This article attempts to focus on the different renewable energy sources available in the
country and the support mechanism provided by the Government on this front.
INTRODUCION
Energy is the basic thing needed for every activity in the world. Just like our body
requires energy in the form of carbohydrates and protein, the man-made things like machines,
appliances and automobiles require energy for the easy working. Some of these machines
run with electricity, while others like automobiles, use energy stored in the substance like
gasoline. Some energy can be stored while some are not; some are portable while others
are not. The two most common forms of energy we use are heat and electricity. Heat is the
energy of moving particles in any substance. The faster the particles move, the warmer the
substance is. Electricity is the energy of electrons moving along a conductor like a copper
electrical wire. Most of the machines around us use either heat or electricity to do their
work. Besides heat and electricity, we use many other forms of energy every day of our
lives. Energy is easily converted from one form to another. This is an important and very
useful property, because we rarely produce energy using the same device, or in the same
form as what is needed for the task at hand. Since energy is often produced at some
distance from its end use, we also need to transmit it from its source location to where it is
needed. This is done by means of wires in the case of electricity, or pipelines or tank trucks
in the case of oil or natural gas. Not all forms of energy can be easily stored or transported.
For instance, light is impossible to store directly. It has to be converted to some other form,
such as chemical energy first.
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Non-renewable versus renewable energy
Non-renewable Energy
Much of our energy supply comes from coal, oil, natural gas, or radioactive elements.
They are considered non-renewable because once they are removed from the ground and
used, they are not immediately replaced. In fact, the world’s natural gas, crude oil and coal
deposits took millions of years to form. Once gas or oil is taken from the earth and used, it
cannot be replaced.
Renewable Energy
Renewable energy on the other hand quickly replaces itself and is usually available
in a never-ending supply. Renewable energy comes from the natural flow of sunlight, wind,
or water around the earth. With the help of special collectors, we can capture some of this
energy and put it to use in our homes and businesses. As long as sunlight, water and wind
continue to flow and trees and other plants continue to grow, we have access to a ready of
supply of energy. Renewable energy is often used interchangeably with the term green
energy. Green energy is the term used to describe sources of energy that are considered to
be environmentally friendly and non- polluting, such as geothermal, wind, solar and
hydropower. Sometimes nuclear power is also considered a green energy source. Green
energy sources are often considered ‘green’ because they are perceived to lower carbon
emissions and create less pollution. Alternative energy and clean technologies are other
terms often used instead of renewable energy. The terms suggest a non-polluting, nonfossil-fuel source. The entire world is facing the challenge of global warming and by adopting
the green energy source, we can contribute towards mitigating its effects to some extent.
Green power is sometimes used in reference to electricity generated from ‘green’ sources.
Brown energy has been used to contrast non-renewable or polluting energy sources with
green energy. The list below summarizes some of the more common forms of renewable
energy.
Solar energy
Sunlight is an excellent source of heat and electricity, the two most important forms
of energy we consume. Solar energy is becoming increasingly popular for remote power
needs such as telecommunication towers, agricultural applications (irrigation and pasture
management), in tropical countries that are not connected to an electrical grid, for heating
swimming pools, and many other applications around the world. Solar power is a clean
source of power and works in a silent mode without slicing any share of the power that may
have been intended for any community use. Solar offers immense environmental gain as
against the conventional power. These do not produce further heat for production of electricity
and thus have no carbon emissions associated. Moreover these equipments need minimal
maintenance on a daily basis. Solar energy sources include, solar photovoltaic power which
produces electricity, solar water heaters, used for water heating, solar cooker, solar lanterns
and the new developments are solar motorcars / two wheelers and solar traffic lighting
systems.
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Wind energy
Wind energy is really just another form of solar energy. Sunlight falling on oceans
and continents causes air to warm and rise, which in turn generates surface winds. The
wind has been used by humans for thousands of years, first to carry ships across oceans
and, later, to pump water and grind grain. More recently, wind has been harnessed as a
clean, safe source of electricity. Number of windmills has been developed and operational
at different parts of the world.
Biomass energy
The term ‘biomass’ refers to any form of plant or animal tissue. In the energy
industry, biomass refers to wood, straw, biological waste products such as manure, and
other natural materials that contain stored energy. The energy stored in biomass can be
released by burning the material directly, or by feeding it to micro-organisms that use it to
make biogas, a form of natural gas. Energy from biomass is still used around the world, for
everything from cooking and heating to generating electricity.
Moving water
Man uses water power to supply energy for almost as long as we’ve used wind.
Archaeologists have discovered descriptions of water wheels used for grinding grain that
date back to more than 3,000 years ago. Today, the energy of falling water is used mainly to
drive electrical generators at hydroelectric dams. As long as snow and rainfall can fill the
streams and rivers, moving water can be a renewable source of energy. Hydroelectric
generation does not produce significant greenhouse gas emissions, but does have other
major environmental impacts. The reservoirs often destroy vast areas of highly productive
forest and wildlife habitat. The dams also damage freshwater ecosystems by blocking the
movement of fish and other organisms. While large hydro projects are considered a source
of renewable energy, they may not be sustainable in the long run because of their impact on
the environment.
Other Green Energy Sources
While discussing about the green or clean energy sources, primarily we may talk
about solar, wind, hydro energy. But there are some ‘green’ environmentally friendly energy
sources. These sources can also provide heat, light, and electricity without polluting the air
or disturbing large areas of land or water. The following are a few of these new technologies,
some of which are likely to become mainstream sources of energy in the approaching
decades.
Geothermal Heat
Scientists know since ancient times that the Earth’s interior is very hot. The
temperature of the Earth’s core is estimated to be between 3000 and 5000o C. This heat is
generated by the slow breakdown of radioactive elements, and by the immense gravitational
pressures acting on the rocks and minerals of the Earth’s interior. Temperatures in excess
of 500o C can be found in the Earth’s crust just a few thousand meters below the surface,
but geothermal heat right at the surface of the land is barely detectable energy. Geothermal
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heat has been used to heat homes and businesses on a commercial scale since the 1920s. In
most cases, communities take advantage of naturally occurring geysers, hot springs, and
steam vents (called fumaroles) to gather hot water and steam for heating. Geysers and
fumaroles occur when ground water seeps through cracks and comes in contact with
volcanically heated rocks.
Ground Source Heat Pumps
This is another source of green energy in the future. The temperature of the soil
below about 2 meters remains constant regardless of the weather or season. The difference
between air and deep soil temperatures can be used for heating and cooling in a very
efficient manner, with a ground source heat pump, also called a geothermal heat pump. But
tapping of this energy source is still in the infant stage.
Hydrogen Fuel Cells
Hydrogen could be used as an efficient fuel which, when burned with oxygen,
produces harmless water vapor. Combining oxygen with hydrogen is a clean, efficient way
to make huge amounts of both heat and electricity. One of the main problems with fossil
fuels is that they release large quantities of carbon dioxide when they are burned. The
biggest difficulty faced by engineers designing fuel cells is figuring out how to store and
handle the hydrogen gas safely. Several studies are being conducted to develop hydrogen as
a fuel in the automobile industry.
Why renewable energy is important today?
Energy Price Stability
In the last three years, we have seen large fluctuations in the cost of natural gas, oil,
and electricity due to global economics, market deregulation, and political events in some
parts of the world. Renewable energy is not subject to sharp price changes because it
comes from sources such as sunshine, flowing water, wind, and biological waste, all of
which are free. This gives people greater certainty about the cost of energy, which is good
for society and the economy. By comparison, fossil fuels are limited in their supply, and their
price will increase as they become scarcer.
Clean Air
Air pollution is a major problem that we face today all over the world. The biggest
cause of air pollution in cities is the burning of fossil fuels, including fuels used for
transportation. The Canadian federal government estimates that more than 16,000 Canadians
die prematurely each year from diseases caused by air pollution. Thousands more suffer
from long-term sicknesses and disabilities. The great advantage of using renewable energy
in place of fossil fuels is that renewable energy adds very few pollutants to the environment.
Renewable energy is considered ‘clean’ and ‘green.’
Protecting Global Climates
When fossil fuels are burned, they release carbon dioxide. This gas acts like an
invisible blanket, trapping more of the sun’s energy in the atmosphere, causing the earth to
warm up little by little. Carbon dioxide is building up in the atmosphere as more and more
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fossil fuels are used in homes, factories, and automobiles. If this continues, most scientists
think our planet is likely to become significantly warmer, which could cause many serious
problems around the world. These problems could include melting of arctic ice, increased
forest fires, rising sea levels, loss of animal habitat, damage to coral reefs, the spreading of
tropical diseases, expanding deserts, and more frequent and severe storms.
Protecting Landscapes and Watersheds
Some energy projects, particularly big coalmines, hydro dams, and oil and gas
activities, can have a large impact on lands and watersheds. Damage or loss of natural lands
and watersheds is likely to affect humans and animals. For example, wilderness areas could
be lost when energy resources are extracted. Hydro dams can flood large areas, while the
facilities associated with oil and gas and oil sands development can affect forests and disrupt
animal movements and migrations. On the other hand, solar energy can provide a continuous
supply of energy, which is integrated directly into buildings so that it has very little impact on
land use. Run-of-river hydro plants can be designed to allow for free flow of existing streams.
Unlimited Supplies
Renewable energy supplies will never run out. While the supplies of coal, oil, and
natural gas are limited, sunshine, wind, biomass, and water power are considered almost
limitless resources. Canada’s coal supply is expected to last 200 years, and natural gas
about 100 years. It is estimated that Indian coal reserves will be exhausted within a period
of 40 years. Our large, untapped supplies of wind, sun, water, and biomass can power our
society indefinitely.
Jobs and the Economy
Renewable energy can be developed in such a way that every household or
neighborhood could have its own renewable power generating equipment. This would create
many new jobs for people involved in setting up and maintaining this energy supply, and in
manufacturing the equipment. It is also more efficient to produce renewable energy in small
amounts where it is needed. The energy loss and equipment needed to transmit power over
long distances can also be minimized in this way.
Indian Initiatives in Renewable Energy Production
After independence, India has made significant strides in power generation, energy
supply, and technology in the power sector. The current cumulative power generation capacity
is more than 267637 Megawatts (MW) as on 31 March 2015 produced from different
sources. Among them fossil fuels namely coal, oil, and gas together play a dominant role in
power generation, which accounts for about 70.56%; the share of hydropower is 15.4%,
share of renewable is 11.84 %, and the contribution of nuclear power is 2.16%.
It is also evident from the table 1 that coal is continued to be the dominant energy
source in India (61.51%). However it would have to actively develop non-coal sources to
meet its future needs. It is estimated that at a growth rate of 5 percent in coal production,
India’s extractable coal reserves would get exhausted in 40 years. However, the challenges
in the 21st century in the energy sector will be formidable considering requirements of the
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Table 1 Total Installed Power Generation Capacity (as on 31.03.2015)
Source
Utilities Capacity
Percentage
Coal
164,635.88
61.51
Hydro electricity
41,267.43
15.42
Renewable Energy Source
31,692.14
11.84
Natural Gas
23,062.15
8.61
Nuclear
5,780.00
2.16
Oil
1,199.75
0.44
Total
267,637.35
Source: Energy Statistics Report 2015, GOI

growing economy and the energy needs of the increasing population. India’s energy
consumption has increased manifold, basically due to impressive economic growth, everincreasing population, and the increased income levels of the vast segments of the population.
Therefore, from a long-term perspective and in view of growing environmental concerns
from use of coal and other non renewable energy sources, the country needs clean sources
of energy to protect our coming generations.
Here comes the need and relevance of renewable sources of energy. India is a
reliable, fast growing and profitable market for renewable energy. The total potential for
renewable power generation in the country as on 31.03.14 is estimated at 147615 MW. This
includes wind power potential of 102772 MW (69.6%), Small Hydro power potential of
19749 MW (13.38%), Biomass power potential of 17,538 MW (11.88%) and 5000 MW
(3.39%) from bagasse-based cogeneration in sugar mills.
The energy requirement is expected to increase by 200 percent from 2015 to
2030.The energy need of India is approximately 2.5 times more than that of the developed
countries even though India’s total per capita energy consumption is still very low. Per
Capita Energy Consumption (PEC) during a year is computed as the ratio of the estimate of
total energy consumption during the year to the estimated midyear population of that year.
India’s PEC is about one- third of the world’s average and below other comparable developing
countries. This growth has picked up in the recent years, rising from 612 kWh to 1010 kWh
over the last decade – a growth of 5.1 percent per annum.
Primary fuels are India’s single largest import, accounting for 37 to 40 percent of
total imports and excessive dependence on them has led to budgetary deficits and inflation.
The average quality of the Indian coal is not very high and this necessitates the import of
high quality coal to meet the requirements of steel plants. There has been an increasing
trend in the import of coal. Net Import of coal has steadily increased from 36.60 MTs
during 2005-06 to 166.29 Metric Tons (MT) during 2013-14. During the said period, the
quantum of coal exported increased from 1.99 MTs during 2005-06 to 2.15 MTs during
2013-14. India is highly dependent on import of crude oil. Net imports of crude oil have
increased from 99.41MTs during 2005-06 to 189.24 MTs during 2013-14.
The renewable energy sector in India is rapidly evolving and opens up myriad
opportunities for advancement. Strong support from the Government of India has encouraged
this growth to a great extent. India already has 35 Giga Watts (GW) of renewable energy
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capacity and plans to grow this 500 percent over the next 5 to 6 years. Accelerating the
clean energy revolution, India is pledging to double its clean energy research from USD 72
million to USD 145 million in the next 5 years.
Table 2 - Renewable Energy in India: Status and Revised Targets
Capacities in MW
Current Installed
Installed Capacity by
Capacity (Mar
end of 11th Plan (Mar
2015)
2012)
Solar power
941
3383
Wind power
17352
22645
Biomass
3225
4183
Small Hydro
3395
4025
Total
24914
34351
Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

Source

Target as per 12th
Plan (Mar 2017)

Revised Targets
till 2022

10941
32352
6125
5495
54914

100000
60000
10000
5000
175000

The market opportunity in renewable energy has attracted a number of potential
strategic investors to India. The Government of India’s policies have been very supportive
to renewable energy companies seeking Foreign Direct Investment, multilateral and
development bank funds or external commercial borrowings. With economic slowdown in
infrastructure including conventional power projects, renewables are increasingly seen as
an opportunity by the banks and financial institutions for funding big ticket projects. The
proposed introduction of the Goods and Service Tax will also have a major impact on renewable
projects. Solar power tariff has reached a new bottom of INR 4.34 as against INR 5 and is
expected to drop further. The Rural Electrification Corporation offers to extend loans to
renewable energy projects at 75 basis points below that of comparable conventional generation
projects. Green bonds are also another option that is gaining popularity. The Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy is exploring its prospects of collaborating with The World
Bank to fund India’s renewable power initiatives.
Incentives and tax benefits provided by the Government of India in the renewable
energy sector
Renewal energy sector is one of the fastest growing and profitable sectors in India.
Keeping in view the significance of this sector, various incentive schemes have been facilitated
by both Central and State Governments under wind energy, solar energy and other renewable
energy projects. The Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency has been set up under
Ministry for Non-Conventional Energy Sources and is a specialized financing agency to
promote and finance renewable energy projects.
The incentives for wind energy include 80 per cent accelerated depreciation on
equipments in the first year, 100 per cent Tax Holiday on the earnings for 10 years, over a 15
year period to be taken consecutively (Section 80IA of Income Tax Act), Soft loan for
setting up renewable energy enterprises, concessional customs duty on select equipment
imported and excise duty exemption.
Government has also introduced generation based incentive (GBI) in parallel with
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existing fiscal incentives.GBI incentive provides for Re. 0.50 per unit with a cap of Rs 62
Lakhs per MW over and above tariff approved by State Electricity Regulatory Commission.
This parallel provision will continue till 11th Plan Period or introduction of direct tax code,
whichever is earlier.
In the Solar energy sector, incentives includes 10-year tax holiday for photovoltaic
(PV) and thermal solar plants set up by 2020, reduced customs duty and zero excise duty on
specific capital equipment, critical materials and project imports, besides loans at cheap
interest rates.
The recent Special Incentive Package Scheme (SIPS) for semi-conductors has
attracted the interest of several players. Under this programme, the GOI would provide an
incentive of 20 percent capital expenditure during the first ten years for the units in special
economic zones (SEZs) and 25 per cent of the capital expenditure for other units. Any unit
can claim incentives in the form of capital subsidy or equity participation.
Following the Central Government’s guidelines, a number of states are also pursuing
solar energy and wind energy development aggressively with good response from industry
and have come out with their incentives. These include an enhanced feed-in-tariff rate
when electricity is sold to the grid.
Apart from the Government policies, both private companies and the society as a
whole have been very supportive on the concept of sustainable green energy in India. A
number of private companies are setting up their own renewable energy projects in different
parts of the country. These projects are often located in remote and distant areas and this,
even though in limited numbers, provide direct and indirect employment opportunities and
also contribute to the economic and social development of the region.
Considering the necessity to enlighten the next generation on the importance of
energy efficiency, a number of programmes are being implemented at the school level. The
Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) is implementing the Energy Conservation Awareness
Scheme for the XIIth Five Year Plan and intends to include the same in the new NCERT
syllabus. The Bachat Lamp Yojana (BLY) is a public- private partnership programme where
over 29 million incandescent bulbs have been replaced by CFLs. The Super Efficient
Equipment Programme (SEEP) aims to support the introduction and deployment of super
efficient 35W ceiling fans as against current average ceiling fan sold in the Indian market
with about 70W rating.
The annual energy conservation awards recognize innovation and achievements in
energy conservation by the industries, buildings, zonal railways, state designated agencies;
manufacturers of BEE star labeled appliances, electricity distribution companies, municipalities
and raise awareness that energy conservation plays a big part in India’s response to reducing
global warming through energy savings. The awards are also recognition of their demonstrated
commitment to energy conservation and efficiency. The scheme has motivated industry and
other establishment to adopt energy efficiency measures.
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CONCLUSION
It is evident that renewable energy sources are not only replenish able but also
clean, cost effective and sustainable. Given the present rate of consumption of traditional
energy sources, they are likely to get exhausted within the next 50 years. Therefore, it is the
need of the hour to protect our existing reserves of non renewable resources and also make
the best use of green energy sources.
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Knowledge of Mental Hygiene among the Adolescents in Selected
Pre University Colleges in Mangalore, Karnataka State
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ABSTRACT
Mental hygiene is a branch of hygiene that studies measures and means for creating,
protecting, and strengthening mental health and preventing mental illness. Adolescence is a
period which begins at the end of childhood and closes at the beginning of adulthood. Many
children and adolescents have mental health problems that interfere with their normal
development and daily life activities. A descriptive study was conducted in selected preuniversity colleges at Mangalore to assess the knowledge of adolescents regarding mental
hygiene with a view to develop a health education pamphlet. Non-experimental descriptive
approach with a typical descriptive design was adopted in the present study. Stratified random
sampling technique was used for the selection of the sample. A structured knowledge
questionnaire was used to assess the knowledge of adolescents on mental hygiene. Reliability
of the knowledge questionnaire was r=0.78. A pilot study was conducted on ten adolescents
who were studying in B. G. S. Pre-university College, Kavoor. The main study was conducted
at Government Pre-university College, Kattipalla; St. Ann’s Pre-university College, Mangalore;
Government Pre-university college, Car Street; M. G. C. Pre-university College, Bondel;
and Government Pre- university College, Kavoor. The findings of the present study reveal
that the mean percentage of total knowledge score was 47.62% with mean 15.24 and
SD±1.17. Most 60% of the samples had moderate knowledge; about 40% of them had
inadequate knowledge regarding mental hygiene. The assessment of association of knowledge
among adolescents on mental hygiene with demographic variables revealed that there is no
association between knowledge and the selected demographic variables. The overall findings
of the study revealed that majority of the adolescents had poor knowledge regarding mental
hygiene. Hence, it is concluded that further improvement of knowledge on mental hygiene is
needed in this area. The researcher here emphasises that more research is needed to
understand how to improve the knowledge of adolescents regarding mental hygiene.
Keywords: Mental hygiene; selected pre-university college, health education pamphlet.
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INTRODUCTION
“Man is by nature a social animal; an individual who is unsocial naturally and not accidentally
is either beneath our notice or more than human. Society is something that precedes the
individual. Anyone who either cannot lead the common life or is so self-sufficient as not to
need to, and therefore does not partake of society, is either a beast or a God.”- Aristotle
Health is a state of complete physical, social, and mental wellbeing, and not merely
the absence of disease or infirmity. Health is a resource for everyday life, not the object of
living. It is a positive concept emphasising social and personal resources as well as physical
capabilities. Mental health is a state of balance between the individual and the surrounding
world, a state of harmony between oneself and others, the coexistence between the realities
of the self and that of other people and the environment. Mental health would include not
only the absence of diagnostic labels but also the ability to cope with the stressors of daily
living, freedom from anxieties and generally a positive outlook towards life’s vicissitudes
and to cope with those.
Mental hygiene is a branch of hygiene that studies measures and means for creating,
protecting, and strengthening mental health and preventing mental illness. Knowledge
regarding mental hygiene is very essential for adolescents to promote their mental health
and prevent them from mental illness. The goal of mental hygiene includes realisation of
potentialities, promotion of happiness and enhancement of harmonious development in order
to prevent mental illness and preserve mental health.
Adolescence is a period which begins at the end of childhood and closes at the
beginning of adulthood. It ranges from 13-18 years and may extend even up to 20 years. It
is a period of transition from childhood to adulthood. It is a period of rapid physical, intellectual,
emotional and social growth. As highlighted by the WHO European Ministerial Conference
on Mental Health in Helsinki in January 2005, mental ill health is currently one of the biggest
challenges facing every country. Mental disorders affect at least one in four people at some
time in their lives. Young people are at risk, with 4% of 12H17-year-olds and 9% of 18-19
year-olds suffering from depression and suicide being the second leading cause of death
among those aged 15–35 years. In addition to treating mental disorders, there is an increasingly
recognised need for mental health promotion and the prevention of mental disorders and this
particularly concerns children and adolescents.
Mental wellbeing is fundamental to good quality of life. Happy and confident children
are most likely to grow into happy and confident adults, who in turn contribute to the health
and wellbeing of nations. Emotional health and wellbeing in young people have implications
for self-esteem, behaviour, attendance at school, educational achievement, social cohesion,
and future health and life chances. Young people with a good sense of mental wellbeing
possess problem-solving skills, social competence and a sense of purpose. These assets
help them rebound from setbacks, thrive in the face of poor circumstances, avoid risk-taking
behaviour, and generally continue a productive life.
There are many new pressures and challenges for young people in early to mid169
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adolescence. They need to deal with considerable change in their lives at this time: growing
academic expectations, changing social relationships with family and peers, and physical
and emotional changes associated with maturation. Many factors have an impact on children’s
ability to deal with these changes: factors specific to the child, to their family, to their
environment (particularly their school) and to life events.
To safeguard child and adolescent mental wellbeing, it is important to create
awareness on preventive and promotive aspects of mental health that offer protective factors
for mental health and limit exposure to risk factors for mental disorders. Good relationships
in the home, school and neighbourhood play a part in ensuring that young people can develop
social competence and contribute to cohesive societies.
Mental health is about enhancing competence of the individuals and enabling them
to achieve their self-determined goal. Mental health should be a concern for all of us, rather
than only for those who suffer from a mental disorder. Mental illness is shrouded in the
gloom of ignorance, superstition, feelings of mystery and fear in the society. Many mentally
ill persons are taken to different healers and temples where they usually undergo torturous
rituals and procedures. Often the family spends most of its income in seeking relief from
various other sources before coming to mental hospital; by this time mental illness would
have reached an advanced stage and the family members have lost all their hopes.
Objective of the study
a. determine the existing knowledge of adolescents on mental hygiene using a structured
knowledge questionnaire
b. find the association between knowledge of adolescents regarding mental hygiene and
selected demographic variables.
c. develop and distribute a health education pamphlet on the measures to improve their
mental hygiene.
Review of Literature
An exploratory study was conducted at Newman College of Higher Education,
Birmingham, UK, regarding adolescents understanding of mental hygiene. The study aimed
to investigate adolescents’ thinking about mental illness and prevention of mental illness.
This study adopted a semi-structured interview technique and a card selection task to assess
adolescents’ response to causes, consequences, timeline, and curability of different types of
mental illnesses. The results indicated that majority of sample (52.3 percentage) possesses
an unsatisfactory knowledge regarding the above mentioned aspects. This necessitates the
need for improved education regarding the causes, consequences, timeline and curability of
different types of mental illnesses.
Kaoru Yamamoto and Henry F.Dizney (2005) conducted a study on mental
health knowledge among students in two universities namely university of Oregon and Iowa.
A total of 180 students were selected using a four item questionnaire to assess their mental
health knowledge. Females gave consistently higher estimates than males, although both
sexes were ascribed incidence figures not significantly different from each other. These
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results suggest needed improvement in the mental health education of students.
Ponizovsky A, Grinshpoon A, Sasson R, Baidani-Auerbach A, Ben Eliezer
D, Shershevsky Y (2003) conducted a study on knowledge and attitudes about mental
disorders among students of higher secondary schools to explore the knowledge and attitudes
of the students towards mental illness and persons with mental disorders. Their attitudes
revealed an ambivalent approach to the person with a mental disorder.
Mohammed Kabir et al, (2004) had conducted a study on knowledge and beliefs
about mental illness among adolescents in northern Nigeria. Totally 250 adults participated
in the study. A cross sectional study design was used. The study result shows that almost
half of the respondents harboured negative feelings towards the mentally ill. Literate
respondents were seven times more likely to exhibited positive feelings towards the mentally
ill as compared to non–literate subjects (OR=7.6, 95% confidence interval = 3.8 – 15.1).
This study demonstrates the need of better understanding of mental illnesses by the youth.
A qualitative study was conducted in West Sussex Health and Social Care NHS
Trust, UK, regarding adolescents understanding of mental health and their view on appropriate
services for their age group. This study was designed to explore adolescents understanding
of the concept of mental health and their opinion regarding appropriate services for their age
group. Two focus groups were conducted and data was analysed using interpretative
phenomenological analysis. The researcher concluded that the participants showed a
sophisticated understanding of mental health. The participants thought that school based
services would not be appropriate for their age group.
Adewuya AO, Makanjuola Ro (2008) conducted a study on social distance
towards people with mental illness in southwest Nigeria among young adults in different
universities. A cross-sectional survey was carried out in which 500 samples were selected.
Social distance towards people with mental illness was measured with a modified version of
the Bogardus Social distance Scale. The study findings showed that level of desired social
distance towards the mentally ill was seen to increase with the level of intimacy required in
the relationship, with 14.5% of the participants categorized as having low social distance,
24.6% as having moderate social distance and 60.9% as having high social distance towards
the mentally ill. There was an emerging evidence of a high level of social distance and
stigmatization of mental illness in sub-Saharan Africa. There is need to incorporate antistigma educational programmes into the mental health policies of countries in sub-Saharan
Africa. Such policy should include education regarding the causation, manifestation, treatment
and prognosis of mental illness..
Aghanwa HS conducted a study on young people’s knowledge and attitude about
mental illness in Fiji islands. There is a dearth of information on the extent of knowledge
about mental illness and attitudes towards the mentally ill in Fiji. This study aimed to explore
these aspects, and also to determine the factors influencing them. A majority of the subjects
attributed the cause of mental illness to substance abuse, believed in the diversity of mental
illness, considered hospital as an important source of help and acknowledged the effectiveness
of medication. Less than one-fifth of the subjects were willing to marry mentally ill persons.
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Literatures related to prevention of mental illness and promotion of mental health
A cross-sectional study was conducted in the UK among 52 teenagers to assess
primary care recognition and management of mental ill health during adolescence. The
finding of study indicated that there were several deficiencies at present, namely, lack of
identification of teenage distress, lack of training in teenage health, lack of a research base,
lack of resources, and finally lack of information provided by any teenagers who have
experienced turmoil and could give useful insights in to their experience.
Budderberg-Fisher, Gnam G and Christen undertook a study in Zurich on school
type, school stress and health problems in 17 year old middle school students. Samples of
661 students in different undergraduate colleges were investigated by questionnaire related
to psychosocial variables, school life and their physical and mental health. The aim of the
study was to investigate whether students of different college type differ in regard to their
psychosocial and morbidity characteristics. The study finding showed that regardless the
college type, low academic grades and stressfully assessed school life were accompanied
with higher symptom score in female students. The study findings indicated that targeted
concept for prevention and health promotion should be advanced especially in the classes of
modern college.
Desecio J and Hootman J from Portland USA, has undertaken an integrative
review of literature to examine the impact of students health on their school success. The
literature confirmed a confluence of problems associated with school performance and
adolescent mental health. As the issue is within the scope of school nursing, the literature
concluded with the emphasis of school health nursing programme for responding to the need
for mental health promotion and illness prevention related to mental health of children and
adolescents.
Anant Kumar at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi has mentioned in his
article ‘Adolescent health’ that adolescents have specific health problems which generally
are not being adequately met in most countries. So there is a need to reiterate the WHO s
Adolescent Health Development goal once again with a new spirit. He has further reported
in his article that study conducted by Kidwai Memorial Institute of Oncology in Bangalore,
in 2001 revealed that 67% of tobacco chewers were students and 75% of them were
between the age group of 10-20 years. A study conducted in Punjab among students from
five schools confirms this giving emphasis to the mental health promotion strategies.
A study conducted by Sinha assessed the mental health of adolescents and their
psychological dynamics in a sample of 670 students from Kurukshetra University and
Regional Engineering College. The findings of mental health questionnaire revealed that
emotionally secure subjects are significantly different from emotionally insecure subjects in
the dimensions of neurotic tendencies. It was concluded that many subjects needed counselling
for solving some of their psychological problems. The study stressed the need to open
guidance and counselling centres in colleges and universities for the benefits of students.
Usha Marath has undertaken a study to assess the mental health status of
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intermediate students and its relationship with selected variables. A descriptive correlational
research design was used to study a sample of 400 students. The tool used consisted of
mental health status scale with 80 items. The study findings revealed that majority of students
are standing on the brink of mental health that is vulnerable to various problems of life. The
study implied implementation of mental health services to improve the mental health status
of adolescents and to prevent them from going in to crises.
Methodology
To accomplish the objectives of the study, descriptive approach and non-experimental
typical descriptive design was used to describe the knowledge of adolescents regarding
mental hygiene.The study was conducted in selected pre-university colleges at Mangalore,
Dakshina Kannada, Karnataka. The colleges selected for the present study were Government
Pre-university College, Kattipalla; St. Ann’s Pre-university College, Mangalore; Government
Pre- university College, Car street; M. G. C. Pre-university College, Bondel; and Government
Pre-university College, Kavoor.
Sample: The data was collected from 100 adolescents studying in selected pre-university
colleges at Mangalore, as the size is acceptable to generalize the findings. Stratified random
sampling technique was used for the selection of subjects.
Results
Part I: Description of demographic characteristics of adolescents
Min.
Max.
Max. Possible
Mean
Knowledge Areas
score score
Score
Mean
SD
%
of level 6.35
of knowledge
adolescents regarding mental
Concept of mental health Section B:4Area-wise
8 analysis
13
0.080 of48.80
Prevention of mental illness.
4
8
12
6.40
0.098
53.33
hygiene
Promotion and maintenance of
1
5
7
2.46
0.090
35.14
Table 2: Overall and area-wise mean, SD and mean percentage of level of
mental health
of32adolescents15.24
regarding
mental
hygiene (n=100)
Overall
12knowledge
18
1.170
47.62

Data in Table 2 reveal that the overall mean percentage of the adolescent’s
knowledge regarding mental hygiene is 47.62% with mean and SD is 15.24 and ±1.17.
Area-wise mean percentage of the knowledge was 48.8% in area related to “concept of
mental health” with mean and SD is 6.35 and 0.08. In the area of “prevention of mental
illness” the mean percentage was 53.33 % with mean and SD is 6.4 and 0.098 and in the
area related to “promotion and maintenance of mental health” the mean percentage was
35.14% with mean and SD is 2.46 and 0.09.
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Table 1: Frequency and percentage distribution of adolescents according to their baseline
characteristics (n= 100)
No.
Variable
Frequency
Percentage
1
Age (in years )
16
32
32
17
38
38
18
30
30
2
Year of study
First year
50
50
Second year
50
50
3
Gender
Male
58
58
Female
52
52
4
Religion
Hindu
62
62
Muslim
21
21
Christian
17
17
5
Educational status of father
No formal education
4
4
Primary education
12
12
Secondary education
27
27
Higher secondary education
27
27
Graduate and above
30
30
6
Educational status of mother
No formal education
11
11
Primary education
9
9
Secondary education
21
21
Higher secondary education
32
32
Graduate and above
27
27
7
Type of family
Nuclear
78
78
Joint
19
19
Extended
3
3
8
Source of information about mental health
School curriculum
21
21
Mass media
25
25
Books and periodicals
40
40
Health personnel
14
14
Any other
0
0
9
Living status
With parents
62
62
With relatives
5
5
In hostel
33
33
10
Residence
Urban
61
61
Rural
39
39
11
Family income in rupees per month
Rs. 1000-5000
15
15
Rs. 5001-10000
36
36
Above Rs. 10000
49
49
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Part III: Association of knowledge of adults
on primary
of mental
disorders with selected demographic variable
Table 3: Association of knowledge level of adults with the selected demographic variables
n=100
Calculated
Sl.
Table value
Inference
No. Demographic variables
df
value (χ2)
1.
Age
1
1.84
3.84
NS
2.
Year of study
1
0.04
3.84
NS
3.
Gender
1
1.30
3.84
NS
4.
Religion
1
2.20
3.84
NS
5.
Educational status of father
1
2.20
3.84
NS
6.
Educational status of mother
1
3.00
3.84
NS
7.
Type of family
1
0.94
3.84
NS
8.
Source of information
1
1.10
3.84
NS
9.
Living status
1
3.60
3.84
NS
10.
Residence
1
1.50
3.84
NS
11.
Family income
1
2.20
3.84
NS
NS = Not significant; S = Significant.

The data presented in the table 3 shows that there was no association between the
knowledge scores of the adolescents and demographic variable.
DISCUSSION
The present study intended to determine the level of knowledge on mental hygiene
among the adolescents studying in selected pre-university colleges in Mangalore.
The level of knowledge on mental hygiene was determined by structured knowledge
questionnaire. The findings of the study were discussed with reference to the objectives and
hypothesis of the present study.
Major findings of the study
Section I: Description of baseline characteristics
In accordance with 100 samples, it is observed that:
• Highest percentage (38%) of the samples were from the age of 17 years.
• Highest percentage (58%) of the samples were males.
• Fifty percent of the samples were studying in first year and 50% in second year.
• Highest percentage (30%) of the fathers of the samples were educated up to graduate
and above.
• Highest percentage (32%) of the mothers of the samples were educated up to higher
secondary education.
• Highest percentage (62%) of the samples were Hindu.
• Highest percentage (78%) of the samples were from nuclear family.
• Highest percentage (40%) of samples had received information about mental health
from books and periodicals.
• Highest percentage (62%) of samples were living with their parents.
• Highest percentage (61%) of the samples were from urban area.
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• Highest percentage (49%) of the samples had family income more than Rs. 10000.
Section 2: Adolescent’s knowledge regarding mental hygiene
The findings of the present study reveal that the mean percentage of total knowledge
score was 47.62% with mean 15.24 and SD 1.17. Most 60% of the samples had moderate
knowledge; about 40% of them had inadequate knowledge regarding mental hygiene.
Area-wise analysis of the knowledge scores
The overall knowledge on mental hygiene measures is 47.62% with mean 15.24
and SD 1.17. The area-wise analysis revealed that the samples scored highest in the area of
prevention of mental illness with mean percentage 53.33% with mean 6.4 and SD 0.098 .the
mean percentage in the area concept of mental health was 48.8% and in the area of promotion
and maintenance of mental health is 35.14%.
Part III: Association of knowledge score of adolescents with selected demographic
variables
There was no significant association between the knowledge score and the
demographic variables.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of demographic data revealed that majority (38%) of the samples was
in the age of 17 years. Most (58%) of the samples were males. 50% of the samples were
studying in first year PUC and 50% in PUC second year. Highest percentage (30%) of the
fathers of the samples were educated up to graduation and above and highest percentage
(32%) of the mothers of the samples were educated up to higher secondary education.
Majority (62%) of the samples were belonging to Hindu religion. Most (40%) of samples
had received information about mental health from books and periodicals. Highest percentage
(78%) of the samples were from nuclear family and most (62%) of samples were living
with their parents. Most (61%) of the samples were from urban area. 49% had a monthly
family income of more than Rs 10000. The findings of the present study reveal that the
mean percentage of total knowledge score was 47.62% with mean 15.24 and SD 1.17.
Most 60% of the samples had moderate knowledge and about 40% of them had inadequate
knowledge regarding mental hygiene. The assessment of association of knowledge among
adolescents on mental hygiene with demographic variables revealed that there was no
association between knowledge and the selected demographic variables.
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